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Comment

Regional Integration
T

he Southern African Deve-

lopment Co-ordination Conference (SADCC) was launched
on E' April, 1980, as a manifestation of
collective resistance against the then

apartheid regime of South Africa.
SADCC

came

into existence through the

monetary)
policies, microeconomic (structural)
policies and trade policies.
The European experience may well
have particular relevance; The key tenets
of Europe as a concept historically are
macroeconomic (fiscal and

the reliance

on

modern science and

operating in the same markets but under
less restrictive rules.
The EC is also characterized

by the
its decision-making processes
operate.
In multilateral trade
negotiations the Commission negotiates
way

on

the basis of

a

mandate from the

signing of the Lusaka Declaration by the

technology, on political and cultural

fifteen.

of

pluralism, on market mechanisms, on the
principles of human rights and the rule
of law, and on effective forms of
democratic participation. More recently,
a new, important element has been
added: supranational cooperation and
integration. On the basis of a universal
application of those principles of
‘Europe’ as a concept, other parts of the

also

world could find their own models of

Rather than

successful

borders, they are seeking customized,

Heads of State and Government

Angola, Mozambique, Botswana,
Malawi, Lesotho, Swaziland, Zimbabwe,
Zambia and Tanzania. Although
geographically not part of Southern
Africa, Tanzania became part of the
grouping through solidarity with the
Frontline States. Namibia joined later
after attaining independence. So did
South Africa after attaining majority rule.
More recently, Mauritius, Seychelles and
Democratic Republic of Congo have
joined, more out of economic necessity
than political expediency. When
apartheid in south Africa ended, the
political rationale for SADCC no longer
existed. The economic arguments for cooperation came to the fore. With
industrialised and industrialising
countries organising themselves into
trading blocs, it was concluded that a
higher level of co-operation was required
to make the regional economies
And
hence
the
competitive,
establishment of the Southern African

Development Community (SADC) for

of deepening economic cooperation and integration. Seven years
after the SADC treaty little progress has
been made with intra-regional trade
accounting for only 5 per cent of the
region’s trade.
It may be worth noting that
economies converge toward or diverge
from one another depending upon the
policy and institutional choices each
country makes. If policy or institutional
differences become too large, countries
cannot achieve significant economic
exchanges. Or if countries differ too
greatly in domestic traditions and
institutions, they may be unable to accept
the purposes

common

rules

on

more

immediate

maintain, for
example convertible currencies or
government policies to
liberalize trade.

Building political community is only
side of the equation, however.
Related is the ability of states to create
economic wealth and well-being. Results
depend on the making of conscious
economic policy choices. These include
one
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development.
Competition has become global and

has resulted in
mergers

an

increase in cross border

and acquisitions, which

,

together with the growth of foreign direct
investment in

production and R&D, is

resulting in a general dilution of the
national identity of companies.
Economic interdependence goes
hand with a high degree of

hand in
policy

interdependence. Policy interdependence has tended to have a negative
dynamic, with one country’s protectionism mimicked by others. But when
the conditions are right, policy
interdependence can have a liberalizing
effect. This is, for example, the case with
the EC, where high levels of
interdependence combined with the
principle of competition among rules,
has generated a positive, i.e. liberalizing
feedback from interdependence.
In order to understand the EC’s

policy it is important to understand its
domestic roots.

In the EC’s internal

the Europeans have
distinctive approach to
market integration based on the principle
of competition among (national) rules.
This has proved to be effective in
tackling regulatory barriers to trade.
Competition among rules, driven by
mutual recognition of standards and
home country control of regulatory
policies, has also provided the dynamism
for policy-led integration. Market
pressures resulting from economic and
industrial interdepen- dence are thus
augmented by pressure for policy
convergence as firms seek to ensure that
their national regulations do not put them
at a disadvantage vis-a-vis firms

market programme

developed

a

Decision-making in the EC is
relatively technocratic, in that it is
primarily in the hands of national EC

civil servants.
Rather than

simply seeking exports

and economies of scale,

European-based

companies are now focusing on
developing Europe-wide delivery
systems, corporate alliances, production
networks and electronic marketplaces.

just shipping goods across

indepth interactions with clients,
suppliers and partners, through an
expanding gamut of networking
strategies, many of which have a strong
information

and

advanced

communication content. While

high
technology and services (finance,
transport,

communications, advertising

presently the key fields of
applications, such strategies and the
policies explicitly or implicitly
supporting them,go a long way in
accounting for the discrepancy between
traditional political visions of Europe
and the unexpected renaissance of
regional integration.
A critical question has to do with the
relationship between this private sector
dynamic and the more traditional
government-led process of formal
integration. Integration in the S ADC has
been primarily driven by governments
and much more so by the heads of state.
There is need for the private sector in
the S ADC to get more involved and drive

etc.)

are

the

process

towards integration

forcefully to the advantage of all. The
informal trade and interaction at societal

region seems to be much
developed that the formal cooperation as such underpinning the
chances of deeper co-operation between
government, civil society and the private
sector. However, it is imperative for the
region to consider seriously the
implications of the desire for deeper
integration and start doing laway with
such restrictions as stringent visa
requirements in the region and other

level in the
more

cross

border restrictions □
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Shame

It has

troops from South Africa and Botswana to restore order. The Lesotho Congress
for Democracy (LCD) won 79 seats out of 80 and
opposition could not accept
the results alleging massive
rigging. The violence that ensued caused a lot of
suffering and destruction. In Angola UNITA lost to MPLA and this led to the
resumption of the bloody civil war still raging on todate when UNITA refused
to

concede defeat.

In

Nigeria when General Olusegun Obasanjo won the elections with 18

votes>-and his contender Chief Olu Falae mustered a
respectable
votes it was not
easy for the chief to concede defeat. However it is
the results

Chief Falae

million

11 million

encouraging
upheld
of the Nigerian people. In Malawi

challenged the results in

court which in turn

reflection of the decision
Bakili Muluzi won the Presidential
poll with 2.4 million votes and the
Presidential aspirant Gwanda Chakuamba marshaled a
respectable 2.1 million
votes. However Chakuamba was not satisfied with the results
and is taking
the issue to court. There are
allegations that the poll was rigged and that fake
ballot boxes have been found. We
hope that what ever problems there are in
Malawi will not degenarate into senseless violence as we have witnessed in
other parts

as a true

of the continent

This trend in African

politics seems to underline a major flaw in the electoral
systems of some African countries on the one hand and the manifestation of
inflated egos on the part of losers on the other hand. There is need for African
countries to have mechanisms in place that ensure that elections do not become
a source of
controversy and possibly bloodletting at the end of it all. On the
other hand the African leaders should learn that in
any vote there are bound to
be winners and losers and should
accept defeat in a dignified way. This also
underlines the need for constitutional
provisions that limit the terms of the
President so that aspirants may prepare for the next election with some

hope.

However it is worth noting that South Africa has set a
good precedent in their
elections earlier this year. The results of the elections were

largely accepted
by all those involved and other countries in the region could take a leaf from
that example. African countries should
get to the point where the losers concede
defeat on the announcement of the results and
congratulate the winner as is
the case in western democracies. In Israel
recently Netanyau conceded defeat
on the announcement of the results and was seen
congratulating the winner
Barak. Africa needs to show
maturity and respect the institutions that she is in
the process of developing.
Said

the

The bombs have

become fashionable in some countries in Africa not to
accept
election results even though international observers have declared them free
and.fair. The most recent case is Malawi and before that it was
Nigeria. In
Angola and Lesotho this led to bloodshed. In Lesotho the SADC had to send
now

to note that

on

International community

Africans should accept
defeat with dignity

Mtilamanja

Blantrye, Malawi

stopped showering
Yugoslavia. Billions of dollars have
gone up in smoke. The Kosovars are
moving back to reclaim their homes as
onto

the Serbs flee in fear of recriminations.
This was indeed a bold

attempt by the
Treaty Organisation
(NATO) to stem ethnic cleansing in
Yugoslavia. We hope that out of this
noble mission peace and stability will
come to Yugoslavia and all its
people.
North Atlantic

However, from this dark continent of
to say shame on the

Africa 1 would like

international
the effort that

community. Considering
was put into
resolving the
by particularly the United

Kosovo crisis
States of America and Britain one
wonders whether Africans are lesser

beings to Europeans. Is it racism? When
one

looks

at

the crises in Africa be it

Angola, the Democratic Republic of
Congo, Rwanda, Sudan etc no such effort
as was in Kosovo can be conceived
by
the champions of democracy and the
protection of human rights in the west.
One only has to read or watch the
documentaries coming out of the hot
spots in Africa to realise the magnitude
of the untold suffering on the continent.
If the west

can afford such massive
investment in Kosovo why can’t they
also be visible in Africa.
When one looks at the history of
Africa and the problems that she is
facing

today

remembers that the continent
time subjected to brutal
slavery by the west and later to colonial
domination. It is quite evident now that
the Africans are doing
everything in their
power to try and manage the conflicts
on the continent.
However, it is obvious
that despite the will Africa does not have
was

the

one

at one

necessary

resources

for

peacekeeping. It is encouraging that the
belligerants in the DRC have signed a
ceasefire agreement,

but what

are

the

chances of

success

if there

are

no

resources to

implement the agreement.

It is

of

Letters should be addressed to:

The Editor, P.O Box MP 111. Mt. Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe, or write to, 4

Belgravia, Harare, Zimbabwe
Letters must indicate the writers full
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name

and address, and may

be edited

high time that the west in the interest
humanity stops employing double

standards and work towards the benefit

Deary Ave.,

of all.

Mwemba Nhambola, Zambia
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DRC A Time To
Cease fire
The elusive

ceasefire agreement to end the war in the Democratic

signed in Lusaka, Zambia on Saturday the

Republic of Congo was

Iff’' of July.

Nyasha Masiwa
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Presidents Robert Mugabe and

L

eaders of Southern African

Community
Angola, the
Republic of Congo,

Development

allied countries

Democratic

-

Namibia and Zimbabwe
peace pact on
leaders of the
Rwanda and

the

one

-

signed the

hand, while

invading countries Uganda - signed on the

Yoweni Museveni sign the DRC cease fire agreement in Lusaka

rebellion

Fredrick Chiluba was tasked to mediate

spearheaded by the RCD in August
1998 with the backing of Uganda and

in the conflict. All the countries
involved in the conflict have agreed to

Rwanda and saw the intervention of
so called SADC allied forces of

Angola, Namibia and Zimbabwe and

abide by the ceasefire agreement. To
the Congolese the accord is a major
breakthrough as it upholds their

old

territorial integrity and sovereignty.

which

started

as

a

the

later Chad in support
Kabila government.

of the

year

Zambia, the
OAU, the UN, and the Southern

Following several false starts, The
July 11 signing was a major boost to

African

Development Community.
By the time of going to press the

the Lusaka peace process which has
been going on since the Victoria Falls

guns were expected to have gone silent
in the almost year long war in the DRC

summit held in

other. The witnesses

SAPEM AUGUST 1999

were

September last year
during which Zambian President

agreement takes into cognisance
positions arrived at during earlier
meetings held at Victoria Falls,
Pretoria, Durban, Port Louis, Nairobi,
Windhoek, Dodoma, Gaborone, and
Sirte and the UN resolution 1234 which
recognised that the DRC had been

The

5

Cover Story
invaded

by Rwanda, Uganda and
unfolding of the peace
in the DRC is expected to

Burundi. Tbe
process
usher in

a

new

democratic

dispensation.
One of the

sticking points in the

past has been the refusal by the
Heads of State of the governments
that were involved in the DRC to

I

S
a

include the

Congolese rebels in the
negotiations for peace. This hurdle

I

has since been

with the

£

participation of the various factions

1

overcome

v>

«

9

S

of the rebels in the talks in Lusaka.

i

However, by the time of going to
press the three factions of the rebels

•5

had failed to agree on who was to
sign on their behalf casting a dark
shadow on the prospects of

i

S'
«

I
.-5

smoothly implementing the terms of
the Lusaka ceasefire agreement.
The main points of the peace President Laurent KabHa signs the peace accord whilst President Fredrick Chiluba and a
deal agreed by the government and
rebels in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, and the foreign allies of both

sides include:
The

United

Nations

Security

Council, acting in collaboration with
Organisation of African Unity
(OAU), shall constitute, facilitate and

the

deploy an appropriate peacekeeping
force in the DRC to ensure the
implementation of the agreement and
track down all armed groups.
The parties to the conflict will set
up a Joint Military Commission (JMC)
which, together with a UN/OAU
observer group, will be responsible for
carrying out, immediately after the deal
comes into force,
peacekeeping
operations until the deployment of
the UN peacekeeping force. Each of
the belligerent countries is expected

surrendered themselves.
All parties have committed themselves to the process of locating, iden-

tifying, disarming and assembling all
members of armed groups in the DRC.
The parties shall ensure that armed
groups operating alongside their troops
or on the territory under their control
comply with the processes leading to
dismantling of those groups.
The parties shall release persons
detained or taken hostage and shall give
them the latitude to relocate to any provinces within the DRC or country where
their security will be guaranteed. Im-

mediate and unhindered

access

UN representative look on

given to the International Committee of
the Red Cross and Red Crescent to
range for the release
and the recovery

ar-

of prisoners of war
of the dead and

wounded.
Once the agreement is signed, the
government of the DRC, the Congolese

Rally for Democracy (RCD) and the
Congo liberation Movement (MLC) as
well as unarmed opposition groups
shall enter into open dialogue. These
negotiations will be held under the
aegis of a neutral facilitator to be
agreed upon by Congolese parties.

is to be

to second two

senior army officers
the JMC. The JMC
would then work out the timetable
for the orderly withdrawal of all forto serve on

eign forces from the war-tom DRC.
The final withdrawal of all for-

eign forces shall be carried

out

within nine months

withdrawal

following the
schedule to be prepared

by the UN, the OAU, and the JMC.
There shall be

a

mechanism for

disarming militias, especially the
Interahamwe, the Rwanda Hutu
responsible for the 1994
genocide in Rwanda and an imporgroup

tant

factor in the DRC

war.

The

re-

patriation of rebels operating from
the DRC would be subject to some
kind of amnesty being granted on
the part of those who would have
6

Rwandese President Pasteur

Bizimungu and Sam Nujuma of Namibia sign the peace accord
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The road to peace
in the Congo
Horace

Campbell

of writing there is a major split in the
August 1998 and called
itself the voice of the people fighting against corruption,
arbitrary rule and the end to the incitement to genocide.

At the

present time

RCD. This alliance was created in

The
The
to

in

Leadership of the RCD

principles on which the RCD was formed was supposed

make

a

clean break with Mobutism and the arbitrariness

politics. But the very nature of the recent

divisions within

organization has demonstrated that the organization has
not been able to overcome the contradictions within the
movement. The divisions between the governments of
Rwanda and that of Uganda now exacerbate these
contradictions. Whatever may have been moral claims for
the start of the war in August 1998, these claims have solution.

the

They demonstrate
their opposition to
the

war

in

numer-

and are
forefront of
the call for peace.

ous

ways

at the

The other

sec-

tion of the internal

Horace

Campbell

are the
former Mobutu officials who discovered multi

opposition

partyism in

period of the Sovereign national Conference. These elements are to be found in many parties carrying various names.
They all agree with external control and management of the
economy and believe that peace can be delivered to the Congo
from Brussels, New York or Paris.
the

The MLC

Congo is that of the MLC led
by Jean Pierre Bemba. The exact position of this organization
The other armed force in the

perceived
fighting.

has not been clear since it is
one

of the governments

The Internal

as

military front for

Opposition
There are many different sides to the internal opposition inside
the Congo. The most well known opposition leader is Etienne
Tshisekedi who is he leader of the UDPS party. This party
has been one of the parties in the forefront of the opposition
to Mobutu and is now clearly opposed to Kabila and to the
armed uprising from the East. In October 1998, this party
outlined a comprehensive peace plan that would establish an
immediate cease-fire and an engagement of all of the political
forces (armed an unarmed) in the Congo. This party can be
distinguished from the numerous parties that were formed in
the period of the Sovereign National Conference. It was consistently opposed to Mobutu. However, it did not make clear
how it would develop new political structures after Mobutu.
This question is urgent since the present government of the
Congo has exposed the deep rooted nature of Mobutism in
the Congolese Society.
One other major internal political force that want peace
are the numerous groups of workers, women, poor peasants,
traders, church leaders, small scale producers, progressive
intellectuals and capitalists who want an end to war and
plunder. These forces are organized in non-governmental
organizations, trader’s organiza- tions, cooperatives, women’s
organizations, small parties, church and civic organizations.
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

The External

opposition

active external opposition. In this external
opposition are two distinct groups; the ordinary Congolese
in exile and the former officials and dealers of the Mobutu

There is

an

large sums under Mobutu. This group
governments in waiting. In surfing the
internet one can find many different governments in waiting
in Belgium, France, Switzerland and the USA. For this group
peace is also an imported commodity to be brought or bought

era.

The latter exported

has formed

numerous

democracy and peace should
open the door for faster accumulation than the rate which
Mobutu permitted. The opposition to Kabila is based on the
fact that his government has not allowed equal access to
in from outside. For this group

accumulation for those not

on

the inner circle.

False Peace

with no conditions
should follow the
various peace proposals with vigilance so that the Congolese
people are not saddled with the kind of phony peace and
cease-fire arrangements that the Angolan peoples have seen

The present war in the Congo should stop
from either side. Peoples of the region

since Gbadolite in 1989, Bicesse in 1991, and the Lusaka
Protocol of 1994. These peace agreements demonstrated that
there was no real commitment to peace and that the

agreements were just to give either

side a breathing space for
7
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rearming and for further warfare and
war in Angola has dem-

A Proposed Framework for a Sustainable Peace

destruction. The
onstrated that

war

business in the

is the most lucrative

region.

Process in the DRC by the Global Pan African Movement

Jonas Savimbi has
most

emerged as the
sophisticated military entrepreneur

with extensive networks in

more

than

fifty countries for the prosecution of war
and for the exchange of the mineral
wealth of Angola for weapons. The
methods of procuring weapons is most
developed and all parties in the present
war in the Congo seek to emulate Jonas
Savimbi. This goes for not only the
interhamwe but
that country

governments.
claims of this or

even

Hence, while there

are

providing

weapons

complex war in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) continues to
casual and/or exacerbating catalyst for political and economic crises
on both å regional and sub-regional level, with long term implications throughout
Africa, the need for a holistic peace process is of utmost importance. Diplomatic
efforts in Africa and outside of Africa have generated a consensus on the priority
to end the shooting, however it appears that the approaches to a sustainable
As the

serve as a

peace process after the guns are silenced are inadequate to mutually addressing
and reconciling the myriad of internal and external interests and concerns. The

following proposal is offered for discussion by all concerned parties interested in
peace. The points of departure are two;
1

for

Savimbi, the reality is that weapons are

changing hands in a way that makes a
mockery of the ideas of liberation and
peoples war.

people and society must be placed above all other regional and global
interests, in order to develop and secure both national and regional sustainable

2.

war

of this

Because of the

position of the Pan Afri-

can movement

that there should be free-

by the people and that

moved, there is the view in some circles
that the Pan African movement supports
the movement of armies across borders.

initiating of direct political talks between the leaders of the
leadership of the RCD. The
1st purpose of such talks would be to make arrangements for the withdrawal
of all foreign troops from Congolese territory. The 2nd purpose of the talks is
to develop a process for forming a government of national unity. That process
should begin with the reconvening of the National Conference which should
be empowered to decide on the transition process and institutions. The voices
of all the people of the Congo, including armed and unarmed opposition
forces, must be effectively included in the National Conference process.
The withdrawal of all

4.

The installation of

5.

Normalization

6.

Arrest and prosecution of Interahamwe and ex-FAR elements in the DRC
and the removal of all non Congolese military forces using Congolese territory
as a base for carrying out destabilizing acts of aggression against regional

the vig-

and Zimbabwe. It should be stated

firmly that while the principles of the
freedom of movement of the people is
vigorously supported the movement of
armies should be under strict rules that
are con-

sistent with the

principles of defending
people and for real peace.
The OAU has not yet clarified its position on the oppression carried out by
he lives of the

leaders

so

that he lessons of the Tanzaremove

Idi Amin

foreign troops from Congolese territory.

a multinational African peace keeping force to ensure
separation of all combatants and maintain Congolese territorial integrity until
a Congolese defence force/system is put in place.
a of Congolese national political processes, including the
unbanning of political parties and initiating the National Conference process.

neighbours. This process also requires that all regional governments which
seek to end the use of Congolese territory by “rebels”, must also begin the
difficult national political processes of creating conditions which permit their
“rebelling citizens” to return to their respective countries.

remove Mobutu by the armies of Angola, Rwanda, and Tanzania. Uganda,

nian incursion to

The immediate

3.

support that was lent to the war to

that these movements

between all combatants involved in the conflict in the
movements and actions.

2.

the colonial borders should not be re-

ensure

long term peace and stability.

current Government of the DRC and the elected

The Pan African movement has put forward proposals for peace in the region.

orous

in the following proposal must be conceptualized as being linked

A ceasefire agreement
DRC ending all hostile

arms

This view has been enhanced by

Each step

1.

manufacturers.

dom of movement

of peace, reconstruction and transformation.

for

is the militarists

and the

processes

to the other, in order for the series of steps to represent a sustainable process
that could be implemented to achieve the necessary and sufficient conditions

The Pan African Proposals for
Lasting and Comprehensive peace

The winners

That all parties must recognize and respect the dialectical social, political
and economic linkages between the national interests of the Congolese people
and the dynamics of the region. However the interests of the Congolese

7.

Formation of an elected government of national unity that is the end
the National Conference process and the formation of a truly

result of
national

(nonethnic or regional) army of the DRC.
8.

The formation of a national consensus based vision and programme for
socioeconomic reconstruction involving SADC and the Great Lakes regions
as a basis for creating long term self sustainable conditions for peace, stability
and reconstruction. The areas that must be included are; Regional
consultation and agreement on citizenship rights of peoples, democratisation,

borders, refugees, internally displaced persons,
economic

migration, and regional

development, social progress and sustainable natural resource

use.

more

February 24, 1999
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Cover Story
intellectual class at the moment.
No pre
At

a

conditions for Peace

conference in Zanzibar between

May 17-20, African women meeting unauspices of UNESCO called for
an end to wars and for peace in Africa.
This was an unequivocal cal and carder the

ried

no

conditions. These

women

who

face the brunt of

military exploitation,
masculine conceptions of valor, violence and exploitation want to move
from being seen as victims of war to the
real agents of peace in Africa. Their formulation of peace is more advanced
than the various documents presented
by governments. These women have
demonstrated that they have no stake in
war as a business. The very same leaders

who between them have spent over
war and weap-

US 5 billion dollars of

in the last ten months

speak of seeking donor aid or assistance from the UN

ons

Wamba Dia Wamba

(right) makes a point through an intepreter to the Angolan head ofdeiegation at the
Lusaka peace summit

when it
than twenty years ago has not led to the change in the Charter
of the organization with respect to non interference. This

present war does not have the same
zanian

case

for

moral

power as

the Tan-

dislodging Idi Amin

and the search for real end to war does
price and no amount of external assistance can
bring peace. Peace cannot be an imported commodity. The
very same leaders who were quick to engage in war are not
quick to engage in peace. There can be missions to seek weapons and financial support for war but no mission to the ordinary people for solutions in favor of peace. The suggestions
that favor peace from the UN and from international
peacekeepers are not serious suggestions. The very same leadnot carry a

No Tolerance for genocide
question of peace in the Congo is tied inextricably to
the question of zero tolerance for genocide and ethnic
cleansing. This position has not been properly articulated
because the ethnic narrative has taken such deep roots and
ers who embarked
the ideas of the Tutsi/Hima territorial expansion has been repeated to the point that it is believed by
many. It is for this reason that the basic
elements of what is a crime against humanity and what is genocide should be
The very same leaders
spelt out.. Wamba and others had drafted
an African declaration against genocide.
who were quick to
The

66

This author believes that it is the respon-

sibility of all Africans to take seriously
against

the United Nations Convention

engage

in

to peace.

comes

The will to peace

war are not

in

quick to

on

the

war must

end this

moral basis for this
There must be

a

war.

There is

war to

no

continue.

cessation of hostili-

ties, the verification of the cessation and
a

comprehensive cease-fire. In the next

six months this cessation of hostilities
should be parallel

with the talks between

the leaders of the present government
and the armed and unarmed opposition.

Peace is a process and not an event.
engage
Genocide.
Real peace require meticulous planning,
peace.
The call for the arrest of the perpethe need for compromise but above all
trators of genocide must make a differa commitment to move from supportence between the ordinary foot soldiers
ing the military entrepreneurs of the rethat were the actors and the commandgion. The winners of this war is the militarists and the arms
ers and the planners of genocide. The support for the internamanufacturers. The struggle to reverse-this victory of the arms
tional Tribunal by all parties in Africa is urgent. Those who
look to Europe and to the United States should wake up to the
traders, manufacturers and gold/diamond traders must be

99

reality that according to the West genocide is only carried out
when it is done in Europe and against Europeans. The active
opposition to ethnic cleansing in Kosovo by the West in relation to their silence and equivocation in the wars and genocide in Africa should be a salient lesson. Many African Intellectuals unknowingly support the West by forwarding ethnic
reasons and justification for genocide. The reality is that for
many what occurred in Rwanda in 1994 was not genocide,
but simply tribal warfare. This is the tragedy of the African
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

serious and

protracted with the opening up of the informapublic scrutiny. Just as how the
engagement of the war was not a swift mopping up operation, the engagement of peace will require new initiatives
that does not simply look at the bilateral question of security
for individual states, but at the overall question of security
for the Congolese people and for the security of all the nine
states bordering the Congo.
tion

on

the peace process to
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South Africa In Transition

O

n

this

glorious day of

16 June 1999 - which
also marked the 23rd

'

is

anniversary of the Soweto
uprising - amidst great pomp
and pageantry, and before a
crowd of

over

£

500 national

9

and

foreign dignitaries kings, presidents, prime
ministers and representatives
from

more

TS

£

than 130 countries

i

including

Muammar
Olusegun
Obasanjo - assembled on the
grounds of the Union
Buildings in Pretoria, one of
the great leaders of this
Ghadaffi

and

decade. Nelson Mandela,
gracefully bowed out while
his successor, Thabo Mbeki,
was

)

officially inducted as
new president.
first transfer of power in

South Africa’s

This

South

Africa’s

new

democracy born only five
years ago is symbolic in many
respects. First of all, it
symbolises the transfer of the
baton

from

the

Mandela hands over power to

South Africa

older

generation of veteran
freedom fighters of the
African National Congress
(ANC) who, like Mandela,
spent most of their adult lives
in exile

or

in detention

(Govan Mbeki

-

Mbeki’s

Mbeki

the dawn

father, Walter Sisulu, and the
late Oliver Tambo), to a

of a new era
Guy Martin

generation of “children of the
struggle” bom and raised in exile, like i populist Reconstruction & DeveThabo Mbeki himself and his friend
lopment Programme, quietly shelved in
and
confidante Essop Pahad.
1997. Phase two actually begins with
Secondly, this constitutes the transition the initiation in 1997 of the GEAR
from the Mandela style of leadership,
program (Growth, Employment &
flamboyant, charismatic and militantly Redistribution), a liberal macroactivist, to the distinctly more low-key, economic policy inspired by the
pragmatic and technocratic style of ! Washington-based
international
younger

Mbeki

-

trained

as an

economist at the

financial institutions (World Bank and
International Monetary Fund/IMF). In

University of Sussex in England - a
sense, phase two officially begins with
mostly concerned with performance, the
swearing in of the new Mbeki
efficiency and delivery. Finally, this cabinet on 17 June 1999, with the
event marks the transition from phase
consolidation of national unity, the
one to phase two of the post-apartheid
transcending of old racial, ethnic and
democratic transition process in South
regional cleavages of the apartheid era,
Africa. Ushered in by the April 1994
the promotion of the ideal of the
elections, phase one aimed at “African Renaissance”, and the need to
consolidating the gains of the much I speed up delivery of essential public
valued “miracle” of the “quiet
services (such as housing, water and
revolution” by firmly engaging a
electricity) to the country’s historically
process of political, economic and
disadvantaged communities as the top
social transformation embodied in the i priorities on the agenda.
10

The

new

cabinet appointed by
on 17 June reflects

President Mbeki

three

major policy priorities: maintain
develop the overall direction of
economic policy, privatisation and
fiscal discipline; reduce the civil
service over the long term; and deliver
basic services to the poor.
It also
reflects a genuine commitment to
women’s emancipation. With a 100
percent increase compared to the
previous one, this cabinet boasts no less
and

than 16

(38%-of the cabinet),
including 8 full ministers (out of 27)
and 8 deputy -ministers (out of 13).
More significantly - and contrary to
what prevails in other African
women

countries where
are

women

in government

relegated to junior ministries

-

,

hold

important portfolio such
as foreign affairs (Nkosazana DlaminiZuma),
public
service
and
women

SAPEM AUGUST 1999
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(Geraldine FraserMoleketi), minerals and energy
(Fhumzile
Mlambo-Ngcuka),

administration

communications

(Ivy MatsepeCasaburi), agriculture (Thoko Didiza)
and health (Manto TshabalalaMsimang). By maintaining Trevor
Manuel (finance) and Alec Erwin
(trade and industry) in their respective
portfolios, Mbeki sends a clear
message to the international business
and financial communities that he

intends to stick with the GEAR
Besides that of the
programe.

opinionated Nkosazana Zuma to the
key portfolio of foreign affairs, and of
the relatively young Didiza and
Mlambo-Ngcuka (to agriculture and
minerals and energy, respectively),
other noteworthy promotions are those

a contribution towards the
of Africa’s renaissance “towards

should make
success

the identification of the century ahead
as the African Century.” He cautioned
his compatriots against complacency visa-vis the plight of the country’s poorest
of the poor: “Our nights cannot be but
nights of nightmares while millions of
our people live in conditions of
degrading poverty ...” Having garnered
66.35% of the votes during the June 2
elections and with 266 members of
Farliament - plus the potential votes of
the 34 IFF deputies - the ANC and its

Farliament, Thabo Mbeki,

are

well

positioned to lead South Africa
resolutely into the new millennium to the
next elections

However,
areas

of 2004.
a

number of problem

and factors of

concern

-

subsist. At

traditionally a solid IFF stronghold
(42% of the votes and 34 seats), the
ANC gained some ground (39% of
the votes and 32 seats). While the
IFF retains premiership of the

province, ministerial portfolios have
been equitably shared between the
two parties according to a 50/50
formula. However, serious political
tensions subsist. These

are

due to the

endemic violence that

persist in
of the province (such as
Richmond) and to dissatisfaction on
the part of the IFF leadership
(including Buthelezei himself) with
the
present
power-sharing
arrangement, thus threatening
regional political stability and
possibly reigniting the flames of
political violence.
Finally, a
certain parts

of Fatrick “Terror” Lekota to defence.
Steve Tshwete to safety and security,

the national level, a possible coalition of
the major opposition parties (Democratic

fundamental contradiction is bound

and Kader Asmal to the difficult

Farty/DF, New National Farty/NNF and

GEAR

portfolio of education. Jacob
becomes
deputy
president by default rather than
design, Mangosuthu Buthelezi
having, at the 11 th hour rejected
the offer of that position in order
to
retain
the provincial
premiership of his KwaZulu Natal stronghold and to
Zuma

manoeuvre

in

room for
the
new

“Our country

...As the

our

ministries have been created:

justice and constitutional development
(Fenual Maduna), provincial and local
government (Sydney Mafumadi), and
intelligence (Joe Nhlanhla). And two
former ministers whose performance
has been lacklustre, Derek Hanekom

(agriculture) and Fallo Jordan
(environmental affairs and tourism)
have been dropped from the cabinet.
Continuity, national unity, African
renaissance and delivery are the key
words that best define this second

phase in South Africa’s post-apartheid
democratic transition. In his inaugural
speech, Fresident Mbeki said that
South Africans would have to work

hard to claim their African
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

sun

is in

...

the dawning

privatisation and fiscal
discipline - and the satis-

continues to rise to

faction of the basic needs of the

of the long
years of colonialism and
apartheid, what the new light over

(in which he retains
the home affairs portfolio).
Thabo Mbeki’s right-hand man
and old comrade Essop Fahad moves
to the newly created and strategic
portfolio of minister in the president’s
office, a potentially more powerful
position than that of the deputy
president that would effectively make
him number two in the cabinet. Finally,
new

programme - with its
on growth, reduction of public expen- diture,

banish the darkness

government

three

between the ultra liberal

emphasis

maintain his Inkatha Freedom

Farty’s (IFF) political

to arise

heritage and

land must show is

African Christian Democratic

Farty/

electorate and with 72 members of

serious

countervailing power to the ANC and
might conceivably force it to further

Farliament has robbed the ANC- who got
42% of the vote and obtained 18 seats -

populist

to

see

contradiction

can,

how

this

in practice,

be resolved.
In spite of these clouds
gathering on the horizon, the
Mbeki era began on a resolutely
upbeat and optimistic note. In his
inauguration speech, Fresident
Thabo Mbeki poetically put forward
his vision of South Africa into the
new

liberalise its economic and social

policies. In the Western Cape, a DFNNF coalition representing 51% of the
(predominantly Afrikaner and Colored)
electorate with 22 seats in the provincial

socialistic and

difficult

a

ACDF), representing almost 18% of the
a

more

economic and social policies
enshrined in the RDF. It is

nation

a

diligently at work to create
better life for itself. ”

Farliament could constitute

poorest of the poor, which
would imply a return to the

...

millennium:

"Our country is in ... the dawning
As the sun continues to rise to

banish the darkness

of the long years
ofcolonialism and apartheid, what the
new light over our land must show is
a nation diligently at work to create a
better lifefor itself. What it must show
is
its rebirth
driven by the
enormous talent of all our people,
-

...

from a slender victory. Fremier Gerald
Morkel’s coalition cabinet of 12
members (8 NNF and 4 DF) relegated
the ANC to an opposition role, without

possible by the knowledge and

single African to represent the
people
who live and work in this province. This
creates a potentially conflictual and
unstable situation, particularly in view
of the strong opposition of the tradeunions (notably COSATU) to this
arrangement.
In KwaZulu-Natal,

people, to work in partnership with
them to build a winning nation"Ui

a

hundreds of thousands of African

both black and white, and made
realisation that

we

have

a common

destiny.. What we will have to see in
the rising light is a government that
is fully conscious of the fact that it
has entered into

a

contract

with the

Guy Martin teaches political science and manages
a public administration capacity building project at
the University of the Western Cape’s School of
Government
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News

Briefs
“As far

Eritrea/Ethiopia
OAU Summit
Addis Ababa
as rains approach.
der war between

Horn

fighting rages
Both sides in the borEthiopia and Eritrea
are desperately trying to gain the initiative before heavy rains make further
-

advances too difficult.

BBC reporter

Alex Last, who has

been to the Eritrean front line near the
Mereb-Setit front, says there has been
intense fighting in recent days with both
sides

firing constant artillery barrages.
He says the two armies are fighting

from hill to hill and there is evidence of

fierce combat. Numerous spent car-

50 metres apart.
From the frontline Colonel Berhane

Ogbagober told the BBC that Eritrean
forces along the 50km front had pushed
Ethiopian troops back by up to 5km to
liiiai line of hills

on

Eritrea’s side of

the border at Badme.

“Badme is

now

within range

of

do about the sanctions.

to

The meeting came as the UK announced the restoration of full diplo-

limit their

short-range guns,” he said.
Ethiopia retook Badme in late February, forcing the Eritreans to withdraw.

Uni

i ei)

con-

matic links after

a

break of 15 years.

Stah.s

in 1984.

Washington, which has its own saneagainst Libya, broke relations with
Tripoli in 1981, on the grounds that the
Libyan Government was supporting terrorism.

Kenya faces food shortages
Nairobi

The

Kenyan Minister for
Agriculture, Musalia Mudavadi, has
warned that the country is likely to suffer severe shortfalls in food production
-

Mr. Mudavadi told

parliament the
likely to be only half
as big as normal while the amount of
maize grown would fall by about one
wheat harvest

was

sixth.
Mr. Mudavadi blamed the shortfall
in the harvest on the La Nina weather
pressure on food prices. Earlier, international aid agencies launched a

million Somalis could be at

speaking at the opening of
Development

Community (SADC) conference on
strengthening and consolidating democracy in the SADC through the electoral
process.
“We have, over the past

couple of

years, seen the consolidation of a democratic culture, good governance and

respect for human rights throughout our

region.”
Mogae said political parties must
operate without fear of intimidation and
that there should be a culture of mutual
tolerance.

“A successful

democracy

should be able to contend with different

political opinions.”
Mogae quoted successful elections

in Malawi and South

Africa, forthcom-

ing elections in three other SADC countries, and the voluntary retirement of two
as examples of the SADC
member states’ commitment to democ-

presidents

France

Mogae appealed to electoral commissioners and leaders of

political pareducation,
particularly among the youth of their
countries. He said strategies had to be
found to keep the interest of the voters,
so as to ensure that at least the majority
of all eligible voters cast their ballots.

ties to encourage more voter

IMF boss calls for reduction in

military spending in Africa
Paris

-

IMF

Director-General

Michel Camdessus, has strongly argued
for peace and a reduction in military

spending if the continent wishes to pull
of underdevelopment. “Let’s combat war and military spending in Africa,” he said during lunch hosted by
French Finance Minister Dominique
out

and a number of
non-aligned countries on the UN Security Council - would like to see a permanent lifting of the embargoes, which
were imposed as a result of Libya’s alleged involvement in the Lockerbie
bombing.
12

was

the Southern African

racy

The Chief US envoy to

However, Libya

Southern Africa had

rection, Botswana President Festus
He

ter

in the Netherlands.

-

strides in promoting democracy through the holding of free and fair

Mogae said recently.

say up to a
risk.

the UN, PeBurleigh, said the UK’s action was
premature. He said Washington still had
outstanding issues with Libya over its
support for terrorism and its alleged involvement in the bombing of Pan Am
flight 103 over Lockerbie in 1988. UN
sanctions were suspended in April when
Tripoli handed over two Lockerbie suspects for trial by a Scottish court sitting

Gaborone
made great

elections and would continue in that di-

Kenya

despite the UK restoring full diplomatic
links with Tripoli.

The United States has

Mogabe praises

SADC states

tions

threatened to veto any attempt to lift
United Nations sanctions against Libya,

-

President

democratic achievements in

multi-million dollar appeal to avert a
threatened famine in Somalia, where
rains have failed for the sixth consecutive growing season. Correspondents

New York

military spending to 1.5 perof their GDP, and halt its expansion in real terms.

cent

Libyan
of “general
responsibility” for the killing of British
policewoman Yvonne Fletcher, shot
dead outside Libya’s London embassy

to

tough on Libya

the leaders of African countries to

Government’s acceptance

system and warned that it would lead

US talks

grant trade credit

The decision followed the

due to lack of rainfall.
our

their money

in Africa and “refuse to
for military spending.”
He voiced his support to a proposal
by UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan

as

tridges and shrapnel litter the ground,
and rocks are stained with dry blood. In
places, he says, the two armies are just

a

the United States is

Libya has not met all the requirements,” Mr. Burleigh said after a closed
Security Council session over what to

cemed

-

Strauss-Khan,
nar

on

the occasion of a semi-

organised by the World Bank.
the G7 leadto be in better control of the use of

Mr. Candessus called
ers

on

Liberia
Monrovia

-

The Liberian govern-

has denied reports

of ethnic
cleansing in Lofa County. Deputy
Information Minister J Milton Teahjay
ment
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said

do

government has no intention to
Minister

Teahjay said government was presently involved in reconciling the ethnic groups in the
county. Mr. Teahjay was reacting to
so.

allegations that government was carrying out ethnic cleansing in Lofa.
Opposition politician Alhaji Kromah
made the allegations in a statement
He al-

faxed to the Liberian media.

the second

meeting of chiefs of intelligence of the two countries held in
Mbabane, Swaziland. At the same
meeting, Zambia accepted proposals by

Angola to forget past misunderstandings
and open a new chapter. A ministerial
meeting will also be held soon to arrange
for a summit of the two countries’ heads
of state.
The bilateral agreement between

The peace

deal was signed in Lome,
Togo, between President Ahmad Tejan
Kabbah and rebel leader Foday Sankoh,
plus several West African heads of states
and other interested parties.
The

Revolutionary United Front

(RUF) has been fighting successive Sierra Leonean governments since 1991.
A senior army

said in

a

village

officer turned rebel
Freetown, that his

near

committed to the peace

deal.

leged government had armed people
to persecute others of Muslim background in Lofa, Nimba and other counties. Mr. Teahjay challenged Mr.

Zambia and Angola was supported and
endorsed by the chiefs of intelligence
of the countries which attended the

meeting, i.e. Mozambique, Namibia,

peace signed by President Kabbah and
rebel leader Corporal Foday Sankoh, we

Kromah to show evidence of his

South Africa and Zimbabwe. The meet-

the

claims.

ing

chaired by Swaziland.

it,”

was

men were

“We want the world to know that this

fighters are definitely committed to
Brigadier General Ibrahim Sesay

said.

Angola

Tanzania

Algeria

TVvo civilians killed in latest
landmine blast in Bie Province

Minister says refugees will
not be forcibly repatriated

embraced into the OAU

Luanda - A local source has told
Lusa that two civilians died in an an-

Dar

tipersonnel landmine explosion in
Ngombe, 30 km west of Kuito, Bie
Province. The landmine was supplemented with a hand grenade. Maria
Etelvina,

a

relative of the victims, said

that the device was set off as they
walked to their farms to fetch food.

es

Salaam

-

Tanzania will not

forcibly repatriate refugees to their
countries of origin oecause this will be
a breach of human rights which the intemational community strives to uphold.
The stand

was

reiterated in the House

by the deputy minister for foreign affairs and international cooperation, Mr.
Emmanuel Mwambulukutu.

He said

Military sources told Lusa in Kuito
today that UNITA (National Union for
the Total Independence of Angola)
military forces have been planting
land mines on roads used by civilians
to disrupt traffic to the provincial capital, and prevent the “leak of informa-

that Tanzania had

tion” about their movements in war

gees was fluctuating depending on the
situation in the countries where the refu-

zones.

Last week, a

nated

an

civilian vehicle detoon the

anti-tank landmine

Cunji-Chipeta, road, Bie Province,
critically wounding two people. The
vehicle was destroyed. One of the
wounded told Lusa that the Cuito-

Chipeta road is quite busy, suggesting that UNITA planted the device
recently.

signed UN and OAU
agreements which govern the handling
of refugees. The agreements compelled
member countries to receive and take
of refugees without affecting the
Mr.
host
nations’
interests.
Mwambulukutu said the influx of refu-

care

gees came

from the DRC.

Swaziland

-

Zambia and

Sierra Leone

include reactivating the Joint PerDefence and Se-

curity.
This is

according to the agreement
Angola at

reached between Zambia and
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coup plotters or designers
will be taken on board and are irrelevant
now on no

to

Africa.

South Africa
SA

gold miners march on UK,
Swiss embassies

Pretoria

-

Thousands of South Af-

rican gold miners marched and Swiss
embassies recently to demand a halt to

jobs in Africa.
Some 5 000 members of the National

Rebel soldiers welcome
Sierra Leone peace deal

Angola

steps

on

tolerated anymore.
“The summit was adamant that from

Union

on steps to improve relations between the two countries. The

agreed

Commission

1997 called for the exclusion of coup

plotters at OAU, no concrete move had
been taken to sideline them, resulting
in the participation of countries such as
Guinea-Bissau at the on-going summit
in Algiers.
OAU spokesman Mr. Ibrahim
Dagash said the heads of state had been
adamant during their discussion in
closed sessions that coups would not be

reserve sales which have battered
bullion markets and threatend mining

have

manent

Algiers - African leaders recently
agreed never again to embrace coup
leaders into the Organization of African Unity.
Although the Harare Declaration of

gold

Agreement reached
to improve relations
Mbabane

from.

“During April 1999 an average of 10
refugees entered the country from
Burundi every day, whereas during the
same period this year 176 refugees were
received daily from the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC)”, he said.
Last May’s '■ecords showed that Tanzania received an average of seven refugees everyday from Burundi and 379

Coup leaders won’t be

Freetown

-

.

Renegade Sierra Leone

soldiers said yesterday they were committed to a peace agreement ending a
civil war in the West African country
as

ordinary people continued to celcapital Freetown.

ebrate in the

of

Mineworkers

and

the

industry’s Chamber of Mines rallied
outside the British embassy in a wealt’ v
Pretoria neighbourhood, chanting: “Stop
selling gold, Tony Blair,” and waving
banners bearing similar slogans.
“When you destroy gold mining in
South Africa you are destroying millions
of lives,” NUM president James Motlatsi
told demonstrators.
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beginning of

the end of an

era:
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One

of the architects of Zimbabwe’s nationallist struggle in modern times
Dr. Joshua Nkomo passed away on the V' of July 1999 at the
Parirenyatwa hospital in Harare after a long battle with prostrate cancer.

The

N

biggest ever crowd since independence, estimated at 100 000 people, gathered at the national heros

komo dedicated his live to the

struggle for independence and
social justice in Zimbabwe.
Among some of his achievements of
special note was the achievement of independence, one man one vote and maJority rule in Zimbabwe in 1980. However his death at the age of 82 years left a
deficit in the struggle for social justice as
Zimbabwe still has to deliver land to the

people, the rallying point of the armed liberation struggle that ushered in independ14

and putting the economy
control. Nkomo also

under indigmanaged to
provide a basis for overcoming ethnic rivalry between the Ndebele and Shona
which dates back to pre-colonial times and
was further aggravated by the divide and
rule policy employed by the colonial masence

enous

acre to

bid farewell to Joshua Nkomo

Cde Joshua Nkomo was bom on June 17,
1917 at Semokwe, a Kezi village about
30 km from the Botswana border and
about 150km south of Bulawayo.
His father, Nyongolo, was

born

by Nkomo is fairly solid but this legacy
requires full commitment by the leadership

around 1880 ad his mother five years
later. His parents were children when
the early British settlers raised their flag
on Harare hill.
They were teenagers

of Zimbabwe if it is

when the

ters to

maintain control. The foundation

laid

prosterity.

to

bear fruit for

occupation of Zimbabwe was
completed in 1897 after the Shona and
SAPEM AUGUST 1999
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merger with the Youth League to form
the ANC of Southern Rhodesia. That
was

when he

one

vote”

spearheaded the “one
campaign.

man

When the National Democratic
was formed, he was elected its
president at its inaugural congress in
1960. The party was banned in 1961
and was succeeded by the Zimbabwe
African People’s Union.
When Zapu was banned in 1962, it
went underground, and the People’s

Party

Caretaker Council
to look after

was

formed in 1963

Zapu affairs within the

country.
In

of

1963, he

was

sentenced to

a term

imprisonment and after the banning

of the PCC in 1964, was banished to
his birth place at Semokwe where he
was

restricted to

a

5 km radius.

He

fought many bruising battles
police, and always came out
hardened even more, to fight for the

with the

Morton

Ndebele

were

Malianga, J. Nkomo, Enos Nkala and R. G. Mugabe

defeated in the first

Chimurenga.
Cde Nkomo attended Tsholotsho

Government School where he trained

as

At the

same

time, during the Second

World War, he participated in voluntary
civilian work to enhance the anti-fascist
effort.
In 1952, he was elected

Bulawayo bakery and then went into
teaching from where he was recalled to
Tsholotsho as a carpentry instructor as
well as driver of the school lorry.
In 1941 he was at Adam’s College
for the advanced carpentry instructor’s

president of
Congress in
Southern Rhodesia. During the same
year, he attended the London conference
on the proposed Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland and, together with Dr.
Kenneth Kaunda and Dr. Hastings
Banda, was in the forefront of opposition
to the imposition of the federation.
He was re-elected president of the

after which he entered Jan

reconstituted ANC in 1957 after the

a

carpenter. After Tsholotsho he drove

his brother’s bus and
own

soon

after

ran

his

carpentry shop.

He

course

was

later hired

as a

driver

by

a

the African National

liberation of his homeland.
On several occasions, he was
restricted to Gonakudzingwa, the then
Gwelo Prison and Buffalo Range with
many of his colleagues.
A co-founder of the Patriotic Front

with President

Mugabe in 1974, Dr.
colleague led the PF
delegation to the Geneva Conference.
Nkomo and his
He

was

also co-leader of the PF

delegation to the Lancaster House
constitutional Conference

on

Zimbabwe

in London in 1979, which led to the end
of 16 years of the armed struggle and
the attainment of majority rule in 1980.
continued

on

pg.
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Hofmeyr School of Social Science in
Johannesburg where he obtained another
diploma in social welfare.
By the time he completed the
diploma, he had already been studying
with the University of South Africa for
the Bachelor of Arts degrees in Social
Sciences.
When he returned home, he was

appointed social worker for the then
Rhodesia Railways in 1947. He was
general secretary for the Railway African
Workers Union between 1947 and 1951.
On October 1, 1949, he married

Johannah

Fuyana, affectionately known
MaFuyana, and they had four children
two boys and two girls.
In 1952, he opened an auctioneer and
insurance agent business. He was
elected president of the Federation of

as
-

African Workers’ Unions in 1955.
His involvement in the struggle for
Zimbabwe’s independence had begun

during his student days in South Africa
where he joined the African National
Congress of South Africa.
SAPEM AUGUST 1999
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Mugabe and Joshua Nkomo after signing the unity accord in 1987
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Joshua Nkomo:
African nationalist or African monarchist?
Writing

on

post-independent African leadership
referred to Kwame Nkrumah

as

some years ago Ali
the “Leninist Czar”.

Mazrui

Ibbo Mandaza
much a critique of the
Leninist philosophy which, as a
conservative person himself, Ali
Mazrui could not quite appreciate, as it
was also a profound perception of the

I

t was as

monarchist

tendency in African
leadership. For there has
always been this curious historical
interplay between the nostalgia guest for
the pre-colonial and feudal African
Kingdom on the one hand and the subtle
attempt to recreate it through the modem
nationalist

African nationalists state of the post-

independence period on the other.
It was during the cease-fire period in
early 1980 that I began trying to
understand Joshua Nkomo’s political
legacy, including that element therein of
the (feudal) momachist tendency in the
African nationalist. In this respect, he
was no different from all the other
African nationalists of the 1940s and
1950s including Kwame Nkrumah

himself, Jomo Kenyatta, Kenneth
Kaunda or Nelson Mandela.
The
mistake by some has been to try and
relate and thereby confine the Joshua
Nkomo monarchist image to that part
of Zimbabwe -”Matebeleland” which,
rather
erroneously
and
most
-

inappropriately, still carries that colonial
nomenclatures.

(Why on earth those in
authority cannot dispense with such
obvious colonial anthropology boggles
the mind. Zimbabwe should have long
ago-renamed the various provinces and
relegated the terms “Matebele”,
“Mashona”

archives.)

or

“Manica” to the colonial

made it clear that the last African

For Joshua Nkomo’s

Lobengula - had been conquered as part
of the “civilizing mission”, to be
succeeded by a Queen somewhere across

conception of the “Zimbabwean
Kingdom” obviously extended beyond
the boundaries of the western part of the
country where, quite naturally, his legacy
has been viewed
that bequethed

as

the combination of

him by the Ndebele
Kingdom through King Mzilikazi and
then King Lobengula.
As a child in the early 1960s, I
remember vividly the image of Joshua
Nkomo as being the one of a King.
Already, colonialist historiography had
16

‘FatherZimbabwe', Joshua Nkomo

the

oceans

-

and to whom, even as little

boys and girls in kindergarten
“God

King

we sang,

Queen...” But now the
image of Joshua Nkomo and his fellow
save our

compatriots at the turn of the 1960’s
spoke of some kind of revival of the
African Kingdom. The picture of that
royal figure, huge in physical stature and
adorned with what to my child appeared
to be an African crown (the large fur hat).

with

ornamental

walking stick to
complete the depiction of the King - is
one that I will always remember as being
an

that of Joshua Nkomo.

For

a

child in

particular, there

was an almost obvious
resemblance between the picture of King

Lobengula and that of King Nkomo.
No wonder the colonialist regime
sought not only to lock away Joshua
Nkomo

and

his

'

fellow

African

nationalists in the early 1960’s
to ban and bum all such political
as

the

stick.

but also
symbols
fur hat and ornamental walking
It was during this period when.
SAPEM AUGUST 1999
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I was picked up by
police in Marondera for holding the fur
hat and stick that belonged to my father
who had left these in my safe keep while
he entered one of the shops. I was
released after some rough handling, and
when the sympathetic African constable
had successfully explained to his white
officer that the two symbols were quite
commonplace and therefore, politically
innocent in the rural setting of

forget the scene below us as we

Zimbabwe.

even trees

hardly

a teenager,

The cease-fire

period of early 1980

unbridled
politics after the
almost twenty years during which
persons like Joshua Nkomo and Robert
Mugabe had experienced at least a
therefore,

was,

a return

to

African nationalist

decade each of detention and

approached the landing pad in the
Assembly Point. It was reminiscent of
that which

witnessed last Monday as

we

country, but

converging towards the landing strip, in

virtual

radius of about 15 to 20 kilometers.
The whole area below us was a sea of

therefore, placed in the

man

to rest at

-

a

people

-

men, women, and children; and
and shrubs were adorned with

liaise between the ZANLA and

wept with

their old

the Assembly Points. So, with the help
of the British peacekeepers and their

helicopters, we flew from one Assembly
Point to another, returning to Harare or
Bulawayo periodically.
It

was on one

such excursion in late

February, 1980, at Assembly Point Juliet,
near Kezi or about 150 km south of
Bulawayo, that we witnessed a major

rally to be addressed by the President of
PF-ZAPU, Joshua Nkomo. I will never
continued from pg.

99
There

was

sheer pandemonium when

finally alighted from the
helicopter - a Lonhro - owned - which
was carrying him.
I have never seen
anything like that - except, perhaps, the
Joshua Nkomo

scenes

that characterized the funeral

programme in the period since Joshua
Nkomo died on 1st July and his burial

and children wept
tried to clutch at
their old man and “King”: and the men
implored in their traditional greetings so

last Monday. Women
with emotion as they

He

13

and

area.

such included

to

man

"King”: and the men
implored in their
traditional greetings so
characteristic of this

Lookout Masuka and Dan Mulilo. These

attending to some of the problems likely
to confront the comrades while confined

was

appointed Senior Minister

in the President’s office in 1987 and
He

was

awarded

an

honorary LLD

by the United States’ Morehouse
College, Atlanta, Georgia, in 1979.
At

independence, he was elected

Member of Parliament for Midlands
and

was

appointed the first Minister
Between 1981 and

of Home Affairs.

1982, he

was

Minister without

Portfolio with Special Duties.
He was elected Member
Parliament for

Magwegwe in 1985.
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of

of the Joshua Nkomo factor in

became

history, his autobiography.
Story Of My Life, provides useful

The

foundations of his charisma and selfconfidence. It helps to explain why the

66

High Commands and the
Assembly points, working under Rex
Mujuru and Dumiso Dabengwa,
as

Lobengula.
Historians and political analysts will
no doubt seek to throw more light on the

insights into the personality of the man,
his self-perception and, perhaps, even the

Zimbabwe.

ZIPRA

“civilian duties”

royal line of

Mzilikazi and

content

emotion as
they tried to clutch at

to

King, perceived as such and,

Zimbabwean

photograph of Joshua Nkomo, with
(fur hat) and walking stick,
and the loud inscription of Father

Nyagumbo had spent 21 years in
detention and many, like Edison Sithole
had perished under police custody. The
cease-fire period followed on the
Lancaster House
Agreement of
December, 1979, and was also the period
for the election campaign towards the
first Majority Rule Elections in late

was

Zimbabwe, Joshua Nkomo was
a political leader; he was a

than

more

the “crown”

Women and children

February 1980.
My task during the cease-fire period

western

the

subsequent

as

folk throughout the
particularly among those of

many common

Heroes’
Acre. There must have been close to 50
000
or even 80 000 - people all
laid the Old

we

leaders of the liberation
Others like Maurice
movement.

exile

characteristic of this area. The King had
come back home! Such veneration of a
mortal I had never seen before. For

co-vice-president, together

.old

man was so

I

He

on

on

the day of

4th March 1980.

conference at
Highfields that morning.

present at the press

was

his residence in
was a

broken

man, even as

he tried

accept that he was not to be the first
Prime Minister of an independent

to

Zimbabwe.

Kingdom had slipped out of his
just as he was awaiting the
moment of glory. This, too, might
The

hands

explain why he spumed Mugabe’s offer
of the post of president in 1980,
accepting that of Home Minister, if only
because to have stayed out altogether
might have exacerbated tension between
PF-ZAPU and ZANU (PF). This was
the tension thaf broke out into open
conflict in subsequent years until, largely
through Joshua Nkomo’s own efforts,
there emerged the Unity Accord of 22
December, 1987.
all this during the
Acre last Monday,
occasion which could easily be the
I reflected

on

funeral at Heroes’
an

of any monarch, even if the
majority of those present might have
been ignorant of the royal salute Bayete! Bayete! - which was on the lips
of the many in the terraces at Heroes’
envy

Acre

as

Joshua Nkomo was laid to rest.

thinking that he could simply vanish
into thin air, after failing to
understand how he managed to

with Simon Muzenda, in 1990.

evade the

Affectionately known as “Big
Josh,
Umdala
wethu
and

encounters.

Chibwechitedza,” among other
nicknames, Nkomo played an

Zanu

important role both in the struggle for
independence and in fostering
national unity.
His escapades verged on the
mysterious, with many people

shattered

the Election results

police during several

The 1987
to

unity accord between

(PF) and PF Zapu, which led

the formation of the unified Zanu

(PF) went a long way in bringing

together Zimbabwe’s people and
enabled social development to take
place in almost all parts of the
country.
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Governance in Southern

Africa:

A Critical Appraisal
Alexactus T. Kaure

Ten years ago

the in-thing in progressive development circles, was popular
participation. Participation of the broader citizen body in development programmes,
in public policy formulation and in the broader governmental affairs. It
promised to
bring about a qualitative change to the lives of the hitherto neglected African masses
by letting them partake in issues that affected their livelihoods. This struggle has
now altogether been abandoned.

furthered the governance project or not.
Specifically, critics have criticized
elections on two major counts. These
are: types of electoral
regimes and the
unfair advantage of the ruling parties
over opposition
especially their access
to state resources.

A

new

game
town.
It

has

now arrived in
is called good

governance. Governance is in
vogue judging by the amount of literature
written about it. It is, in fact, the central
theme in the first ever SADC Regional
Human Development Report - 1998. In

fact the report goes

further by explicitly
linking human development to
governance (good governance that is).
But what is governance? What does
it promise to do to the majority of
Africans on the continent? Is governance

equal to democracy

or

is it just

an

element of it?
As the

Report puts it: “To some
governance relates to
a. an improvement in
public sector
management
b.
c.

d.

economic

accountability,
predictability and the rule of law, and
transparency in public affairs. To
others
it
stands
for
“good
government” characterised by the
attributes
of
accountability,
legitimacy and competence.

The UNDP defines it as “The exercise
of political, economic and administrative

authority in the management of a
country’s affairs at all levels.”
The term governance emerged in the
1990s and owes its origin to a discourse
initiated by the World Bank. Thus
governance has become a key issue in
the process of intervention to change the
shape and complexation of political
systems.
Donor countries and international

financial institutions have
tended to

use a

performance

country’s

as one

recently

governance

of the criteria to

determine their assistance.

In this

context, governance has henceforth
become a political conditionality.
The long-running battle between the
Zimbabwean Government and the IMF
about the latter’s refusal to release money
in the form of balance of payment

support loan is a case in point.
18

The authors of the SADC Human

Development Report have therefore
joined these international institutions
by linking good governance to
development or human development to
be precise. When attempts are made
to indicate what are the
appropriate
institutional forms and practices that
give expression to good governance,
there is a plethora of good sounding
But

terms.

unlike

democracy,

governance is not a concept defined at
the level of principles from which its
forms and practices can then be derived.

The Report, for example, identified
four components through which

The classic

example along these lines
As Masipula
Sithole tersely puts it: “The unfairness
of party financing goes back 17 years,
when the Ministry of Political Affairs
was created. Robert Mugabe, then
prime
has been Zimbabwe.

minister, did not hide the task for this
ministry: 'it was to enhance the
hegemony of his ZANU PF party. This
ministry lasted from 1980 to 1992,

dishing monies averaging about $52
million annually, a 12-year total of $624
million, exclusively to ZANU PF. No
wonder the party is so popular!”
The Political Parties (Finance) Act
of 1992 is still

on

statute

books with the

governance can

be measured. These
are:
political, institutional, economic
and finally the gender component.

money still going to the ruling party
since it is the only one that has reached
the minimum threshold of 15 seats in

Let us now turn to the examination
of these various components in the
context of SADC.
On the political front the record so
far has been mixed and differs from

parliament. Looked at from a “good
governance” perspective, the Political
Parties Act came into being in a legal
and transparent manner. But is it
constitutional let alone being just? Other
cases of ruling parties unfairly
using state
resources to their own
advantages
abound. Elections period is usually the
time when the presidents and their
ministers cut on their foreign trips and
increase
national
trips
to
“constituencies.”
These trips are
euphemistically called familiarization
tours and sponsored by the tax-payer but
always end up with the president and his
ministers and other officials openly
campaigning for their party (this has
been a popular strategy in successive

country to country.

Overall most

SADC countries have made significant
strides in establishing multiparty

systems.
Some countries such as Namibia,
Botswana, South Africa etc. have
constitutions with strong democratic
Yet others such as Zimbabwe

content.

rewriting theirs to respond to
challenges and societal
demands. Regular multiparty elections
have now become the order of the day
within the region with the exception of
countries such ak Angola, DRC and
Swaziland. In fact Angola and the DRC
are

contemporary

are

involved in intra

state

conflicts and

long-drawn civil wars that have
destroyed whatever political space
existed in those countries. Thus issues
of transparency, accountability and

legitimacy
But

are non existent.
in those countries, in the

even

region, where multiparty politics is
accepted, elections have been
questioned as to whether they have

Namibian

elections).

The use of state resources have also
taken the form of food hand-outs to the
rural people especially in times of

drought. In Zimbabwe, for example, the
classic case in the 1995 general election
was that rural villagers were informed
that drought relief was a “gift” from
ZANU (PF) in general, and, more
specifically Mugabe, as opposed to
being products financed with state funds
,

that

came

from taxation.
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The development record on almost
all of the above economic indicators, in

Similarly, rural villagers were I society thus have their place as pointed
informed that this “gift” could be ! out but in and by themselves do not
removed as easily as it was given, should j necessarily define the democratic
they not vote for ZANU (PF)” (Tandeka ! project. The defining characteristics of
C Nkiwane, 1998). Another major bone
governance, which I find rather sketchy,
of contention has been about the choice
of an electoral regime. Debates revolve
around the question of whether the

proportional representation system is
better placed to represent a diversity of
interest, including minority, as opposed
to the plurality, first-part-the post system.
There is
literature

a

on

broader consensus in the
electoral system that the

proportional representation system yields
greater proportionality and mifnority
representation. This is a real problem
which is pointed out in the SADC Human
Development Report when it states that:
“The gap between the votes and the
numbers of seats opposition parties get
in the legislature under the current
electoral regimes is wide and unfair to
them.

It has been common for the

opposition parties to poll a substantial
total vote, of up to 41% of the total (as
in Tanzania 1995), 40% (Zambia, 1996),
38% (Lesotho 1998), 37.5% (Botswana,
1994), 27% (Namibia, 1994) and 20%
(Zimbabwe, 1990). Yet this substantial

most SADC countries, is uniformly
bleak. The land tenure map i^ some of
the former settler societies still look as
it did at independence.
In fact various studies, including

should be embedded in a set of values
and principles. Thus while governance
has become the clarion call of all and

some

as an

analytical tool for describing the

real politics on the ground has not
advanced much.
The other reason for a cautious

skepticism has been proffered by Achille
Mbembe who has urged us to scrutinize
carefully "regimes which long relied on
modes of authoritarian governance [but
which] are making an about-turn and
verbally espousing democratic ideals.”
If I understand Mbembe correctly
what he seems to be saying is that even

people each trying to lead the other.
This general lackluster performance
in the other components of governance
is perhaps more pronounced on the
gender front. In fact the report is very
explicit on this particular issue when it

the most authoritarian of African rulers
now appropriated and adopted the
govemance-democratisation-speak. The
mere
promise of re-writing a
constitution, holding a national

have

conference

or

conducting
of

a

general

states:

military
regime promising to hand over power to
civilian authority is now enough to
election

or

in the

case

“Most constitutions in the countries
of the region make sweeping reference
to women’s rights. However, with the

a

exception of South Africa in particular,
together with Zimbabwe and Namibia to

vote
does not translate into a
satisfy current international norms of
“presentability”, to borrow a phrase from
proportionate number of parliamentary
Richard Joseph.
seats” (p90).
Thus those who are at the forefront
What is being argued here is that in
of the governance and democratisation
much as we agree that elections are
important means by which citizens can debates must be able to convince the
skeptics that things are going to work
appoint and remove leaders from public
office as well as express their views on a
differently this time around. More
number of issues; multi-party elections
concretely, are the socio-economic
in the sub-region as well as the rest of i structures and conditions different today
from what they were twenty or even ten
the continent are still fraught with
problems. Some of the problems have years ago? Or are scholars and activists
often led to bloodshedding as was the i in the governance industry only thinking
case in Angola and Lesotho or to underwishfully?
Independent Africa is replete with
representation of the opposition parties
failed attempts at political engineering
in their respective parliaments as already
both in their capitalist and socialist
pointed out above.
variants
constitutions and institutions
This brings us to the institutional
of
the
immediate
post-independence era
component of governance. Proponents |
now assigned to the dustbin of history.
of governance maintain that there are
The economic component of
certain institutions that help society
realise good governance and other ' governance is no less formidable either.

a

consolidating governance, how vaguely
defined, must be based on solid socio-

as respect for
rights, corrupt-free civil service,
transparency in election conduct, etc.
Some of the key institutions in this
regard are: independent election
commissions, anti corruption bodies,
human rights commissions, ombudsman
Most
and gender commissions,
countries, in the region, have now

established

these

institutions and

depending on the level of institutional/
operational autonomy and the calibre of
those who are leading them, they can
play a very constructive role in curtailing
government excesses.
Debate about the appropriate forms
and institutions of government and civil
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

economic structures.

enshrined

,

a substantive manner.
Some countries
have made limited amendments to their
constitutions to reflect more of a
rhetorical presence of women’s rights,
as in the case of the Zimbabwe
constitution through Amendment 14,

1996, but in the main, the laws in the
SADC countries remain fundamentally
biased against women, reinforcing

discrimination

and

exclusionary

practices which continue to exclude
women from the full enjoyment of
citizen rights. These gendered laws are
widely underpinned by cultural notions
and

practices which entrench the

subordination of women and deny them
the status of persons in their respective
societies.”
On almost all fronts governance is

equally clear that any hope of

But is

human

lesser extent, which have

gender-specific guarantees relating to
women’s rights
none of the other
constitutions ensures gender equality in

-

democratic values such

by UNDP, have indicated that Sub-

Saharan Africa is one of the regions in
the world where poverty is on the
increase.
In some countries such as Angola and
DRC there are no national economies to
talk about. Inflations, debt, devalued
currencies and unemployment are the
order of the day in most SADC
economies. Thus if there is a casual link
between good governance, economic
and human development then both are
in danger of being stalled. This is like
the case of the proverbial two blind

sundries, the usefulness of the concept

progressing with a snail’s speed. So
when is the harvest of good governance
going to be ripe and when are the
benefits to be reaped and by whom?
Proponents of governance will no doubt
respond by saying, as they usually do,

The SADC

Regional Human Development Report
states, for example, that economic
management and participation by both
the state and the people would be the
key to good governance. Six core

that governance

is

a process

and is

indicators for the economic component
have been identified. These are: rate of

relative, incremental and phased. In the
meantime, therefore, the masses will

growth, rate of inflation, fiscal
percentage of GDP, debt as
a
percentage
of export ratio,
unemployment rate and lastly,

have to embrace themselves for a longmarch to the promised land of economic

economic
deficit as

a

government

indigenisation policies and

programmes.

development, justice and well-being if
the casual link between good governance
and human and economic development
'

is true □
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Feature

The Union in Tanzania needs
a

thorough review:

Questfor serious and participative discussion
Abdulrahman O J Kaniki

Why the Union

came

into Being?

Every 26th day of April each year is a
Union Day in Tanzania.
The
Tanzanians from the mainland, that is,
and
Zanzibar
Tanganyika,
commemorate the birth of the Union
between Tanganyika and Zanzibar
which gave rise to the United Republic
of Tanzania. The Union took place on

26

April 1964. Thus presently the said

union is 35 years old.
attained some signs

It has assumed

of maturity.
May be the most pertinent question
we should pose at the outset is
why the
Union? In other words, why the two
nations, that is the Republic of
Tanganyika and the People’s Republic
of Zanzibar, just in their early days of
political independence decided to
or

unite?
When

reading the various works of
Mwalimu Julius K. Nyerere, former
Tanzanian President, one of the
architects of the Union the other one

being the late Sheikh Abeid Aman
Karume, it is clear that the motive
behind the Union,

according to
Nyerere, was to call for African unity
and regain the long existing association
of the people of both sides. Nyerere
argued:
“The Union between

Tanganyika and

Zanzibar has been determined by our two

for the interest of African
Unity... Our Unity is inspired by a very
simple ideology - Unity"'
governments

expedience, self preservation of the
leaders of both sides and security of
the two countries following the
Revolution in the Isles and Army
Mutiny on the Mainland. Professor
Abdul M.H. Sheriff argues in this
connection

as

follows:

20

foregoing:

“Scholars and researchers have
to

refused

accept that African Unity alone was

the motive behind the Union.

They have
show other factors whose
urgency and importance made the Union

gone further to

imminent.

Some have advanced the

argument that the Union was a result

“However, the

important practical
reason from moving so
rapidly towards
most

union in 1964 was undoubtedly,
instability created by the Revolution and
the mutiny. In his I960 pamphlet.

a

Nyerere states:
“A Federation
be

imposed

It must be

a

...

cannot

and must

not

the people
decision of the people... ”

upon

...

It is clear that this cardinal democratic

principle

adhered to when the
forged. Neither of the two
presidents of Tanganyika and Zanzibar
had a specific mandate from their
people to surrender any part of their
In the case of
sovereignties.
Tanganyika, despite the fact that peace
had been reestablished after the mutiny
and elected organs of state were in
place, there was no consultation even
with whole cabinet.”^ As regards
Zanzibar, the History Professor at the
University of Dar es Salaam goes on
to ably argue:
Union

was not

was

“In the

case of Zanzibar, nearly
half of
population wai disenfranchised by
the formation of a single-party state after

the

Revolution, and even the .other hand

wai

consulted about the

fundamental
change in their political life
Further,
while Nyerere fully utilised the services
of his own Attorney-General, the
Zanzibari Attorney General, Wolf
Dourado, was deliberately excludedfrom
such an important constitutional matter
not

...

Many scholars and researchers
however, argue that Pan-Africanism
and close neighbourhoodness as
advocated by Nyerere were not the
only and in the fact pressing factors for
such a hurriedly formed Union. The
truth of the matter, it is argued, apart
from the factors set forth by Nyerere,
union was q result of political

with the

as

a

union with another state, thus

depriving Karume of vital legal
counsel... ”■*

Likewise
has the

one

Palamagamba Kabudi
say in connection

following to

of
(real politik), selfpreservation of the leaders of both sides
and security of the two countries.
Many scholars have attributed the motive
of Pan - Africanism to Nyerere and that
of self preservation to Karume. This is
not a balanced and fair conclusion on
the part of Nyerere.
One can deduce
from the events and facts that occurred
during the material time of the Union it
seems that both of them were
very much
concerned with their security. It is true
that Karume was very much troubled by
the volatile situation in Zanzibar after

expediency,

Revolution.
not

He was not sure as he had
established and stabilised his

political base. In that situation he
definitely sought the Union particularly
to safeguard and strengthen his power
in Zanzibar. Not only was he to grapple
with the threat of Field Marshall John
Okellow but had to be wary of several
other factions in his government that
might have tried to overthrow him. He
was worried of the left in his
government
that consisted of ASP militants under
Kassim Hanga then Vice President and
UMMA Party militants under A M Babu
then Minister of External Affairs. They
openly advocated the building of
scientific socialism in Zanzibar. It was
this leftist alliance that was responsible
for the socialist racial pronouncements
of the Revolutionary Council and for
socio-economic reforms and legislation
intended for building of a socialist state
of workers and peasants in Zanzibar.
To say

the least, the foregoing
introductory part of the discussion
attempts to put forth some factors
which led to the two states to unite. At
that time, those that had the reigns of

powers

found that to have a guaranteed
SAPEM AUGUST 1999
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assumption of their leadership posts
and for the matter of security they must

draughtsman, the President of Zanzibar
by-passed his Attorney General and did

dark...

beunited. Whether those factors which • infact keep him completely in the
seemed to be a headache to the i It means therefore that, bearing in mind
founders of the Union in those days still
factors which gave rise to the formation
hold water today is open to discussions,

of

course

depending on one’s

perception.

Karume to hold
on to power, the whole question of the
Presidents Nyerere and

People Oriented?
question we have to ask

The Union: Is it
The other

of the Union most of which were
centred on the desire by the two

Union

handled with top secrecy.

was

had ever troubled
oneself to seek one’s respective
presently seen is people oriented or | people’s consensual agreement to unite
not? Was it as a result of people'swill?
their sovereign state with the other
Were the people of all walks of life
.state. Prof Haroub Othamn tells much
consulted to give their views prior to
when arguing that:
That is

ourselves is whether the Union as is

the Union? Let is be noted here

constituent parts

no one

that

by people we mean all the people from
both

why

of the Union

namely Tanzania Mainland and

Discussions

on

the Union were conducted

very secretively. From the archives, and
the statements of those who were in the

Looking at circumstances and
consideration

came

éé

into being, and

bearing in mind our submission in
the foregoing introductory part of
apparent that the
present union we have is not people
oriented. In other words, it is a

knowledge that no

ordinary mwanachi (citizen) from
either side of the Union had ever

opportunity “... to
fully the desirability ,

been afforded
debate

an

and the division of power
in the union ...” (to use Professor
Issa G Shivji’s words), except the

structure

two

presidents, namely Mwalimu

Nyerere and Sheikh Karume,
themselves. Only the two presidents
acted

on

their

own

behalf and that

of whole Tanganyikans and
Zanzibaris of those days to unite the

powers, to them, it were enough and
in fact, immaterial that the intended
Union was not people oriented so to

speak.
Inevitability for the Review of the
Union and People’s Participation to
discussion: A Cornerstone of an Ideal
Union
In view of the above submission, it is

apparent that there is no

The Presidents

we

have

other words, due to circumstances
and conditions prevailing at that

of

Tanganyika and Zanzibar,
Julius Nyerere and Abeid

huddle
and signed up the
agreement on the Union

Karume, got into a

without

doubt that the

today is not people
oriented. No ordinary citizen was

union

time, people’s

this work, it is

common

non-issue to the Union fathers.
Provided that the top two leaders, that
is Presidents Nyerere and Karume, had
consented to unite their respective state
a

consulted to speak out his views as
to the desirability, structure and
division of power in the Union. In

Zanzibar.
conditions in which the Union under

making them participative in decision
making to the matters concerning
uniting their two countries was entirely

consulting the

people of Zanzibar and
indeed of Tanganyika

found

participation was

secondary.

However, the most pertinent
question we have to pose at this
stage is whether the factors which
led to hurriedly uniting the two
states without first making the
people seriously and participatively
discuss the issue are still
water such

that there is

no

holding
need of

reviewing it (the Union).
It is clear that numerous

changes

have occurred since 1964. It will
be noted that the things which were

dangerous and a threat at that time
are not necessarily so to date, as so
elaboratively explains Honourable

Judge Mark Bomani:

politically independent states
under two governments. That is the
government of the United Republic

“...Much water has passed under the
bridge since 1964. The population of

of Tanzania and Revolutionary
Government of Zanzibar. We read
in Africa Eventsf that:

of the total
there at the
time the Union was formed and so they
may not easily understand or indeed
accept the factors that led to its
formation. The geo-politics of the

two

“...The Presidents

of Tanganyika and

Zanzibar, Julius Nyerere and Abeid
Karume, got into a huddle and signed up

the Union without
consulting the people of Zanzibar and
indeed of Tanganyika.
...The Articles of the Union were signed
on April 26 (sic), 1964 by the then
President of Zanzibar, Abeid Karume,
and ex-President of Tanganyika.., Julius
Nyerere, without the consent of the
people of two constituent territories.
While the President of Tanganyika had
‘the benefit of legal advice' from his
Attorney General and his Parliamentary
the agreement on
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the two constituent parts of the Union
have more than doubled, with the result

that

corridors

of power at the time, it would

that not many people in the
Tanganyika Government, or the Zanzibar
Revolutionary Council, knew what was
happening. Apart from Nyerere and
Karume, the only other people who might
have been privy to these discussions were
appear

Rashidi Kawawa, Oscar Kambona,
Abdalla Kasim Hanga and Salim Rashid.
What is important is that the Articles of

signed by Karume and Nyerere
April 1964 were subsequently
ratified by both the Tanganyika National
Assembly and the Zanzibar Revolutionary
Union,
22

on

Council.

be that seeking
ordinary people’s views or rather
All in all, it seemed to

more

than half

population today

were not

continent and indeed the World have

changed almost beyond recognition.
While in 1964 much of Africa was still
under

colonial

rule

and

so

its

was
political
preoccupation
independence, to day the entire continent
is independent; preoccupation is
economic and social development and,
in some cases, survival. The World of
1964 was very much dominated by cold
war politics which manifested themselves
at every level of international political
life to the extent that even the issue of
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Tanzania
"The

Let

pretend to

no one

speak

on

others ’ behalf

whatever other
are

remedied

by

open

discussion and putting the
union on a proper legal
and constitutional basis.

if one knows

as

undemocratic

procedure which created
the present Union can
fester in its present
unhealthy form, or be

people

The current structure favours for two

governments.
Govememnt

government along
the
people of

expected that through

correct

the

with
the

errors

individual

of

decision-

making of the past.

ideas

In fact let

may come out.

us

state at this

juncture that in this era
of transparency, openness

and

above

all,

multi-partyism,
people’s participation in
deciding their destiny is
the Union had

a

cold

dimension

war

to

it. Today this is not the case. Cold war
politics are irrelevant today and any

institution whose raison d'etre

partly a
need

to

While

at

was

the cold war would
examine its very foundation.

response to

the time Tanzania had

to

break

off diplomatic relations with West
Germany because of Zanzibar’s links
with East Germany today the two
Germanies
time there

are

united!

only

While

at

the

few dozen
university graduates who could really
follow what was going on in the world
of constitutional law and international
politics today there are hundreds of
such graduates. That such people
should askfundamental questions about
the Union should not surprise anyone.
When such questions are asked they
should be answered seriously and not
in an escapist, or threatening manner.
His

were

a

lordship then concludes that:

“In my view, therefore, a review of the
future of the Union is not only necessary
but also timely, and this review should

be discussed at various level... ”*

It

thus means that owing to
tremendous socio-politico-eocnomic

changes which have occurred since
1964, review of the Union between
Tanganyika and Zanzibar is
inevitable. However, it must be borne
in mind that a healthier review is one
which involves people’s full

participation. In the words of Horace
Campbell,
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the Union leaves much to be desired.
In fact it is a source of many
problems.

provides
a
unique
opportunity for the

mainland and Zanzibar to

new

former US President Abraham Lincoln,

democracy is the govememnt of the
people, by the people and for the
people.
May be let it be stated at this
juncture that the present structure of

The demand for an open
debate on the union

thinking about. It is

consultation

democracy. After all, in the words of

a cornerstone of an ideal
constitution. We think that the time of

only listening and acting

on

what had

been decided from the

That is the Union

and
Zanzibar
Govememnt. It is an undeniable fact
that since the question of Union did
involve two nations with full

fledged

political independence one would have
expected the concept of the Right of
Nations to self-determination to be
observed not only to the People’s

Republic of Zanzibar but also to the
Republic of Tanganyika. However,
things are different altogether. The
latter’s self-determination had since the
Union came into being been swallowed

by the United Republic of Tanzania.
With such an ugly face there lacks
equality within the Union so to speak.
Why retain state autonomy of one part
of the Union and at the

same

time cause

is losing its
popularity in the modem
top

Tanzania

we

are

aspiring to build. That
is why it is no wonder
to note that Mwalimu

Julius K. Nyerere is I
nowadays too vocal on j
emphatically calling for !
sowing seeds of a |
democratic political
culture as opposed to
|

authoritarian culture.'”
Therefore there is
need for a serious, open
and

l

participative

discussion.

Let all the

people irrespective of
their

socio-political-

economic status be
accorded opportunities
to discuss the Union

question.

Let them

discuss

and

deliberate

on

then
whether

n

they still need the union
in its
that

current

is

stmcture,
of
two

governments. If not, what stmcture of
govememnt then do they prefer within
the Union, etc. Let their majority voice
on whatever
they had debated and then
deliberated be decisive. That is one of
the true colors of a meaningful

Mwalimu Julius

Nyerere

the other part to lose the same? How
sound is such a union stmcture before
the International Law? For the same
is neither federal nor unitary. It is a
kind of union whose formula only its
forefathers know better. To say the
SAPEM AUGUST 1999
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least, the present structure of the Union
is a source of many problems and
raised issues which to date remain
unresolved. The Honourable Mr.
Justice

Wolfgang Dourado, the Judge

of the High Court of Zanzibar once
remarked in his paper Whither the
Tanzanian Union that:
“We

straight

can

away

rule out the

present structure. Neither Tanganyikans
nor Zanzibaris appear to want the Union

existing form. The voice of
Tanganyikans is now being heard loud
and clear for the return to them to their
beloved Tanganyika.
Both sides
complain that the other side derives

in its

benefit from the Union. What

greater
cannot

be denied is that there are grave

existing problems. And both sides have
cause for grievances.
The Nyalali
Commission concluded that most of the

inherent in the very
structure of the Union.
So they
recommended a change to a Federal

problems

are

Structure.

In

Defence of a Three Governemnt
as Recommended by the
Nyalali Commission

Union

We tend to believe that the

problems
accruing from the current Union, are

a

result of the said Union to have

hastily formed in order to guarantee
former presidents, that is
Mwalimu Julius K Nyerere and the
Late Sheikh Abeid Aman Karume,

the

assumption of their offices. It
sounded
much
for political
expediency than anything else.
To be noted at this stage is that
there is nobody that will resolve
Union
problems except the
Tanzanians themselves from both
sides of the Union.

That being the

therefore, we make a call that
let all the Tanzanians be, to use

case

Professor
afforded
debate
structure

Shivji’s words again, “...

enough opportunities to
fully the desirability ,
and the division of power
Hence the need for

in the union.”

full

participation.

By full participation here we
mean

serious discussion which is

entirely free from protectionism,
escapism and threatenism. Hence
enabling all the Tanzanians to chart
out the best type of Union befitting

Tanzania. It is
hoped that since the present Union
set-up is said to be a source of many
problems, thenva true, serious and
participative discussion will come
up with the most preferable set-up

the contemporary

which could be
solution to many a
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

everlasting
problem.

an

one

to raise a concern

legislator said:
In order to have

a

Union in the modem

only is socioeocnomically sound but also politically
standing, people’s consultation is
primary. Let no one pretend to speak
Tanzania which not

others’ behalf as if one knows
whatever other people are thinking
about. It is expected that through
consultation new ideas may come out.

on

regards an ideal union set-up of
govemepint, I agree with the Nyalali
As

“It is a pity that we shy away from
discussing the intricacies of the Union.
There are many issues which are still
confusing and should we not discuss them

thoroughly,
problems.

“The circumstances and conditions in
which the union between
state,
time

Notes and

is

much

es

p293

Struggle for Democracy in Zanzibar” in
Mukandala R and Othman H (Eds.)

more

Liberalisation and Politics: The 1990

Election, Dar

federal state as so suggested by
Justice Dourado) has the following to
say

Salaam 1969

Sherrif, A M H. “The Union and the

advantageous than otherwise. Justice
Bomani in this instance (of favouring
for
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whether
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Feature

SudanGS6 Oill

A

key factor in the

ongoing civil war in Sudan
Lual Guet Jok
The writing of this article has been prompted by the need to
provide readers with some background information on
Sudanese oil and its relation to the ongoing civil war in Sudan.
Additionally, the article wishes to shed light on the

National Islamic Front (NIF)

regime’s plans concerning the proceeds of the oil.

udan’s oil, which the NIF regime
is now boasting about, is an

in the Red Sea hills. Central and
Western Sudan and also because of the

achievement of
the then
Southern Sudan Regional Government

strong backing of the Regional

(1972

1982).

Oil exploration in
Southern Sudan had strong backing
-

from the Southern Sudan Regional
Government and initial resistance from
the Central Government under General

Nimieri

(1969-1985). The Central
Government’s opposition to the oil
exploration in Southern Sudan has to
do with political relations between

| in the South argued that the Central
Government

Government for oil exploration in
Southern
Sudan, the Central
Government was obliged to grant oil

exploration licences to Chevron oil
company of California in 1974, to
undertake oil exploration in an area of
516 000 square kilometers in the South,
and in parts of South Western Sudan.
The granting of the licences was
thought to be a genuine change of heart

a

British device under the influence of

the Arabs in

Egypt and in Northern
brought about with no
regard to the will of the people of
Sudan. It

was

Southern Sudan.

Being conscious of the forged
unity, the Northern Sudanese Arab
political leaders are fearful that the new
found riches in Southern Sudan will
facilitate the break away of the South
from the North.
Based on this

perception, the Central Government in
Khartoum was very much reluctant to
sanction the oil exploration in Southern
Sudan.

Instead, it approved the oil

exploration in the Red Sea hills, central
and Western Sudan.
other oil

Chevron and

companies which had applied
exploration in Sudan knew that
their best hopes for successful oil
exploration lay in Bentiu area, in the
“Sudd region”, Machar Marshes in
Malut Malakal Nasir triangle and in
Jonglei province all in Southern Sudan.
Due to the unavailability of oil deposits
for oil

-
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-

operational base

at Muglad in
Southern Kordofan outside Southern
Sudan. The move however was
unrealistic and uneconomic. Malakal
town had been

of its

an

ideal base because

the

of the immediate economic
benefits in terms of employment

opportunities in favour of the northern
Sudanese Arabs.

Despite all the attempts by the
down-play the
presence of oil deposits in Southern
Sudan, Chevron oil company pressed
on with its work.
By the first quarter
Central Government to

of 1978 the Chevron oil company
broke the news of its discovery of oil
in commercial quantities in Bentiu in
Southern Sudan. The news was
received with jubilation in Southern
Sudan but with dismay in the North,
The discovery of oil in Bentiu in
commercial quantities reinforced the

Provincial

base in Malakal and elsewhere in
Southern Sudan. Instead, it gave the
Chevron the directive to set up its

to

areas

-

operational base in Malakal Upper Nile
Capital, where existing
airport and other facilities would ease
its aerial and seismic surveys in Bentiu
area, the Sudd region and Northern
Bahr El Ghazal province. The Central
Government came out openly against
an idea of
setting up the operational

committed

exploration in the South. Others put
forward an argument that the Central
Government wanted to deny the people
from the designated oil exploration

Southern and Northern Sudan. South
from the Central Government.
North political relations have been i
Unfortunately, another problem
built on the basis of suspicions and
cropped up over the operational base
distrust of each other since the former
for aerial and seismic surveys. Chevron
colonial master Britain brought the two
wanted to set up its temporary

parts together in 1947. The coming
together of the two to constitute the
present territory known as Sudan was

was not

oil

j fear that the South would break away

|

from the North. Furthermore, the
discovery of the oil in commercial
quantities in the South disproved the
earlier advanced arguments by the
former Colonial master Britain and the
successive Arab dominated regimes
after independence that Southern
Sudan was not an economically viable
entity. It was on the basis of this
argument that the former British civil
i secretary in Sudan Sir James Robertson

existing facilities for aerial and
seismic surveys and also because of its i took a unilateral decision to annexe the
short distance to the designated oil
South to the North in 1947 against the
exploration areas. The Central will of the masses in Southern Sudan.
Government choice of Muglad as the
Thus, it was against this background
aerial and seismic surveys base, despite
and the general backwardness of the
its long distance from the oil
South and its economic dependence on
exploration areas, created suspicion in
the North which had been the strongest
Southern Sudan about the Central
argument for Unity of the Sudan.
Government’s real plans concerning
Far from the truth, all those
oil exploration in the South. Various
perceptions were nothing but mere
opinions were expressed. Many people
lame excuses for the apparent case of
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

Sudan
negligence. A territory like Southern
Sudan, rich in minerals, vast water
resources, livestock, plenty of fertile

SPLA/M hierarchy was transferred
with the whole of his force to Malakal.

Regional Assembly expressed similar
feelings in a strongly worded letter to

The

agricultural lands, timber and hundreds

military garrison was relarger force from
Western Sudan, commanded mainly by

the Central Government.

constituted of a much

northern Sudanese Arab officers. The

Government
boundaries and

of thousands of tons of fresh fish from
the World largest swamps could not be

classified

non-viable economic

as a

move

however, was nothing but a show

of force to resort to if the conflict over
territory. The alleged non-economic
the oil reached breaking point.
viability of the South was a mere
fabrication, cheap propaganda and part I
Apart from that, the refinery which
of the overall conspiracy to colonise j was initially agreed upon by Chevron,
the South and its

offers

people. The South j the Central and Regional Governments
to be

economic opportunities for
the whole Sudan than the North. The
more

constructed in Bentiu to refine

1 the crude oil was to be constructed at
imposed unity of the Sudan serves only i Kosti in Central Sudan. The crude oil
was to be pumped by a 400 miles long
the interests of the North and is against
the interest of the South as the South is
pipeline from Bentiu to Kosti. This
proposal was later abandoned in favour
totally under developed. The North
of Port Sudan, a distance of 1 000
never wishes anything good for the
miles.
The Southern Regional
South. The initial resistance from the
I
Government
Central Government to grant the oil
objected to the change of
exploration licences in the South was i the site of the refinery but both
Chevron and Central Government
based on nothing but selfishness,
ignored its objection. The most
greediness and jealousy of the riches
of the South. Its reaction to the
amazing part of the attempts to make
the oil become a Northern Sudan
discovery of the oil in commercial
quantities in Bentiu serves to support resource was the redrawing of the new
■

the

against the new
siting of the refinery
outside Southern Sudan helped to bring
to light some of the hidden plans of the
central government concerning oil
management and the future of the
Southern Sudan Regional Government.
When the Chevron oil company and
central government in 1979 embarked
on
recruitment and training of
Sudanese personnel to shoulder the
variety of responsibilities associated
with the oil industry
Dr Sherif El
Tuhami the former minister of Energy
and mining made it known to his inner

the above argument.

Upon the discovery of the oil

66

in Bentiu the Central Government

embarked

on

a

calculated

the oil fields. To the Central
Government the oil fields were

North that the oil fields

were

situated somewhere at a distance
of 450 miles South of Khartoum.
All those misleading campaigns

part of the desperate
attempts to link the oil fields with

were

a

the North.
the actual

any

livestock,

plenty offertile agricultural
lands, timber and hundreds of
thousands of tons offresh fish
from the World largest swamps
could not be classified as a

instructed

the

oil

companies operating in the South,
including the Total oil company
which was operating in Jonglei
Province, not to have anything to
do with the Regional Government
in Juba.

Perceiving the Regional
Government and the

Regional

as a stumbling block
which hindered the oil becoming
a northern Sudan resource.

Assembly

General Nimeiri in 1982 took the

non-viable economic territory.

provoked unrest in the South. Students
from Juba University and other
institutions of learning in the South
took to the streets in protest against the
newly drawn Sudan’s map and the new

unpopular decision to dissolve the
High Executive Council (HEC)
and the Regional Assembly
without consulting the President
of the HEC and the speaker of the
Regional Assembly. The decision was
unpopular because the president of the
Republic, according to the selfgovernment Act 1972, was required by
Law to consult the president of the
HEC and the speaker of the Regional
Assembly on issues related to the
dissolution of the Regional Assembly.
According to the Act mentioned above,
the dissolution of the Regional
Assembly should have originated from

boundaries between the Southern and

the President of the HEC, not from the

99

where the oil fields

the oil in Bentiu

Sudan’s map in 1980, with new
boundaries. In this new map of the
Sudan most areas rich in minerals and

the

fertile agricultural

was a crime. Anybody found by
the Sudan State Security talking about

lay

was accused of inciting
public against the state. In pursuit
of the above goal (linking of the oil
with the North), the Central
Government took the desperate actions
which it thought would make the oil
appear a northern Sudan resource. The
composition of the force at the military
garrison in Bentiu, which until 1978
was made up of military personnel
from the South was changed. The
commanding officer captain Salva
Kiir, the current number 2 man in the

SAPEM AUGUST 1999

Southern Sudanese personnel into
sensitive jobs in the oil industry.
By implications, Southern Sudanese
were to be either employed in low
paying jobs or there would be no jobs
for them altogether. The move,
however, was to keep the South
out of any oil secrets and oil
management. Sherif El Tuhami

any

further

water resources,

Mentioning of Bentiu,
area

circles that he did not intend to recruit

territory like Southern
Sudan, rich in minerals, vast

misleading campaign concerning
geographical locale of

situated somewhere in the
Southern part of the Western
Sudan. At other times, the Central
Government told the public in the

,

A

the exact

The strong stand of the masses in
South
and
the
Regional

Northern

lands in Western and

Upper Nile and Northern

Bahr El Ghazal
to the North.

provinces

Northern Sudan.
Government

were

given

The action however,

The

Regional
together with the

president of the Republic. General
Nimeiri was well aware of the illegality
25

Sudan
of his decision but he continued

their

simply because he wanted to get rid
of the HEC and the Regional
Assembly, which according to him

compensation. Despite the desperate
attempts to secure the oil fields, the
SPLA and Anyanya two forces under
the command of Paul Door Lampur
launched a decisive military operation

had

become

obstacles

to

the

implementation of the central
government’s policies concerning oil
exploitation and management.
Thereafter, the central government
moved aggressively to control and

dispose of the oil in the way it thought
appropriate. Subsequently, the South
was divided into three regions. The
division of the South into three regions
of Equatoria, Bahr El Ghazal and
Upper Nile was a gross violation of
the

letter of the

Addis

Ababa

Agreement (1972) which granted the
whole of the South regional autonomy
under a single Regional Government

homes

without

proper

in Bentiu area and forced the Chevron
oil company to close down its

operations in Western and Central
upper Nile state in early 1985. The
intensified SPLA operations in the
whole of upper Nile state in mid-1986
compelled the Chevron oil company
to terminate its contract and withdrew

from Sudan. From 1986 to 1991, all
the oil fields in Western and central
upper

Nile state and Jonglei province

under direct SPLA control.
With the 1991 split in the ranks

came

interests of the North and the Chevron
oil Company led to counter actions in
the South. The South perceived the

of
regime was able
to gain some areas in western and
central upper Nile with the help of the
break-away SPLA units under the
renegade commander Riek Machar.
The dynamics of the war situation
encouraged the NIF regime and the
new foreign oil companies, namely

redrawing of the

Talisman,

(Mohamed Salih, 1998).
The
taken

uncompromising actions
by the Central Government to

control the oil from Khartoum in the

map of Sudan with
boundaries, the siting of a
refinery outside the oil fields, and

the SPLA, the NIF

the

China

National

new

éé

denial of Southern Sudanese

persoimel

sensitive jobs
in oil management, as deliberate
moves designed by the central
government to deprive its people
of their own wealth. Taking those
moves

access to

into consideration, and

others, including abrogation of the
Addis Ababa

Agreement, the
subsequent monopoly of political
power, unfair distribution of

million barrels. The

Petroleum

Company and Sudan
Company (SPC). The
CNPC plays a significant role in the
Greater Nile Oil Project. It is funding
the construction of a pipeline from
Petroleum

Bentiu’s oil fields to Port Sudan (1 600

km), and

a refinery as well as Marine
through its sister company the
China Petroleum Technology and
Development Cor- poration (CPTDC).
The NIF regime has hinted to its hardliners that its share of the profits would
go towards financing its war against

terminal

the SPLA and the NDA.

That’s the
Southern Sudan’s mineral resources
will be used by NIF regime to
exterminate the indigenous African

Sudanese in Sudan.
Such

plan however, is in
nobody’s interest in Sudan except the
Muslim fundamentalists. It is likely
to prolong the civil war and the
suffering of the ordinary Sudanese
but
the
Muslim
people,
fundamentalists are unlikely to win the
civil war. The NIF regime has
in the past received a huge
amount of money from Iran and

including Libya, Iraq and Qatar
purchase military hardware
and equipment from China to
fight the civil war in Sudan, but
it did not manage to resolve the
to

the oil installations

including the pipleline as
legitimate military targets.

armed

left with no

99
Petroleum company (CNPC) and
Malaysia’s Petronas to resume oil
exploitation in western upper Nile
state. According to Talisman Chief

conflict

in

Sudan

militarily. Its share of the profits
from the oil is not likely to make
any significant change on the
ground. Concerned Sudanese
people will not stand passive

imposition of Arab culture and
the South

a

Some other Arab countries

The SPLA has declared all

national economic resources, the
Islam on non-Arabs and non-Muslims,

major partners in

the so-called Greater Nile oil Project
include Talisman, the China National

and allow the Muslim fundamentalists
to use the

oil proceeds to further ethnic
cleansing in Sudan. Recently the
break-away units of the South Sudan

option other
than to take up arms for the second
time to emancipate itself from the
exploitation and human degradation
imposed by Islamic Sharia Law,
which advocates amputations of limbs
for various minor offences (theft and

Executive Jim Buckee the so-called

Defence Forces

unity fields (in Bentiu area) will yield
37 5(X) barrels per day. This will push
the Talisman’s total production from

command of comrade Tito Bill

others).

113 million to 150 million barrels said

23

Sensing the general discontent in
unfair and
the Chevron
oil company with the backing of the
central government took a decision to

Bucker (Africa

Analysis No 308: 16

Moreover, the SPLA and the NDA

October, 1998). In a televised address

forces are determined to frustrate the
NIF regime’s plans. The SPLA has
declared all the oil installations

was

the South against its
discriminative policies,

recruit

militia

from

Southern
Kordofan in the belief that it would

protect the oil fields. The local

population in the vicinity of the oil
fields were forcibly removed from
26

Tuesday night (29 June 1999)
marking the 10th anniversary of 1989
military coup that brought Islamists
to power. General El Beshir told his
on

audience that Sudan will start oil

production at rate of 150 000 to 500
day. This will push
production to 180

000 barrels per
the oil annual

(SSDF) under the

attacked the oil installations in Bentiu
area, western upper

Chinese

Nile state and took
captive.

workers

including the pipleline as legitimate
military targets. Thus the military
situation on the ground will determine
how long the NIF regime is going to
use its share of the profits from the oil
to fight the civil war in Sudan □
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Art, Sport & Culture

I

n a

small house

on

the outskirts of

Mwanza, Tanzania, lives

a

frail,

toothless old

lad^ in her eighties.
She moved there after being driven out
of her home village by neighbours who
thought she was a witch.
If she had not gone to live with her
daughter in Mwanza, the chances
are

that she would have fallen victim to

the series of brutal murders which have

swept the Tanzanian shore

of Lake

Victoria.

Many of the murdered are elderly
often widows, brutally

women,

hacked to death with pangas or machetes by people who suspect them of

practising witchcraft. Most of the killings have taken place near Lake Victoria
Lawrence Mabele, news editor for
Mwanza-based Radio Free Africa, says
his station has been regularly reporting
between five and 10 such killings a
month for The past few years and, he

believes, the problem is getting worse.
Since many

of these killings have been
taking place in remote rural villages,
finding out the details can be a difficult
job.

Old

women

accused of witchcraft in Tanzania

zvitcfies

Suspected

murdered
“Sometimes it is difficult to prove
that

killings are actually as a result of
allegations,” he says. The ferocity of these attacks is now causing
much concern among many members
of the local community. People dislike
the killings, even though most still
strongly believe that witchcraft does
witchcraft

exist.

Millennial

superstitions
a former diplomat

Mboto Milando is

and senior civil servant who has
retired to his home

now

end-of-millennium fears and ignorance
and superstitions.
“Satan is very ignorant, “ Mboto
tells me. He argues that both the media
and the churches have an important role

play in curtailing the killings. He also
things have always happened, but because of the speed with
which news is now reported globally,
people get to hear of them more often
and more quickly.
People, he says, should “love the

to

believes such

witch, but hate the witchcraft.”

in Mwanza, it appears

that she was
singled out because of her eyes which
are milky-white with cataracts and red
from years of cooking over smoky fires.
“People are afraid of red eyes,” Denis
Moyo says, “because they are associated
with those of Satan”. They are unaware
that cooking fuel can cause this problem, or that it can simply be a medical
condition such as conjunctivitis.
Similarly, conditions of old age such
as senility and frailty are so little understood that they are confused with witchcraft. Another woman I met believed tra-

area.

ditional healers

witchcraft and he has his

Red eye fears
The woman’s reddened eyes may have
made people believe she was a witch.

lar theories about

All too often, however, it is the sus-

boy who killed his

Despite his broader perspective

on

life, he too believes in the existence of
own particuwhy witchcraft allegations are now so prevalent in this particular part of Tanzania. He links it to
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up as the object
of the old woman

pected witch that ends
of hate.

In the

case

are

responsible for whip-

up hatred against suspected
witches. She cited the case of a young

ping

own mother after a
traditional doctor had told him that she
was

the

cause

of all his

problems.
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ter had inherited

Scapegoats
In other cases, sick children had died

from

easily preventable

eases

after traditional healers had

or

treated disgiven
inadequate

them poor diagnosis or
treatment. In such instances, traditional
healers often then looked for a scape-

goat to blame rather than admit their
medicine may

have failed.
Ignorance-about diseases and health
issues, along with the lack of basic
health care, certainly plays a large part
in the problem here. When someone
dies,

someone

is to blame, and witch-

craft must be involved.

his land and property.

They spread allegations that she was a
witch, and organised for her to be brutally killed.
Gangs
There is

doubt that many

of these
killings are planned. People repeatedly
spoke of a gang of killers paid to murder suspected witches. Although the
killers were known and were caught
and sentenced, they were released less
than a year later.
The community was either too
scared to do anything about them or
condoned their presence. The police
no

Ulterior motives

and local authorities too often turned

Sometimes, though, there may be more

a blind eye, or could be bribed to release the perpetrators. Now, commu-

to these

killings than meets the eye.
Tanzania’s land laws are currently being reformed, and there are efforts to
untangle the complex layers of customary, colonial and socialist land laws,
in accordance with

a

new

era

of

privatisation. Where land is in dispute,
it is often the most vulnerable

landless peasant
men,
-

-

the

and nomadic herds-

the sick, the widowed and the old

who fall victim to ruthless

land-grab-

nity leaders
ment to

are calling on the governtake strong measures to pre-

such

vent

killings.

Mboto Milando told me, “The govemment needs to review the law and
its understanding of the problem. The

legal framework must be strengthened.
people must be educated that
witchcraft is bad, killing is bad and taking the law into your hands is bad.”

craft without

appearing to give the iscredibility.
“In my view it is not proper to give
the issue credence by changing the laws,
because this makes it look as though
the government also believes in witchcraft. Trying to address the problem this
way could actually make the situation
worse.

“It is

question of educating the
people. In other areas of the country
where people are better educated, we
don’t face this problem.”
a

Development
Emmanuel Uchawi, a member of Saidia
Wazee Tanzania - a local organisation

working to improve the rights and the
status of older people in the community - also thinks that development is
fundamental if witchcraft allegations
and the spate of killings are to be
stopped. “You cannot separate witchcraft beliefs from the issue of development. The more developed people are,
the less they believe in such things.”

The

bers.

further

sue

Desirable

though development

may

be, it is obviously not going to provide
an

instant solution to the

killings. Mr
people should also
looking closer to home - to them-

Mboto thinks that

One woman tearfully told me about
her sister, who had been married, but
was unable to have any children. Her

Government’s dilemma
Sebastian Magage, a former party secretary for Karagwe district, denies the

husband, however, had conceived chil-

government is running away from the

dren

problem, but concedes that it is in

by other

the children

When he died,
unhappy that her sis¬

women.

were

dilemma

as to

a

how to deal with witch¬

be

selves.
“We must look to our own hearts
and abide by the law always,” he says.
“There

are no

other short-term solu-

tions”Q

World

Cup is the greatest show on earth
the tournament
here in 2006 will catapult South Africa
onto the world stage like never before.
‘’We know that every South African
and the honour of hosting

Bank Backs South Africa’s World
JOHANNESBURG

the

bidding

with
South Africa’s chances of

Cup Bid

process well-prepared and
better than even chance of success.

a

will be behind the Bid and also that when

pull together we
thing,” he added.
we

can

The Bid Document
with FIFA

accomplish
was

by 31 July this

to

year.

any-

be

lodged
After this

rigid evaluations of the proposals
prior to announcing the successful candidate host country on 15 March, 2000.

with

‘’We witnessed in 1995 the euphoria
generated through South Africa’s successful hosting and ultimate victory in the
Rugby World Cup, followed in ’96 with
equal triumph in the Africa Cup of Na-

cial

tions

the African and other candidates

hosting the
Cup received a giant boost
recently when First National Bank

2006 World
on

(FNB) bankrolled the Bid Committee
a sponsorship and threw its finanweight behind their attempt to bring

the showcase event to Africa for the first
time.

officer, said the sponsorship which is
likely to run into millions of dollars, ce-

long-standing relationship be-

ments

a

tween

FNB and

soccer

in South Africa.

”We salute SAFA and the Bid Committee for their courage in pursuing this
ultimate sporting goal and we are convinced that South Africa is

28

”These achievements
strate

Viv Bartlett, FNB’s chief executive

going into

tournament.

soccer

that South Africa

clearly demonhas the capabili-

date, FIFA’s technical teams will

FIFA must review the bid books from

host

tion of African Football in Cairo

magnitude,” he said.

Bartlett said the Bid Committee is determined to

bring the FIFA World Cup to

South Africa in order to build

a

better

”It

means more

infrastructure,

tunities and

a

presentation to the Confederatogether

with Morocco, the other African candidate.
FIFA President

Joseph Blatter who
urged Africa to
pull behind one of its two national candidates to give the continent a better
chance at hosting the tournament.
attended the conference,

country.
more

En-

The South African Bid Committee
made

of this

-

gland, Germany and Brazil.

ties, the infrastructure and the stadia to
an event

con-

duct

more

jobs,
more

national

more tourism,
sporting opporpride. The FIFA
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Questfor a

free trade area

SADC

for a free trade area 29
Nyasha Masiwa
SADC quest

Macro-Economic stability
vj Social crisis strategy in

32

Zimbabwe

Ibbo Mandaza

Nyasha Masiwa
This year’s Southern Africa Economic Summit was held in Durban, South
Africa in July with greater impetus towards the establishment of a free trade
area within the Southern African Development Community (SADC).

T

PRIVATISATION

Secretary

Most discussions on current trade

speaking to

policy issues in the region point to the
dominant position of the South African

he SADC Executive

Dr Kaire Mbuende

journalist during the summit
a free trade pact for Southern

said that
The Political dimension of

33

transforming state owned
enterprises in Zimbabwe

Africa

few

was

close to finalisation with a

key issues remaining. He said 70

percent of the

inter-regional trade

already took place at tariff levels of
zero-10 percent. Of the 30 percent that
was left, talks to secure the trade pact

Barbara A. Chikwanha Dzenga

specific sectors
special approach would be
required to get more countries to sign

have identified
where

SOCIAL POLICY

a

few

a

up.

The SADC Trade Protocol of 1996
The social

policy in

41

the context of economic

reform

leading to the establishment of an FTA
in the SADC region, streamlining
border crossing and customs procedures
and harmonise a policy toward the
outside world within eight years of its

project

Allast Mwanza

Currency Checklist

44

Economic Indicators

45

SADC Export

46

Directory

programme for the gradual
reduction and elimination of tariffs
set out a

other SADC countries. There are
concerns

to

integration will lead
polarisation between South

that trade

further

Africa and other economies on the

region, through de-industrialization of
the economies other than South Africa’s

and

increasing concentration of

industrial location towards South
Africa. For instance Zimbabwe imports

$13 billion worth of goods from
but exports a mere
$3 billion.

some

Pretoria every year

Zimbabwe has been

negotiating

ratification. At least two-thirds of the
member states should ratify the protocol
before its implementation. Presently,

with South Africa to revive their expired
1964 bilateral agreement which gave

only Mauritius, Tanzania, Zimbabwe,
Botswana and Namibia have ratified the

to

protocol. South Africa has indicated
that it expects to ratify the accord in time
for implementation on January 1 2000.
A pact would be an important step
towards creating an integrated regional
market of up to 200 million citizens able
to exert a stronger pull on potential

country’s approach is that all countries
in the region should benefit from
preferential treatment from South
Africa. Other countries in the region are
also unhappy about South Africa’s rush

investors.
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

relative to its neighbours, and
especially its growing regional trade
surpluses. From this perspective, it is
mostly argued that South Africa stands
to experience trade creation from infraregional trade liberalisation more than
economy

Harare favoured trade terms.

According

Azwindini Ndou, South African High
Commissioner to Zimbabwe, his

to enter

into

a

free trade pact

with the

15-nation European Union (EU) before
Pretoria had concluded a similar accord

29

SADC
with its Southern African neighbours
who are negotiating a regional free trade

protocol. Analysts
states feel that

say most

of trade, the creation of a free trade area
will be of little consequence as most of
the member countries are already
integrating at a higher level through a

SADC

they

are not benefiting
from their trade links with South Africa
and that it is important for south Africa
to

customs union and a common market,

Besides, free trade will be limited by

bring reasonable proposals to the

provisions relating to rules of origin,
local content and the choice by member
countries
eligible
products.
Furthermore, no steps have ^en taken

SADC trade protocol talks so an accord
beneficial to all could be reached.
On the other hand, certain interest
groups in South Africa are concerned
about possible influx of cheap imports

from

towards

harmonising

monetary

instruments and policies, structural
or
adjustment
programmes

lower-wage economies in the

region, and the relocation of South
African plants to lower-wage locations,
that may threaten domestic production.
South Africa’s private sector and its

implies unequal political power which
undermine regional co-operation

can

and

integration.

To address problems of co-operation
and

integration emanating from unequal
uneven development, SADC has
adopted a principle of balance, equity
and mutual benefit to guide the process
of building the community. This may
not
be enough,
Among the
interventions that SADC could adopt,
and

it is believed that fiscal transfers

generally do not work and do nothing

!

to

To address problems

of
co-operation and integration
emanating from unequal and
uneven development, SADC
has adopted a principle of
balance, equity and mutual
benefit to guide the process of
building the community. This
may not be enough.

trade union movement, one of the most
militant in the world, are believed to be

opposed to the opening up of their
country’s markets to competing
products from the region.
Existing fears and concerns about
integrating extremely unequal partners
are genuine. In practice, there are
likely
to be both costs and

benefits for
individual economies. The level of
formal intra-regional trade is relatively

low, accounting for under 5 per cent of
recorded trade of SADC member
countries. The estimated volume of
unrecorded and

parallel market trade
perhaps add no more that 2 to 3
per cent of the total. According to the
African Development Bank this is due
to the pattern of trade of Southern
would

African countries which is similar. The
bulk of their exports, about 90 per cent,
are
mineral
and
agricultural
commodities sold to industrialised
countries with little or no value added.
While the bulk of their imports, about

industrialised countries. South Africa
for about 75% of the region’s

total GDP.
In
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.

more

from the north than from the

1 SADC. Their financial relations with
! the north are also larger than with other

August, 1992, SADCC was
members of SADC. In themselves,
changed to the Southern African
these links with the north limit the scope
Development Community (SADC),
for interaction among member
with a governing Treaty which binds
countries. The other consequence of
member states and requires them to i this is that it limits their interest in
subscribe and adhere to its provisions
creating deeper integration with other
and policies; and with deeper economic
countries in the SADC.
Member
co-operation and integration, cross- i countries would rather integrate with the
border investment and trade, free
north than with their neighbours,
movement of factors of production
Second, the problem of unequal and
across national frontiers, as well as
uneven development between and
common economic,
political and social
within Southern African countries. This
values as the vision of the organisation,
implies unequal distribution of costs
Few concrete steps have been taken
and benefits of economic integration,
towards realising this goal. Protocols or
with the more developed member
agreements have been concluded in
countries benefiting most and the less
some, but not in all sectors. In the field
developed benefiting least. It also
30

as

a

more

tive

means

of

equalising the distribution of
costs and benefits

1994).

(Hawkins,
However, greater

regional mobility of labour,
particularly unskilled labour,
is not feasible at present as it
is

resisted

by

labour

importing countries.
Third, the problems of the
nation-state in the making.
Most of the states in Southern

j development policies. A number of
| factors are constraining economic
integration in Southern Africa,
First, the problem of vertical
integration into the northern
two thirds, are intermediate and capital
hemisphere. Most of the member
goods,
mainly
bought
from
countries export more to and import
accounts

economic

promote

development (Hawkins,
1994). Compen- sation
schemes; e.g., a development
fund, work if they have
adequate resources to have
any real impact. Greater
factor effec- mobility is seen

Africa are
and fragile.

relatively young
They do not have
the full confidence to give up
national sovereignty to a
supranational authority as a result.
Many are preoccupied with their own
national issues.
There is need to

developed

an

institutional framework which can deal
with the above problems.
The
institutional framework must develop

legal instruments in order for it to
operate effectively. The SADC Treaty
is vague. The Framework and Strategy
for Integration lacks specific steps for
operationalising the integration process.
(Chipeta 1999)
From
policy
making
to
administration, the business of SADC
is conducted through a number of
institutions. The main ones are; the

Summit of Heads of State or
Government which has responsibility
for overall policy direction and control
of the functions of the Community; the
Council of Ministers, which reports to
the Summit, overseas the work and

development of SADC, and approves
SADC
policies; the Standing
Committee of Officials which is
technical

a

advisory committee, advises
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

SADC
the Council; the

supranational character in order to move
the process of integration ahead with
greater speed than is the case at present.
The problem with this is that, being used
to
making decisions through
appropriate councils, the member states
will resist such development. An

Tribunal which

interprets the Treaty and adjudicates
upon disputes referred to it; and the

responsible for
strategic planning and management of

Secretariat which is

SADC programmes.
and

The machinery

procedures provided by these

alternative solution, to which there may
be less objection, is to appoint to

institutions are deemed to be inadequate

promoting development in the subregion. Women and stakeholders
generally are not adequately involved

for

leadership positions people who have a
high calibre. (Chipeta 1999)
The move towards an FTA in Southem Africa is likely to be complicated
by a multiplicity of multilateral and bi-

in the process of economic integration.
In some countries, the private sector is

consulted

more

than in other countries.

form yet

another tier of SADC

lateral trade arrangements to which individual SADC members belong. The

structures.

SCUs have been effective

two

Sector

Co-ordinating Units (SCUs)

main

regional schemes are the

ensuring a sense of ownership of
SADC by Member States, since they are
each responsible for a part of it (through
SCUs). They have helped to avoid
excessive tensions within SADC with
respect to the distribution of benefits,

Southern African Customs Union

since all countries get something. The
main weakness of the SCU structure is
that the level of activity within different

out much success.

greatly as a result of the
capacity of the host country to support

an

in

sectors

varies

them.

The other weakness is that the

(SACU) and the Common Market for
Eastern
and
Southern Africa
(COMESA). The current SACU agreement dates

under

back from 1969 and has been

re-negotiation since 1994 with-

a common

SACU members have

external tariff. Thus, in the

negotiations towards the formation of
FTA in SADC, SACU countries
should be negotiating as a single entity.

i

It is difficult to

imagine how this is

SCU structure promotes sectoral
activities that are national rather than

possible without concluding the re-

suh-regional in character. Furthermore,
establishing SCUs within national
governments has not prevented their
unchecked growth in size, and
promoted an increase in the number

On the other hand, with the exception of Botswana and South Africa, all

against
integration and has led to a loss of
focus. (Chipeta 1999)
There is also a growing feeling
that SADC is growing too big in

negotiation

process.

of sectors, which works

terms

of number of sectors and

projects, too fast and therefore
becoming less and less sustainable
due to

resources

constraints and lack

of adequate absorptive capacity.
absolute cost of SADC is too

The

The main weakness

problems of the organisation. This is
because it does not take decisions itself

It reports to the Council of Ministers
which makes recommendations to the

There is

for a more pro-active
Secretariat, capable of taking initiatives
and inserting creative thinking into the
organisation. One way of doing this is
by allowing SADC to acquire a
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

This raises

SADC

a

number of issues.

country to support

obstacle
to
multilateral
liberalisation? (Chipeta 1999)
For the economies of member
countries of SADC to integrate
and

successfully, at least two conditions
must be

satisfied. One is that the rate

of economic growth must improve to
make them dynamic and, therefore,
more

willing to face

them.

the other SACU countries are also members of COMESA. COMESA has embarked upon a tariff reduction schedule
with the aim of establishing a free trade

by the year 2(X)0. At present SACU
countries in COMESA are given a
area

derogation,exempting them from implementing the tariff reduction schedule.
However, they benefit from preferential
access

into the COMESA mar-

overlapping membership, if
properly harmonised with the
SADC trade integration process, may

ket. This
not

up to

competition

from other member countries. The other
is that economic

stability must be

established to make them willing to
harmonise their monetary and exchange
rate

policies. To achieve these

conditions,
have relied

a

number of member states
the

on

implementation of

adjustment programmes. To
date, these programmes have not been
very successful. For this reason,
questions are being asked about
the appropriateness of their
design, adaptation to countryspecific conditions, sequencing
of the
of reforms and the neglect of

99

market

Will

stepping stone to

serve as a

global trade liberalisation and trade
expansion or serve as a stumbling block

structural

of activity within different
sectors varies greatly as a
result of the capacity of the host

The Secretariat has not been very
effective in dealing with institutional

a case

Organisation (WTO), some members of
are
SADC
pursuing
both
regionalisation (through membership in
SADC) and multilateralism (through
membership in WTO). While potential
gains from membership of SADC are
perceived, trade with the outside world
is larger at present and could expand.

structural and institutional
factors.

high
perceived benefits
from the organisation. Too much of
the organisation’s activities are
donor driven, which is reinforcing
the dependency syndrome.

probably

process..
As members of the World Trade

SCU structure is that the level

in relation to the

Summit for final decision.

complicate the implementation

further

(Chipeta 1999)

Having been eonceived as
national
national

programmes

with

goals using national

policies, structural adjustment
programmes have lacked a
regional dimension. As a result,
the liberalising of interest rates,
exchange rates and product
prices has had destabilizing
effects on the economies of other

SADC member states. While trade
liberalisation measures have reduced the
size of preferential inargins, increased
the asymmetry of access
missed the opportunity

systems and
to increase

reciprocal trade among member
countries. SADC has yet to establish a
mechanism for harmonising structural

adjustment programmes.

Globalisation

Macro-Economic Stability

vs
Social Crisis Stratesy in Zimbabwe
Ibbo Mandaza

T

here is

no

doubt that the failure

Woods institutions.

by the International Monetary

Fund (IMF) to release the balance
of payment support as long ago as it was
required in 1995 did contribute to the

reaped in 1997/98.

The

By Arrangement in June 1998, of course,
helped to reduce the crisis while earning
Zimbabwe the much-needed international confidence. However, holding

with obvious benefits for the country.
converse is also true if the IMF

The

it has the disbursements since
August 1998, the IMF again appears to
be agency for yet another phase of an
economic, social and political crisis in
up as

decides to

as

the

means

a

“social crisis” strategy
effect “change” or

to

preferred macroeconomic - and political
recovery in this country, most business
and civic leaders were against the “social
-

crisis” strategy on the
would cause immense

grounds that it
suffering to the
majority of the population who were
already languishing in growing poverty.
In that context, Morgan Tsvangirayi and
Margaret Dongo highlighted the urgency
of the IMF disbursements and other
related balance of payments supports
from both bilateral and multilateral
sources.

Subsequently, Zimbabwean business
associations such

as

ZNCC and CZI and

CFU and ZFU, all wrote letters of support
to Camdessuss of the IMF and
Wolfensohn of the World Bank for the
immediate disbursement of balance of

payments support. The NECF had during
1998 also helped to draw and develop a
national

consensus

towards such

a

macro-economic framework in which the
state, labor and

interest.

capital has

Besides, the

a

mutual

reasons

for the

delay by the IMF had all been addressed
adequately by government; the DRC
issue, the land reform and resettlement
32

delay the disbursements.

Second, the apparent reemergence of
the “social crisis”

strategy in some

quarters at home and abroad. There is

Zimbabwe.

leaders favored

good,

it has already done in the period since
August last year. As has already been
explained, the IMF disbursements are the
catalyst for other capital inflows (private
and public) and will enhance Zimbabwe’s economic image worldwide,

release of the first tranche of the Stand-

According to a series of consultations
undertaken in Zimbabwe with a view to
ascertain whether business and civic

so

as

economic, social and political crisis that
Zimbabwe

So far

except for two other factors.
First, the IMF and the possibility that
it might yet again change the goal posts

a

growing perception in such circles that
both the national

consensus on the
macroeconomic framework and the
establishment of the Constitutional
Commission will improve not only the

price controls and the
Malaysian power plant deal.
According to reliable sources, the
IMF was happy with the assurances on
all these four issues ånd was ready to go
to its Board to request the release of 2
programme,

tranches and

an

country’s image but also that of Mugabe
and his ZANU (PF) government. So, it
would appear from the garbled political

extension of the

philosophy of such persons, undermine
country’s image through a “social

programme on 23 March, 1999, but for
the now well-known utterances by
President Mugabe on these subjects.

the

crisis” strategy,

if only to ensure that
Mugabe and ZANU (PF) are removed

Few, if any, would accept as valid the
IMF’s decision to suspend action as it
did in March, not least because President

from office.

Mugabe’s political utterances were in
contrast to actual policy initiatives and
implementation on all these issues, in
particular on land. In the final analysis,
it is the IMF which has been playing
politics at high cost to Zimbabwe which

alternative strategy except one that hopes
for “change” out of the “social crisis.”

Needless

It is still too

go-ahead through its own disbursements.
The latest position is that the IMF
concluded Article 4 consultations

on

5

add,

there

is

no

early to piece together this

subterranean strategy which is no less
than a systematic economic sabotage in
the

name

of

“change” about which the
are just as ignorant.

authors of the scheme

cannot receive all the other balance of

payments support until the IMF gives the

to

!

But it does involve
“stakeholders” with

a

number of local

political ambitions
and “well-meaning” but ill-advised
donors, who, after perusing the

May, 1999 and sounded out its Board Economist, the Financial Times and their
Stand-By Arrangement. I local newspapers, have come to the
Further consultations are to be held. On
“informed” opinion that it is time for
the home front, the NECF has presented
change - any change. Together, they are
a paper to the President,
reflecting a now desperate to ensure that the IMF
growing national consensus on the does not disburse, no other balance of
solutions required for the key economic
payments support is made, and the
problems facing Zimbabwe, including country plunges into an economic, social
the need for support from the Bretton
and political crisis □
about the
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Privatisation

The

political dimension of
transforming state owned
enterprises in Zimbabwe
This article deals with the transformation

(privatisation) of State-Owned Enterprises
(SOEs) and how this leads to democratization of the economy.
Barbara A.

Chikwanha-Dzenga

Privatisation of non-core state activities is often assumed to
lead to

larger scope of people to participate in service
delivery which then translates into more effective policy in
economic governance. This may however not always be
the case especially where the poor and the marginalised are
concerned but privatisation efforts may be combined with
empowerment strategies in order to increase the chance that
such groups will in fact benefit from the process by
participating in entrepreneurial activities in privatised
a

sectors.

This article further discusses the link between economic
reforms (privatisation) and democracy in theory and

practice.

It asks the following questions: Do economic

reform programmes bring about broad based
in economic activities and do they enhance

participation
democracy?
democracy and economic

What

are the links between
reforms? Can structural transformation of SOEs hasten
democratization in Zimbabwe? Why is the government of
Zimbabwe stalling on the transformation of SOEs into

private entities? Who are the losers and the beneficiaries
of the privatisation process? How can the Zimbabwean
society best democratise its economy?
There is vast literature on the subject and the main
purpose of this article is to explain how privatisation policies
have performed, to identify major bottlenecks and to define
ways to proceed. The first section of the paper deals with
economic reforms (privatisation) generally and establishes
the link with democracy. Subsequently, the concept
privatisation and its implementation in Sub-Saharan Africa
is examined. The

core

of the article forms the section which

privatisation in Zimbabwe and the lessons that
can be learnt from the attempts at privatisation and
empowerment by considering the role and responses of
government. Strengths and weaknesses of the process are
assessed as well as the scope for increased participation and
empowerment. The article finishes off with a general
centres on

conclusion.
Economic

Reform

-

Privatisation

“What is wrong in a capitalist society
but who receives it". L P Jones.

is not the concept ofprofit

transforming SOEs. These can be liquidated, sold or the
management can be privatised by entering into management
contracts or by leasing them.
Privatisation gained
momentum in the eighties because previous attempts at
reinforcing government control had produced unimpressive
results

the

assuming the market will discipline the efficiency.
of measures that lessen the
government’s role in the production of goods and services
to the public. In this approach there is a belief in the superior
economic performance of the private sector even though
the economic prosperity comes about through benefits
trickling down to the poor and this is yet to materialize
anywhere (Kumssa 1996:82). But then if democracy implies
social equity, the fair distribution of Income and empowering
the poor, then it might not be the best answer since in the
African context, democracy is understood in terms of
popular democracy and not in terms of liberal or
sector

It refers to the whole range

authoritarian democracy'
Privatised bodies engage

in economic activities that
clearly involve trade offs between the interests of consumers,
shareholders, taxpayers and employees. It also involves
judgements about a balance between consumption and
investment expenditure, equity versus direct capital, the
extent of advertising and marketing required and the cost
of providing a range of community service obligations where
these are still held to be the prerogative of the privatised
body (Wiltshire 1996:195). It provides a solution for
depoliticising economic decision making.
Transparency in the relations between government and
particular industries is best shown by privatisation.
(Wiltshire 1996:193). It exposes all the government’s
carrots and sticks for the particular industries, hidden
directives, targets, dividend raiding by ministers,
interference in management and investment decisions,
imposed cross-subsidization and community service
obligations. These are factors that constitute the
environment of public enterprises and which prevent proper
objective evaluation of their performance. Privatisation has
also been known to result in a significant redistribution of
wealth if taxpayers’ money is used to dress up an enterprise
or

There

several

through which
implement economic reforms and
are

means
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a government can
one

is through

(Collins and Wallis, 1990:377). Privatisation is when
public sector contracts some of its functions to the private

if shares

creates a

are

sold at less than its true market value

premium for

a narrower

as

this

band of shareholders

(Wiltshire 1996:196).
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At the same time, it also increases government revenue,
shrinks the public sector share of Gross National Product
and results in reduced Public Sector Borrowing

Requirement- (PSBR). However, the assumption that SOE
problems will disappear with privatisation is naive because
in most developing countries complications are set to emerge
between the imperfect public sector and the imperfect
private sector (Ramamurti 1991:207). In most cases,
privatisation has led to the emergence of what Wettenhall
(1993) calls public/private hybrids where parts of
shareholding are sold but not total shareholding. It can also
lead to commercialisation within departments, which
embraces the adoption of businesslike practice and to
corporatisation, which leads to the removal of certain
activities from departments and the formation of new
corporate bodies.
Democracy and Economic reforms

search for new markets and technical progress and
is in the interest of the proprietors who direct

political freedom would also encourage high levels of
growth and equality" Siwory L & Inkeles A.

economic

development
the work of

enterprises.’
Thus the free will of the individual exercised in

democracy

protected by the rule of law, forms the necessary basis
for successful economic and social development. Hence
freedom and political pluralism should be elements in the
common objective of developing market economies towards
sustainable economic growth, prosperity, social justice,
expanding employment and the efficient use of economic
resources. These are all critical issues when dealing with
and

the

post-colonial state in the developing world and

cautiously as
annually and the general poor
management of the economy has left the country vulnerable

Zimbabwe would therefore need to tread

inflation continues to increase
to external

of all worlds, the political systems that provided
democracy and economic reforms for the highest levels of civil
“In the best
and

of citizens. This is so because economizing costs, good
organisation of work, high quality of production, the effective
standard

shocks.

Democracy allows for open self-organization of
economic interests and whilst it amy lead to greater pressures
policy makers to accommodate the interest of the various
contending groups, it can also open a wave of political
protests which might push democratising regimes towards
macro-populism which is defined as an approach to
economics that emphasises growth and income redistribution
but de-emphasises the risks of inflation, deficit financing
and external constraints (Sachikonye, 1995). Contrary to
the general belief that political democracy is a luxury that
can be ill afforded by third world countries, Inkeles and
Sirowy (1994) perceive democratic institutions at^ being
meaningful, appropriate and potentially very satisfying
programmes for organising social and economic life in
developing countries. The two give three different
perspectives that explain the effects of political democracy
on economic growth and socio-economic equality and of
these, the democratic model appears to be the
most appealing to developing countries.
on

policy prescriptions for the developing countries
Europe is largely informed by the presumed
linkage between democratic political reforms and future
economic prosperity. The market economy that is advanced
by privatisation is therefore a means of creating autonomous
spheres of action that will lead to the development of an
assertive middle class that will seek the political freedoms
that democracy provides. Most of the conflicts raging on
the African continent today have to do with access to state
power and the resources that the state controls (Ntlaja
1997:7). Hence democracy in Africa must go beyond the
current focus on the holding of elections, to fundamental
questions of equity and the distribution of power and
resources in society.
This makes capitalism
“The use of direct sales
The West’s

and Eastern

critical

because it
space

for democracy
provides the social

within

which

individuals, groups and entire
institutional

complexes can
develop independent of state
control. It creates space and

opportunity for civil society
because as people become
more affluent, they develop
more ambitious political
aspirations (Berger 1994:12).
Democratic institutions of
economic
freedom are
believed to foster economic

by Sub-Saharan Africa
(SSA) and the widespread
use of privatisation by

liquidating the firm and
selling the assets is largely
a

reflection of the low

value of assets and the

underdevelopment of

The Democratic Model
For the

the government
displayed tendencies that are

past seventeen years,

of Zimbabwe has

a conflict and authoritarian
model of governance. In line with its socialist

consistent with

ethos, the government viewed itself as an
electoral democracy, hence it was mandated to
make economic decisions that would propel the

with little disturbances from
disgruntled elements in the society. Citizen’s
rights were only confined to voting as
determining one’s economic destiny was a state
nation to prosperity

issue.

At the

same

time the state

as

the sole

guardian of the poor and the workers,
capital
markets.”
adamantly believed that it was the only hope
and social progress and
for their economic improvement.
democracy flourishes only
The democratic model believes that democracy operates
when ordinary men and women can voice their
to reduce distributional inequalities.
It is viewed as
di^ssatisfaction (Ake 1994:12). Przerwoski quotes
facilitating
equality
indirectly
and
because
of electoral
Balceravicz in defending the need for economic reforms:
mechanisms and rights to oppositions and participation,
democracies are relatively open to battles over the
a market economy based on a broad participation of different
distribution of societal resources (Inkeles and Siwory, 1990).
forms of ownership permits the achievement ofthe highest degree
New democracies are therefore unable to adopt economic
of effectiveness among all economic systems known in practice
growth policies that directly aim to deprive specific social
and in using the material and spiritual resources of a society. As
a result, it generates the quickest improvement in the living
groups of their relative economic shares and they cannot
34
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ignore the voices of mobilised sectors of the population due
to their legitimacy needs.

and control and can lead to crony capitalism because
procedures to ensure transparency when public assets are
transferred to the private sector are not easy to enforce

The Process of Privatisation
Heald (1990) observed that the process

(Heald 1990:12).

The following methods have been tried in various
of privatisation
transformation measures: flotation of large former stateWhere
into the owned enterprises on the stock market, management/
private sector as quickly as possible, the first step is usually employee buy outs, fragmentation into small competing units
the establishment of a privatisation unit and then getting
and occasional trade sales (Heald 1990, Wright and Buck
financial expertise from a merchant bank. Such an approach
1992). Amongst these, the flotation process is generally
would be unwise if the goal is to attain
perceived, as having wide
efficiency because merchant banks do not pay
effects and it is a taxing
“Any privatisation that reaching
attention to trade policy, competition or
process that requires careful
has taken place has
foreign ownership. The problem with this
engineering. Like all other
reform processes, it incorporates
approach is that governments of developing
been as a result of
countries tend to make different and
a comprehensive analysis of the

depends

on the perceived objective of the policy.
the aim is to transfer as many SOEs as possible

conflictual statements to the domestic and
international audiences which makes it

impossible to calculate what they will actually
do and to pin-point sources of tension within

budgetary

pressures, the
desire to get foreign
currency and more

them (Heald 1990: 15). On the other hand,
the civil society in developing countries does
not have the channels to demand good

importantly the need to

and mechanisms for holding

international agencies
rather than to make
SOEs more profitable “

governance

management accountable.
A World Bank

secure

Policy Research observed
that direct sales are more popular in
developing countries and from 1988 to 1995
they accounted for 80% of the transactions, the reason being
that they are easier and cheaper than a public offering. They
are also convenient for troubled firms that would
perform
better with a strong owner and that would be an obvious
risk for a government to dispose of on the stock market.
(World Bank 1995:246). The use of direct sales by SubSaharan Africa (SSA) and the widespread use of
privatisation by liquidating the firm and selling the assets is
largely a reflection of the low value of assets and the
underdevelopment of capital markets. On the other hand,
public offerings are politically appealing because they result
in wider share distribution and they consequently reduce
criticism that the sale was rigged or that the government is
transferring assets to a tiny, already wealthy elite.
The critical issue is that the method of privatisation used
ultimately determines the income distributional impact on
that concerned society. Where the process is designed to
extend to ordinary citizens, privatisation used ultimately
determines the income distributional impact on that
concerned society. Where the process is designed to extend
to ordinary citizens, privatisation leads to wealth creation,
which in turn will have ripple effects on democratic
governance of the society. A government’s universal share
distribution increases popular support for politicians because
it shows the public that ownership is diff^use.
The institutional framework of the private sector is also
a prerequisite for a successful
privatisation programme and
the crucial areas of concern are competition policy {where
institutions are undeveloped andfrequently lack credibility);
corporate disclosure (where limited provisions are not in
place) and corporate ownership patterns (where there are
family or ‘business house’ concentrations of economic
power that are sometimes closely plugged into political
elites) (Heald 1990:10). If poorly planned, divestitures on
concessionary terms can reinforce existing patterns of power
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

loan aid from

function of SOEs in national and

regional policies, the enterprise’s
potential to become a viable
entity and its readiness to operate
in the private sector, the
compatibility of privatisation
with other governments policies
like
competition, foreign
investment and trade and the
effect on

employees, competitors,
suppliers and customers - the
general public. It provides the
entire populace with a chance to own a piece of the nation’s
economic pie and it thus appears to be the best option to
democratise economies that are subjected to centralized
control.

Singapore introduced privatisation
a

cultural

move

as an integral part of
towards market mechanism. There was a

deliberate

policy shift to the private sector for national
development, creation of guidelines for
privatisation, the government’s maintenance of a controlling
interest in enterprises with national interest implications, a
general policy to broaden and deepen the stock market and
a breaking down of traditional
interlocking directorships
(See Thyne & Ariff 1989). The net effect was a transparent
economic

transference process.
The Czech republic came up

with the “Voucher
ramme”, which was an innovative way
of ti^sferring assets in an economy that had limited savings.
Interested parties paid a small fee for a voucher booklet
that was worth 1 000 investment points which were to be
used to buy stocks directly or through investment funds.
privatisation

prog-

Shares

then sold at book value at the first round of

were

bidding and if demand

was low, then bidders all got their
high then shares were distributed at
a higher price and individuals got
preference over
institutional investors (World Bank Policy Report 1995).
The approach was a success in shifting enterprises from the
state to the private sector and by 1992, six million people

shares. If demand

was

had become shareholders.
Russia and Czechoslovakia are some of the few countries
that have distributed SOE shares to their citizens on a grand
scale. Poland (1995) planned to distribute certificates that
will entitle Poles to indirect stakes in 514 SOEs. Bulgaria,
Slovania and Romania were engaged in similar ventures.

Though the mechanisms used in the Eastern European
privatisation process may be too radical, they were effective
35
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share holding in the productive assets
They were concerned with
redistributive justice as they ensured that those at the bottom
means

of broadening

of the concerned countries.

of the ladder could also have

a

chance to

own

wealth and

participate in economic issues.
Privatisation without introducing competition simply
transforms a public monopoly into a private monopoly even
though the change of ownership makes managers more
accountable. To be sure, the presence

of shareholders alters

manager’s incentives but where the enterprise is a monopoly,
the problem of asymmetrical access to information is likely
to persist irrespective of ownership.
Divestiture should
therefore be a part of a broader programme of reforms
designed to promote a better allocation of resources,
encourage

competition, foster a supportive environment for

entrepreneurial development and develop the capital market
in order to raise the contribution of all to development
(Shirley & Nellis 1991:19).

entity, the Privatisation Agency. The agency is composed
of twelve members, three government appointees and nine
others from the private sector and its set target was to have
70% of the economy in private hands by the end of 1996.
The government owned more than three-quarters of the
economy before the programme started in 1992. In spite
of having sold off 145 SOEs, the country is hesitant to divest
on its largest companies which are the Zambia Consolidated
Copper Mines, the Telecommunication Company, Zambia
State Insurance and Maamba Collieries. The World Bank
hails this successful reform, even

though it is mainly the

big Multi-national Corporations (MNCs) that have largely
benefited from the exercise conglomerates like Lonrho,
Anglo-American and the Commonwealth Development
Corporation are now big players on the economic front
whilst the indigenous people are expected to benefit from
the trickle-down effect of wealth.

Campbell-White argue that Zambia ranks
high on eight indicators they use to assess the
performance of divestiture programmes in Africa:
Zambia’s privatisation process was hailed as a very
Bhatia and

medium to

Africa’s Privatisation Experience
spite of all the policy pronouncements, significant privatisation is yet to occur in all African countries. Any
privatisation that has taken place has been as a result of
budgetary pressures, the desire to get foreign currency and
more importantly the need to secure loan aid from
international agencies rather than to make SOEs more
profitable (Mengistu & Mariam 1988:5). By 1986, only
0.86% of the total SOEs in Africa had bee privatised. Even
though, most of the privatisation measures did not go beyond
giving export incentives to private business... Even countries
that have economies that are heavily biased towards
capitalism like Kenya have also taken their time in
considering privatisation. In June 1983, the government of
Kenya agreed to undertake a programme to reduce its

Sub-Saharan
In

task force on the Divestiture of
immediately identified about
twenty SOEs that were to be privatised (Mengistu & Mariam
1988:7). Ten years later, the government had successfully
participation in SOEs and

a

Government Investment

contracted out services like road construction and
maintenance but no privatisation took place. The policy
received little support from the political fora.
South African members of Parliament have stressed that

has to turn towards privatisation to bring about
efficiency by deregulation. The belief is that this will solve
the country’s economic problems so that
the country

transparent process because

of the unusual political

from the leadership but political events after this
successful privatisation have shown otherwise. The
Zambian public has criticised the government for selling
the country to MNCs.
consensus

In Tanzania, the government

established the Parastatal

spearhead the privatisation programe.
A total 138 divestitures had been effected by June 1996.
The exercise took the form of sale by shares liquidation
closures, leasing or management or employee buy outs. The
reforms were triggered by the need to improve efficiency
and easing pressure on the exchequer. The Lesotho
Sector Commission to

,

government identified 10 SOEs earmarked for privatisation
under its Privatisation and Private Sector Development

Programme. These include Lesotho Airways, Lesotho Flour
Mill, Lesotho Pharmaceutical Corporation, the government.
Mechanical Workshops and two Tourist Mountain Lodges.

Enterprise (Pvt) Bill in 1996
designed to encourage indigenous
Malawians to own enterprises being sold by government
(Madakufamba 1997).
In 1998 the Nigerian government promulgated the

Malawi also launched its Public
and the

move

is

privatisation

and commercia-

Programme for Nigeria in an
effort to restructure the Nigerian
lisation

political reforms can have a chance of
“The Zambian
success. Even though there is a consensus
This
economy (Verr:1995).
on this, there are reservations about the
public
has
criticised
specified a total of 110 enterprises
whole process as one politician noted "...
that were to be privatised and
black political leaders are sensitive to
the government for
another thirty-five that were to be
privatisation because they do not want the
commercialized. A Technical
public sector sold before they can gain a
selling the country to
Committee on commercia- lization
share in the private sector.” (Africa
MNCs.”
and Privatisation comprised of both
The
Economist Digest, 1990:3).
public and private sector members
programme has also been met with stiff
was also established to supervise the implementation of the
resistance by the Congress of South African Trade Unions
which is insisting that telecommunications, electricity,
programme. However, the programme is yet to be fully
implemented and completed. In all these cases, the
housing, water, public transport, health, municipal services,
intentions were good but the exercise has not exactly
education and roads should remain in the hands of the state.
benefited the ordinary citizens. It has in some instances
As of 1996 South Africa had to put a halt to the privatisation
resulted
in a skewed distribution of wealth. The poor and
process until after a National Framework Agreement had
women in particular have not benefited from any of the
been drawn up after policy dialogues.
reforms implying the need to undertake wide consultations
Zambia stands out as the only SSA country to place
complete responsibility for privatisation in the hands of one before embarking on any privatisation scheme.
36
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Generally the value of shares traded on the stock market
heavily determined by investor perception of future effects
but for Africa, it is an imperfect market where government
imposed dividend policies dominate as a determinant value
(Jones 1991:185). In view of these social and economic
problems associated with privatisation, Kumssa recommends
that a more effective solution would appear to be reform
through other means rather than privatisation (Shirley 1989).
He proposes that SOEs in SSA could be reformed in such a
way that their goals are made explicit and cost-effective
methods implemented to meet the goals set by the individuals.
The decision making processes of SOEs would also be
decentralised to reduce the bureaucracy that impedes
efficiency. This scepticism towards privatising SOEs could
be fuelled by the observation that the private sector in SSA
countries does not have the organisational capacity to take
over the privatised enterprises.
Furthermore, such reforms
would be a halfway measure because it would not ensure
transparency in the governance of SOEs whereas ownership
would create a segment of the population that holds
management accountable for the decisions they make.
is

Consequences of Privatisation
on privatisation, theré are
secrecy of the process and the

serious
concerns regarding the
lack of
accountability, which very often accompanies privatisation
and its aftermath. Wettenhall (1991) points out that there is
usually a regulatory framework that accompanies privatisation
even though it is meant to set public enterprises free from
public ownership. This includes elements like licensing,
ministerial controls and pre-existing anti-monopoly rules and
bodies and this regulation is implemented for the following
reasons: to generate and ensure competition; to protect infant
industries and consumers; the promotion of community service
obligations and to enforce transparency and information
provision and protection of the public interest.
Wettenhall further points out that this approach has not
been very successful inmost of the cases because of the
susceptibility of some elements in the public interest protection
regime to political pressure. Other factors that have become
obstacles are: the weak powers of the regulator vis-a-vis the
privatised body and the industry; the
On the

public framework

reliance

in

value

judgements

amongst those in power; low public
awareness of the existence of

regulators and poor budgets and
staffing support for regulators
(Wiltshire 1996:196). Very often
there is an increase in foreign
ownership but this is largely
determined by the control regulations
set by the privatising government.

about the future

gains to realised from their shares. There
unemployment since all
privatisation activities involve some staff shedding. Wellorganised public sector unions have been observed to resist
privatisaion because they know their rights to organise
diminish once they become a private entity (Cook and
Minoque 1996:393).
has also been

Resistance is

likely to be stronger in less developed countries
patron-client networks which
directly into the political and bureaucratic elite

where SOEs often constitute
lead back

responsible for policy reform (Cook and Minogue
means that in order to reform successfully,
reforms envisaged must be politically desirable, that is, the
benefits of the reform process to the leadership must outweigh
the costs; reforms must be politically feasible, meaning the
leadership must be able to enact reform and overcome
opposition and reforms must be credible which means that
the promises the leadership makes to compensate losers and
protect investors’ rights must be believable (World Bank
groups

1990:385). This

1995: 175-205).
Political desirability occurs when groups
SOE policy lose their influence and this can

benefiting from
be as a result of
a shift in the governing coalition or if a country has been
exposed to exogenous shocks like a decline in trade or an
economic crisis precipitated by a drought. Political feasibility
occurs when the leadership secures the approval and support
of the parties concerned in the reform process. The legislature,
bureaucracy, the state and other levels of government can
obstruct the reform process by resorting to various forms of
civil disobedience if their interests

reform.

Civil servants

very uncomfortable with diversity.
generally reluctant to modify standard regulations
to accommodate the needs of enterprises
“These bureau
which may differ significantly in size,
objectives, competitiveness, markets
pathologies have
financing, social and political
contributed to the
significance (Cook and Minogue). They

They

largely

stagnation of African
economies and divestiture
has

largely benefited

telecommunications, airlines) make
some exposure to investment by foreigners inevitable. This
has promoted some governments to allow a newly privatised
a monopolistically
make it internationally
There has been

a

duopolistic domestic base in order
competitive.

noted decline in trade unionism in

privatised sectors because employees with shares are not as
interested in union membership since they are more concerned
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

are

are

groups”

to

not catered for.

credibility is present when a government is able to
assure investors of the stability of its policies and the
expectation that it will honour its promises to compensate
losers and those affected by the reforms. The World Bank
study noted that reforms failed because most countries failed
to satisfy all three requirements that contribute to successful

strategic importance of some of the
sectors
being
sold
(e.g.

entity

are

Political

relatives, friends and
supporters of the ruling

a

noted increase in

Problems in Privatisation

nation’s economy
and the international economic

Also the size of

a

do not have

an

effective voice in the

formulation of

departmental regulations,
government policies and legislation,
which directly affect them. In many
instances, they do not benefit from
successful management because any
surplus funds generated are siphoned off
for unrelated government programmes or

paid into treasury. On their part, any shift
reduces SOEs as an instrument of public
policy.

A

major problem therefore arises in that a defective
bureaucracy is expected to implement the reforms and yet
Third World countries are widely regarded
rigid, inefficient, overstaffed and corrupt (Cook and
Minogue I990:387).These bureau pathologies have largely
contributed to the stagnation of African economies and
divestiture has largely benefited relatives, friends and
state structures in
as
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supporters

of’the ruling

groups.Some of the problems

associated with bureaucratic inefficiency are the undervaluation of assets, variability in standards, reduction in

competition leveN and increased salaries and remuneration.
For politicians, success is measured in terms of which
political group gained and which lost. It is measured by the
ability to change an entrenched class structure or to develop
a new business class that is beholden to the
regime in power.
Thus politicians seek to minimise the negative political
repercussions of privatisation.
A successful privatisation process depends on the
existence of a well developed banking network, the
availability of credit facilities, a functionally literate
community that can mobilise the required resources to
purchase the SOEs and a pool of managers that has business
acumen. The absence of these
determining factors in SubSaharan Africa (SSA) generally has largely stalled the
economic reform process. There are very few capital
markets on the entire continent and where they exist they
charge outrageous interest rates and demand collateral that
is beyond the people’s means. In many countries there is a
notable absence of an indigenous private sector and where
it exists, it is characterised by the lack of experience and
disorganisation. This ultimately leaves the sale of SOEs to
foreigners as the only viable option and rather than do this,
African governments have used management contracts and
leases to privatise SOEs.
Government’s Transformation Strategy?
The government decided to tie privatisation to indigenisation
four years after the economic reform programme had started.
This is of course an acceptable position because it would be

imprudent for government to further widen the already
“yawning gap” between the poor black majority and the
comparatively affluent white community. The danger here
is that privatisation might be used again as a tool for
correcting historical imbalances at the expense of
economically empowering a broad segment of the population
and giving them an opportunity to make economic decisions
that affect them.
The government

has outlined its objectives in
implementing the Commercialization and Privatisation
Programme'* as follows:
Objectives ofthe Commercial and Privatisation Programme
a.

The

generation of revenue by treasury and the reduction
negative impact on the fiscus by SOEs
The realisation of a fair value in the disposal of SOEs
with minimal disruption of productive capacity.
The transfer of SOE assets to the private sector with fair
and transparent benefits to existing employees and
management of those enterprises.
The positive and beneficial participation of the
indigenous community in the transfer of public assets to
the pri'Vate sector.
The efficient use and management of the country’s
of the

b.
c.

d.

e.

resources.

f.

The elimination of subsidies
efficient operation.

g.

The elimiination of monopolies by encouraging
competition.
Source: Department of State Enterprises, Policy
Document, 1996
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These

objectives

clearly aimed at attaining efficiency
of these objectives,
government has classified SOEs as follows:
are

and effectiveness and in pursuance

SOE

reform classification

SOEs of

a.

a

strategic nature to remain 100% government

owned with functions divided into
social

b.

c.

commercial and

Non-stfategic but viable or potential viable commercial
and industrial enterprises to operate on a commercial
basis, private sector participatioon or joint ventures to
be encouraged.
Non viable with no strategic or social function will be
liquidated or disposed of
Source: Department of State Enterprises, Policy
Document, 1996

Though the policy of linking privatisation toindigenisation
came later, its objectives did not necessarily augment those
stated for the Commercialisation and Privatisation

Programme:
Objectives of the indigenisation process
Economic empowerment of indigenous Zimbabweans
by increasing, mainly through economic expansion, their
productive investment in the economy so as to create
more wealth and
employment.

a.

b. Creation of conditions which will allow the hitherto
disadvanted Zimbabweans to participate in the economic

development of their country and earn themselves respect
and

c.

d.

e.

f

dignity.
Development of an economic structure that is self
sustaining through the development of indigenous
technology and manpower.
Development of a broad based domestic private sector
which is the engine for economic growth and
development in a developing market economy.
Democratisation of ownership relations of the economy.
Elimination of racial differences arising from economic
disparities.
Source: Dept, of State Enterprises, “Draft Policy of
Indigenisation of the Economy” 1996.

The

emphasis in indigenisation is on democratization of the
economy and though both programmes may have as their
ultimate goal democratization of the economy, the multiple
strategies to be used in goal attainment cause confusion and
be transparent. In the
indigenisation programme, the government reserves the right
to approve selected indigenous participants to purchase the
SOE shares that will be sold. This negates the basic
principles of democracy that have to do with free and fair
competition. Above all, what criteria will be used to select
the desired participants? Linking privatisation to
indigenisation, though desirable, has been the major draw
back because the whole process has to go through a legal
process since the parliament has to ratify all individual
reform proposals.
Basing on the above argument, the government laid a
basis for privatisation that is founded on two principles, first
the assets would be sold to black Zimbabweans and secondly
the proceeds would go into a National Investment Trust
(NTT).^ This Trust is expected to facilitate the participation
the entire process ceases to
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of the

largest possible number of people in the privatisation
process. It will procure shares in state companies that will
be privatised as well as in other profitable companies and
will in turn sell these shares in affordable units to indigenous
people. The number of shares an individual can purchase
will be limited and a mechanism would be put in place to
prevent indigenous people from selling to non-indigenous
people. The NIT will set up a National Investment Bank,
which will provide up to 100% venture capital on the basis
of viability of projects. However, it is important to point out
that this can only be successful in a conducive environment
with sustainable fiscal deficits, low rates of inflation and
interest rates. The National Economic Planning Commission

(NEPC) outlines the sale of SOE shares

as

follows:

NEPC’s SOE share sale proposal
0%

Stakeholders

5

employees

40

strategic investors

25

indigenous

30

stock

Source: NEPC,

exchange

Policy Document, 1996

Though the government partly blames the management- of
SOEs for delaying the transformation process, both
government and management are to blame. Management is
accused of resisting change so much that when the
Department of State Enterprises asked the SOEs for their
Corporate Plans, most of them classified themselves as
strategic, therefore implying that they could not be privatized.
They went to great lengdis to justify their continued existence
as commercialised entities only with a 100% government
ownership. Only 20% put forward proposals for
privatisation!8 because they were in SOEs that had
experienced competition in a liberalised market and had
realised the benefits that come with running a private entity.
The calibre of management in most of the SOEs fears
competition and because they are political appointees, they
know they will not survive if they become accountable to a
diverse share holder group.

Proposals for reforms go through the following channels:
There are four agencies that are tasked with doing exactly
the same thing such that it is unlikely that proposals for reform
from the SOEs will be in their original context by the time
they get to Cabinet. The process gives rooms to all the
bureaucrats and politicians to alter the initial suggestions
and accommodate their own interests. The department of
State Enterprises receives all the inputs for the reform process
from the SOEs which is a time wasting exercise because the
Inter-Ministerial Committee was tasked with classifying all
the SOEs and deciding which should be kept and which
should privatised.
Though the private sector was invited to participate in
the reform process, this was not to be from an organized
platform, as the government did not establish a channel for
their inputs. The civil society in Zimbabwe may not be
organized but the absence of established channels
marginalises it even more and any input from that sector has
been

on an

individual basis. Some of the critical decisions
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the State

with any

Enterprises department made without consultation
of the other concerned stakeholder were:

Reform decisions
GMB

Would be

ZESA

Distribution of power to

NRZ

PTC

kept to stock the grain reserves
remain under ZESA but
generation of power to be privatised
railways to stay under NftZ but the rolling stock any
privatesector can take the ball and use own trucks
commercialise certain sectors

(sale of communication
gadgets and cellular servies) but certain sections to
remain in state hands.

Source:

Department of State Enterprises, Policy Document, 1996.

of SOE managers revealed that there was
disagreement on the SOEs that should be classified as
strategic enterprises. The respondents (70%) were adamant
that the Grain Marketing Board (GMB) must not be
tampered with because of its crucial role of maintaining
grain reserves. On the other hand, 20% were positive that
even though it had a crucial role to play, it could be privatised
and still be tasked with playing that same social function.
The GMB’s role needs critical thinking because all the
peasant farmers have relationship with it since it buys most
of their produce. The current market liberalisation has left
the GMB in a worse off position implying the need to
transformation it if the relationship with the majority of the
A survey

farmers is to survive.

The government

is also planning to set up a new National
Indigenisation Agency in the Office of the President and
Cabinet which will monitor, enforce and evaluate progress
made in the process of transforming the economy by

implementation of the indigenisation policy.* This agency
will be composed of members from both the policy making
sector and the

civil service. However the several institutions

that have been set up

and that are continuously being set

up

serve to delay the transformation process. The net
effect is politicisation of the privatistion process. The

only

decision-making channels have become too jnany and
transparency is once again blurred. There is need for greater
co-ordination amongst these four departments to maintain
and facilitate the transformation process. Bureaucratic
delays are already felt since it has taken some SOEs (e.g.
PTC 1995-1998) more than two years to get their Company
Act registration ratified by parliament.
The government admits that private business are the only
chance for creating wealth for the majority of the people
and the Minister of State in the President’s Office

responsible for Privatisation and Indigenisation attests to
this:
"The view is that there must be democracy in economic
participation and equal opportunities must be made available
to all our people. The privatisation of SOEs is part and parcel
of democratisation of ownership relations which is supported
by the UN Charter20” ’

The

irony in this strategising is that amidst all these
preparations, the government went ahead and sold shares to
minority institutions as opposed to indigenous people. Secret
disposal of state assets in Delta and Caps Holdings in 1994
confirmed that government does not have a clearly articulated
policy on privatisation and that all transactions need explicit
consultation with the President. This is

a

clear demonstration
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of how

financially destitute the government is and it also

shows lack of commitment to its own policies. Since 1980,
the government has used ad-hoc measures to run the
economy and it is unlikely that this will end if the electorate
does not put pressure on it to practice good governance.
The government is acting as if it is reinventing the wheel

yet there is enough experience to choose from.
Stakeholder

Analysis

a way of political life in
Zimbabwe and this has affected the privatisation programme.

several

key stakeholders who stand to lose in the
and these are politicians, line
ministries, SOE management, SOE employees, the public
(this incorporates the tax payers, customers, suppliers and
potential investors) and financiers (the bilateral and multilateral lending agencies). Any successful transformation
depends on the co-operation of these stakeholders and their
willingness to effect change. Each of these stand to lose
and gain from the transformation process and the questions
are

transformation process

that have to be answered

liberalisation and the commercialisation programmes to
advance its privatisation cause. Rather than wait for the
cumbersome private companies’ registration procedure

through parliament, it transferred all its assets into a holding
and began to compete effectively on the market.
Again instead of waiting for the government to finalise it
plans and institution establishment for the process, the DZL
stated in February 1997 that it would definitely float its shares
on the stock market by mid 1997 once
government approved
company

Procrastination has become

There

Apparently DZL, (formerly DMB) is conspicuous for
being the only corporation that took advantage of both the

are:

of its share allocation. All stakeholders had been catered for
in the share reservation.
DMB’s

largely depends

the ingenuity of the
required to manage
a changing corporation and of
particular importance, the
ability to inculcate new values and attitudes into the same
unproductive workers who were with the corporation before
it was transformed (before 1992) hence DZL has largely
success

on

Chief Executive who has the astuteness

served

as a

role model for other SOEs. The noted failure to

initiate and

engineer change in some of the SOEs can thus
rightly attributed to the management who have developed
a culture of ‘managerial elitism’ such that
they fear
transformation will leave them in the open thus exposing
their inefficiency especially if they are political appointees.
Though government asked management to make an input
into the reform process, some managers are bitter because
the government appointed its own consultants to assess the
intended privatisation process (e.g. PTC). Management
therefore felt their input was minimal because it was the
government consultants who made the recommendations yet
be

What

are the implications of privatisation on each
group?
Do the benefits of transformation for each stakeholder

outweigh the costs?
There is

rather

precarious balance between the costs and
privatisation process for the government
because of its pervasive predatory nature. The government
stands to lose most hence it is only natural that it is stalling
on the reform process. But from an economic
point of view,
the benefits outweigh the costs because of the broad impact
they are bound to have on the Zimbabwean community when
the budget deficit is reduced. Increasing the ownership of
the means of production will ultimately widen the horizons
of the populace, as a large part of the citizenry will cease to
concentrate mainly on eradicating their own poverty.
SOE management has more gains but the exposure to
competition is scary for managers without business acumen
a

the benefits of the

and this has been the main

cause

of resistance.

For

some

top management, there is also fear for the unknown future.
SOE employees suffer most from the consequences of being
unemployed in this reform era but they have not been able

organise resistance because in many instances, the union
leadership is directed by the management of the corporations.
The public stands to gain most from the transformation
process, as this will facilitate access to acquisition for wealth
and consequently, self-reliance. Furthermore when many
people have valuable investment at stake, they are bound to
want to participate in governance because of the anticipated
impacts of decisions that are made arbitrarily by
representatives who do not lose directly.
to

their

concern was to

cushion the SOEs. In

some

cases, some

SOEs

engaged expatriate consultants, which made the
employees bitter as they felt they would be sacrificed. For
SOEs categorised as strategic, there is very little room for
the management to act as catalysts in the reform process.
They continue to be perceived and treated like government
departments.
The management in some of these ‘strategic’ enterprise
has been frustrated by the apparent delays in the
announcement

of their future status.

For instance. Air

Zimbabwe submitted its plan for commercialisation in 1994
and in 1996 they were yet to get a response that would enable
them to take action. A manager

affected by this reluctance
by government to reform SOEs pointed out that he had at
times to go through the World Bank local office to get them
to put pressure on government and this was a method that
worked in many cases. But then this is clear evidence of bad
governance yet SOEs have no other means to pressurize
government to make decisions quickly.
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plans but the

rather disappointing as some
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to the government and these even outlined a proposal for
share distribution should they be permitted to privatise.
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Social Policy

The social policy in the
context of economic
reform project
Allast Mwanza
The Southern African

Regional Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS)
Economy Series (SAPES) Trust has since 1996, been implementing a research project
on “Social Policy within the Context of Economic Reform”, with the financial support of the Netherlands and the Danish governments
which is

a

research unit of the Southern African Political

The main

objective of this three-year
project has been to investigate and to
monitor the survival and adaptive strategies of vulnerable and marginalised
social groups. During the past three
years the project has assessed and
monitored the socio-economic status

(and changes therein) of vulnerable and
for marginalised groups in regard to the

positive and negative impact of

eco-

nomic reforms.

Research Methodology
During the planning workshop
which
Harare

was

held in October 1995, in

(Zimbabwe), it

was

that the research process
consist of four phases:
•

•

•

•

agreed
should

the literature survey;
the pilot survey;

the baseline survey; and
the monitoring survey.

The literature survey was meant
to

help unearth available literature

and information

on

the issue,

identify gafis in knowledge and
thus avoid having to “reinvent the
wheel.”

monitor the living conditions of
vulnerable households,

Baseline Surveys
During the early part of 1997,
baseline surveys were carried out in

Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
objective of the baseline
surveys was to investigate the living

The main

conditions of the people in those
countries implementing economic

reforms,

Available

evidence

survey

suggests that the cost of economic

analysing the state
and
nature
of social
policy
formulation and implementation in
Moza- mbique, Zambia, Malawi and
Zimbabwe. One of the major issues,
investigated was whether or not, and
the extent to which, social policy
design and implementation has
shifted from the narrow approach

reform is borne mainly by the
vulnerable or marginalised sections
of society. The deterioration in the

The

literature

concentrated

on

'‘During the
households

survey,
were

asked to state

whether their

living

people’s living conditions is
provoked and worsened by rising
inflation which is due, in part, to

adjustment policies, such as price
decontrol, subsidy withdrawal,
currency devaluation and trade
liberalisation. The baseline questionnaire was, therefore, designed to

investigate changes in people’s
living conditions both before and
after the implementation of
economic
tionnaire

•

•

•

deteriorated since the

imple- mentation of
the structural

The quesdivided into the

following sections;

conditions had

improved or

reforms.
was

household data;

housing conditions;
access

to health and education

services;
•

•

•

asset

ownership;

food and nutrition; and
income and eash strategy.

On the other hand the

adjustment

pilot

survey was designed to test
the research instruments and to

household reaction or
response to the various questions
contained in the questionnaire. The
baseline survey was essentially a
survey of the living conditions of
each country. The last phase of the
project consisted of the monitoring
surveys which were designed to
gauge
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programmes.

During the

”

were

survey, households
asked to state whether their

living conditions had improved or
deteriorated since the imple-

mainly designed to address

mentation

market diswelfares to one which
accommodates major changes in
economic policy brought about by
the implementation of structural

adjustment

adjustment policies.

declined

which is

of

the

structural

programmes. They were
also asked whether their access to
health and education services had

increased, remained the

same or

during the adjustment phase.
41

Social Policy
Survey Samples
adopted a multistage sampling methodology. In
Malawi, the first stage involved the
selection of a sample number of
districts (see Malawi Research
Methodology). However, Blantyre,
Lilongwe and Mzimba districts were
purposely selected because of their
high level of urbanisation. In the rural
areas. Traditional Authorities (TAs)
were randomly selected while in urban
areas, a listing of purposely selected
wards was done. From the listing,
sample wards were randomly selected.

SEAs. In order to achieve this, the
determined or estimated provincial

The selected TAs and wards formed

Zambia.

the second stage units (SSUs). The
third stage units (TSUs) were
areas.
enumeration
Sample

Copperbelt, Eastern and Northern provincesj.Of the 8-5 households, 228 and
577 households were sampled from
the sample rural and urban SEAs,
respectively.

All the three countries

enumeration

areas

were

randomly

selected within the selected wards and
TAs.

The

sample number of households was
by the number of selected
districts in the province. The district
household sample sizes were again
distributed in the proportion 2 rural
divided

SEAs and 3 SEAs of each district. The
actual selection of the

required sample

households per selected SEA was done
after listing of all households in the

selected SEA

using the Circular
Systematic Random Sample method.^
A total of 805 households

selected from the four

(There

The Zimbabwe

respondents formed the

were

provinces of

were

(1992) Master

Sample (ZMS92) provided an area
sampling frame for the baseline
survey. The ZMS92 sample was

administered in 12 enumeration

With the

areas

by 12 enumerators. The total of
respondents who were actually
interviewed was 1160, giving a
response rate of 97%.
The Zambia team also used

a

four

systematic sample
sample. In
Standard
Areas (SEAs) they used

stage stratified

method to select the survey
order to identify the

Enumeration

stratified and selected in two stages.

exception of the urban
provinces of Harare and Bulawayo,
each of the other eight provinces was
stratified into four groups according to
land use patterns. Zimbabwe’s land
tenure system consists of communal
areas (CAs), small scale farming areas
(SSFAs), large scale commercial
farming areas (LSCFAs), urban and
semi-urban

areas

and resettlement

the information contained in the

areas

mapping project condupted by the

created.

Central Statistical Office

through a systematic, one-stage
operation that was conducted
independently in each stratum. The

(CSO).' The

first stage involved the selection of
regions or provinces and the total

sample size of households for each
selected region. In the second stage,
sample districts in each province were
selected using the Neymann’s
proportional allocation method.^ This
was followed by the selection of
sample SEAs with the exception of
Lusaka and Ndola districts, the sample
number of SEAs was determined by
using the proportion 2 SEAs in the rural
stratum and
stratum

case

The selection of SEAs

some
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instances, the

before getting
to

a

vehicle

reach the research

similar characteristics with the entire

sampling frame.
The list of households of the

selected SEAs

was

used

as a

frame

for the second stage sampling, which
was the selection of households to be
interviewed during the survey. The
baseline survey

involved a national
sample of about 1185 households

based

on

the ZMS92 from 79 SEAs.

Of these 420 households

based while 765

were

were

urban

in rural

areas.

Research Teams
In order to

implement the baseline

surveys, country research teams were
formed in Malawi, Mozambique,

Zambia and Zimbabwe. In Namibia,
the literature survey on poverty in that

country was prepared by the Namibia
Economic and

Policy Research Unit
The country teams
consisted of four (4) members and
their activities were coordinated by
(NEPRU).

senior researchers.*' The project
should have included other countries,
such

as

Mozambique, Botswana and

Namibia. Botswana was not included
due to lack of financial support.
Namibia is not implementing IMF &
World Bank

supported adjustment

programmes. As a result a decision
was made to ask the NEPRU to

prepare a document on poverty

in that

country. Although the Mozambique
team managed to implement the first

phases of the project (i.e.
pilot surveys) they
could not proceed to the baseline and
monitoring surveys due to logistical
As a result, the
problems.
Mozambique team was only asked to

two

literature and

prepare a

document on “Structural

Adjustment, Poverty and Social
Policy”.
The

Monitoring Surveys
of the

The fourth and final stage

research

process

comprised

site. ”

surveys which were
carried out over three years in each

sample for the baseline survey was
selected in two stages from the ZMS92
master sample.
In the first stage, a

Their main objective was
investigate, record and monitor the
survival and adaptive strategies of
vulnerable and marginalised social
groups which were identified during

monitoring

of

selected

respectively.
Provincial headquarters were also
purposely selected while the other
districts within each selected province
were randomly selected using a sample
random sampling method.
The fourth stage involved the
selection of households in the sample
were

was

for a number of days

Lusaka and Ndola urban districts 7 and
5 SEAs

were-

researchers would wait

3 SEAs in the urban

of each district. In the

(RAs). A total of 34 strata

“In

sample were selected
sampling frame, a
sample of SEAs for the baseline had

with PPS from the

Lusaka,

(FSUs) which were
systematic random
sampling procedure.
A total of 1200 questionnaires were

fourth stage units
selected using a

ZMS92 master

country.
to

certain number of SEAs

were

with

selected

equal
probabilities. Since the SEAs in the
in

each

stratum

the baseline surveys. Monitoring was
achieved by assessing and recording
over

three years

the socio-economic
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

Social Policy
(and changes therein) of

status

vulnerable

marginalised groups in
regard to the positive and/or negative
impacts of economic reforms.
Research groups in Malawi, Zambia
and Zimbabwe also attempted to
determine the convergencies of the
survival and adaptive strategies on the
individual, household or family and the
society.
For monitoring purposes, a smaller
sample, about fifty percent (50%) of
or

households that had been covered

during the baseline survey was
randomly selected in each country. A
questionnaire interview was also
designed to help chart or record
changes in living conditions and the
coping strategies adopted by
households in response to worsening
economic conditions.

discussions

were

determine whether
had
or

improved
as

a

Focus group
used to

also

living conditions

worsened in spite of,
result of, the impact of
or

economic reforms.

Project Implementation
Experience
The
The

Project Budget
planning meeting for the project

held in Harare, Zimbabwe, in
October 1995. It was realised during
was

that meeting that such a field work
intensive undertaking needed careful

budget planning. The approved
project budget was rather generous on
the administrative aspect and lean on
the

research

and/or

survey

Thus there was a
recognised need to shift financial
components.

resources

in order to accommodate

high fieldwork

expenses.

assemble

a

research team in that

country partly due to a shortage of
skills. Another
rather

reason was

that it

was

expensive to conduct fieldwork

in Namibia. As

a

result SARIPS had

the Namibian Economic
Policy Research Unit (NEPRU) to
prepare a document on poverty in that
country. This document comprises
Chapter 5 of this book.
to engage

Mozambique
Mozambique, the pilot survey was
conducted during December 1996.
The baseline survey should have been
In

administered

However, this
due to

in

March

was not

done

surveys in each country per year. The
justification was that three monitoring
surveys would roughly approximate
the production-consumption cycles in
rural
It

was to become evidenf. that
administered three surveys in each

country in a year was an ambitious
exercise since it was rather expensive
and time consuming. It also became
clear that not much would be lost by,
say,

conducting only two monitoring
in each country in a year □

surveys

1997.

largely

End-notes

disagreements

among the
research team members. In August

1997, it

A Standard Enumeration Area (SEA)
is a delineated area which can be

decided that the
Mozambique team be asked to only
was

managed during

a survey by one
and may consist of about
100 households in the rural areas and

enumerator

literature survey document
on poverty, social
policy and structural
adjustment in that country. The
chapter on Mozambique (chapter 4)
is a product of this decision.
prepare a

During the planning workshop
participants felt that the project would
add

more

value if the countries, which

implementing the classical
IMF/World
Bank
adjustment
programmes, were included. The
suggestion was that Botswana and
Namibia should also be brought on
were not

board.

However, due to financial
constraints, it was impossible to
include Botswana in the survey. On
the other hand, although Namibia was

included, it was not possible to proceed

beyond the literature survey phase due
logistical constraints.

to a number of

For instance, it was rather difficult to
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200 households in the urban

up to
areas.

The

formula
for
Neymann’s
proportional allocation is:
hp = Np n
where n = sample number of districts
required to be covered in the survey.
(50% of sample districts were
considered to be truly representative).
Np = total number of districts in
province
hp
= number of sample districts in
province and

Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe
Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe
project implementation was quite
successful despite the number of
problems experienced during
In

fieldwork. In Zambia, for instance,
the research team had to cover long
distances during fieldwork. Some of
the areas covered by the survey were

N

= total number of districts in all
selected provinces.

not easy

to access due to the bad state
of roads and/or lack of reliable
vehicles. In some instances, the

The Circular

Systematic Sampling
advantage is that it
be used to get a desired sample

Procedure’s main

researchers would wait for

a number
of days before getting a vehicle to
reach the research site. In Zimbabwe,

can

size.

The method assumes that
households are arranged in a circle.

researchers

The

complained about
inadequate allocation for fuel for the

to

following relationship is assumed

exist:

hired vehicles.
N

Botswana and Namibia

The research would thus

areas.

capture the seasonality of production.

nk

=

where N

Researchers Complaint
There were also complaints about the
amount of resources (the honoraria)

that

=

total number of households

assigned sampling serial
numbers in a given SEA
n
=
sample size required in a
given SEA
k
= the
sampling interval which
is calculated from this relationship,

accruing to researchers. Most senior
researchers regarded the honoraria

are

offered to be too little and, as a result,
it was difficult to contract and
maintain their services. One outcome
of the inadequate honoraria was the

be rounded down the nearest whole

frequent changes in team membership,

number.

that
is:

k

=

N/n

and this

sampling interval (k) must

which

serious
presented
implementation challenges to the
regional project coordinator.

Monitoring Surveys
During the planning workshop, it was
decided to administer three monitoring

i.e.,

one has to consider the integer part,
ignoring the decimal part of it. For
example, 25.8 will imply k = 25.

The

names

teams

are

of members of research
indicated in relevant

chapters of this book.
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Economic Indicators

Currency Checklist
Rates

on

23 June 1999

Parallel

Official

Selected Countries
Pound

(FFr)

Pounds

$

(FFr)

$

(10.84)

68.59

n/a

n/a

2.7m

1.7m

2.7m

1.7m

pula

7.33

4.60

Burundi franc

(87.59)

549.95

(129.60)

805.00

7.17

4.50

9.33

5.80

(100.00)

631.61

(28.31)

177.72

Egypt pound

5.46

3.42

Ethiopis birr

11.13

6.98

Gambia dalasi

18.58

11.66

3.994.87

2,508.00

Kenya shilling

118.43

74.35

Liberia dollar

1.59

1.00

Lybia dinar

0.72

0.45

5.31

3.30

(1.057.40)

6,638.42

Malawi kwacha

68.85

43.22

Mauritius rupee

40.10

25.17

Moroco dirham

(1.59)

9.98

19596l60

12,554.00

157.29

94.80

157.86

98.28

8.55

5.37

2,783.00

1,747.20

4,025.00

2,500.00

13,920.00

8,700.00

Algeria dinar
Angola re-adjusted kwanza
Botswana

Congo - K franc
Cote d'lvoiore CFA franc

Djibouti franc

Ghana cedi

Madagascar franc

Mozambique metical
Nigeria naira
Seychelles

rupee

Sierra Leone leone
Somalia

shilling

South Africa rand

9.56

5.99

393.59

247.10

n/a

n/a

1,135.31

712.75

1,866.47

1,159.30

(0.19)

1.21

Uganda shilling

2,313.62

1,452.50

2,406.00

1,462.00

Zambia kwacha

4,053.81

2,545.00

4,137,70

2,570.00

60.45

37.95

Sudan dinar
Tanzania

shilling

Tunisia dinar

Zimababwe dollar

SAPES DATABANK

n/a not availiable
no

parallel market

French franc rates appear in brackets.
The euro has a fixed value of FFr6.5 and therefore also a

44

fixed value of CFA655.9.
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Economic Indicators

Economic

Growth

Rates

in

SADC

(1991-97)

1995

1996

1997

as

iia

iai

S9

-0,1

4,1

ai

7,0

69

-103

-133

-3,9

-0,6

13

07

33

4,0

129

9,1

ia7

33

Malawi

73

-7,9

103

-11,6

134

130

63

Mauritius

43

6,4

49

63

63

S3

30

Mozambique

49

-0,8

193

4,4

1,4

34

79

Nambia

7,4

32

-1,9

63

4,1

30

30

Seycheles

23

7j0

69

-1,7

-1,7

1,7

South Africa

-1,0

-32

13

37

34

32

1,7

Swaziand

-0,9

1,0

31

36

37

39

38

Tanzania

43

13

0,4

1,4

36

42

4,0

Zambia

■0,4

-1,8

63

-8,6

■33

6,4

36

Zirtabwe

36

•3,8

42

63

-32

72

37

COLnby

1991

1992

1993

Angola

-as

69

-24,7

Botswana

89

69

ÖPC

-8,4

Lesolho

Source;

SAPESDATABANK
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SADC EXPORT
DIRECTORY

Key Business Contacts

Zambia & Mauritius

ZAMBIA

Tel; 433 4596

MAURITIUS

Fax: 433 0880
Chii-anga Cement PLC

ATS Internationae LTD

E-mail:

Ms J

R Richard

10075.3473@compuserve.com

Mujoma

P O Box 32639

Marketing and Communication

Lusaka

Officer
19 Poivre Street

Irei.ani) Bi.vth LTD

Tel;

Port Loius

The

(1)27 8501 /27 8301
Fax: (1) 25 2655

Tel: 208 2098

Port Louis

Li SARA Si ocK Exchange

Fax; 210 3744

C Mate

E-mail: atsi@bow.intnet.mu

General

Managing Director

10 Dr. Ferriere Street

Manager

Tel: 208 2811
Fax: 208 1014

P O Box 34523
Lusaka

A & W Wong &

The

Co.

Managing Director

Maurith's Freeport Authority

(1)22 8594/22 8391
Fax: (1)22 5969

P O Box 684

E-mail: Luse@zamnet.zm

Tel: 233 4640

4th Floor

Fax: 233 4638

Deramann Tower,

Tel:

Bell

S Goreeba

Village

E-mail:

Assistant

awwong@bow.intnet.mu

Zambia Investment Centre

Marketing Manager

30 Sir William Newton Street
Port Louis

P Lintini

Director: Promotions

CMT International LTD

P O Box 34580

JKChoy

Lusaka

Director
CMT

Tel:

(1)25 2130/33/52
Fax: (1) 25 2150

Tel: 212 9627
Fax; 212 9626

.

E-mail;

Corporate Building

Pont Fer

freeport@bow.intnet.mu

Phoenix
Mauritu'S Standards Bureau

Tel: 697 9200

M Suresh

Zambia Sugar PLC

Fax: 697 1558

Mrs R Katowa

E-mail: cmtinlt@bow.intnet.mu

Marketing Manager

Manager:
Business

Development

Moka

P O Box 30489

Lusaka

De Chazal Dll Mee & Co LTD
G

Tel:

(1)24 6137/24 1028
Fax: (1) 24 5003

Mongelaro
Marketing Director

i

West East Ltd

'7 LTD

Ms L Zimba

Manager: Advertising and
Promotions

M Leclezio

Tel: 202 3000

Group Secretary

Fax: 208 0086

E-mail: dcdm@bow.intnet.mu

P O Box 33304

Food

(1) 22 8084-9
Fax : (1) 22 5074 46

Weal House
2

Queen Street

Port Louis

Lusaka
Tel:

Fax: 433 5051

P O Box 799
Port Louis

1

Tel: 433 3648

and

Ai

ited

Industries Group

Managing Director
Gnetilly Moka

The

Tel: 212 4194
Fax: 208 8584
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metropolitan capitals of Europe and the
second was what subsequently came
to be called colonialism of a special
type, which referred to settleras

witnessed in Namibia

and South Africa.
The year

Chinyamata Chipeta

sub-Saharan Africa

three centuries.

The Past
The year 1900 found the Southern
African region under a regime of
colonialism of two types. One was the
classical colonial rule from the

colonialism,

agreements

Cutting the Gordion Knot: The
benefits of girls’ education in

-

63

1900 witnessed the
convening of the First Pan African
Conference in London, convened by
the Trinidad born lawyer Henry
Sylvester Williams, who in 1903
moved to South Africa with his English
wife to become the first African to

practice law in South Africa. The then
legal establishment opposed his
admission to the Bar in Cape Town,
along with that of Mahatma Gandi, an
obstacle they were able to
overcome.
Also in 1900 the siege of
Mafikeng came to an end, during the

Anglo-Boer War in South Africa,
which had begun on the 11 * October
1898.
The year

1900 evidenced little
sensitivity in Southern Africa around
issues of race, class and gender. In fact
it would be fair to say that in the politics
of those times these issues did not

feature, at least at the national level of

perception.
On the issue of race

only one group
of any significance and that was
the white electorate. The Africans
was

were
as

locked out of any

considerations

to nationhood and were confined to

roles of semi-slavery or chattel

labour,
slavery having been formally abolished
in most parts of the world in 1807. By
and large Africans had no rights in the
colonies of Southern Africa. They
were not subjects but objects of law,
relegated to their tribal areas, or
possessions of their masters.
In 1912 the African National

Congress

was

formally established in
47
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motive force.

South Africa, its influence extending
beyond the borders of the Union,
membership being drawn from other
countries in the region, then under

yet ‘invisibly’ they were there,

African nationalism

Without them there would have been
no history and no ‘liberation’,

This

colonial administration.

The present

herald the creation of nascent so-called

The year 1998-the 50"' Anniversary of
the adoption of the Universal

Declaration of Human

Independent progressive African
States, not just in Southern Africa, but
generally in the continent, both north

lO'" December 1948) is a

and

;

Considerations of class had little

impact in the
his book

on

year 1900. Clingman in
Fischer states that the South

African Communist

Party

came about
when in the wake of the Russian

Revolution, the International Socialist

League (SA) combined with other
splinter parties of the left to become the
dominant component of the Communist
International in July 1921.
In

1900

Marxism

and

the

significance of class stratification had
not entered the political establishment
neither in the

metropolitan capitals nor
far-flung colonies. However with
hindsight we can observe that the
twentieth century was to be taken up
in the

Rights (adopted
fitting date
to measure progress in the Southern
African region against the western
conceived paradigm of human rights

driving force for decolonisation in the
arena.

Concerning the issue of gender
Patricia McFadden

It

“On
being an African Feminist Scholar
and Activist’’ has looked at the history
-of Southem Africa and observed that
African

women

are

absent in the

substantive constmction. When

received

mention

it

was

decorative class connection
queens.
are

in

a

great

éé

romantic stereotype,

99
We would observe that due Jo
ethnic

socialist

complicated

Soviet

socialism’s

any
feature in the narrative of the times.

around the world.

the rise of nationalism

Teading

to

decolonisation in Southern Africa

during the 20'" century women were
hardly ‘present’ even as a footnote, and
48

in Angola under

orientation,

as seen

UNITA.

African

Nationalism

The Soviet option
proletarian internationalism
as the driving force for a united
international progressive front. This
tendency had by the mid-twentieth
century already emerged as the
dominant liberation philosophy in
Southem Africa. By playing that role
it eclipsed and to an extent illuminated

embraced

Southern Africa, as

compared with
aligned Marxist model.
However, the Soviet inspired

Marxist model and the classical
African Nationalist model

-

both

recognised the significance of classwhether the African Nationalist

option was of a left or right
persuasion. By the mid-twentieth
century Marxist theory had become
the dominant political analytical tool
of Marxists and non-Marxists alike.
The relevance of class was widely

relations with African nationalism

Today Queen Nzinga has been inserted
as an after thought.
We cannot escape the reality that in

was what called
‘African Nationalism’ which could
be of
socialist or capitalist

Africa during the 20^'' Century women were hardly
‘present'even as afootnotes, and yet ‘invisibly ’
they were there.

Africa of

gender as a societal issue of
significance and women did not

of Asia and South Africa,

residual presence in pockets of
Namibian society, such as the trades
union movement. The other political

the Soviet

Socialist International and the South
African Communist Party and

The fact is that in the year 1900
there was no perception in Southern

a

alternative in the decolonisation of

mentioned.

every so

in part

with

decolonisation in Southem

complexities at home the Soviet
tendency denied the
significance of race as an element in
the decolonisation process and that this
was a factor in the split between the

dragged out

seen

the reality that in the rise ofnationalism leading to

which is
often, and used
to silence women by arguing that
African women were present in the
story because Queen Nzinga is
a

collapse of the Soviet

socialist model in Eastern Europe, but
that Soviet socialism’s continuum was

recognised the significance of race.
In its capitalist manifestation it lacked
material support except from
apartheid South Africa and the West,
and it was a weaker political

a

into

were

We cantiot cscape

woman was

queen. For her it is problematic
when all African women are conflated

Sahara, with

ironic that the 1980’s

liberating tendency

was

in most instances/and

slaves, while one

was

into the second millennium.

objective

The vast majority of African

women were

still

as

they

of the

region as the nationalist
translated into political
action, we witnessed a dichotomy in
the major political options the
nationalists had adopted. These
options would play a significant role
in the way the region would develop
our

(SAPEM) vol. 11

No 5 March 1998) in her paper

south

to witness the

In

‘colour line’ and the

Southern Africa and become the

to

devastating effects for African
nationalism in the coming struggles for
African unity.

norms.

with what W.E.B Du Bois called the

political preoccupation with class analysis. It was
to be a philosophy based on this
analytical tool which would liberate

in

as a

impact on domestic politics
post apartheid South Africa.
It was this tendency which would
was

understood.
Gender

was

not

to

achieve

comparative impact in Southern
African social thought until the 1995
World Conference

on

Women, which

held in Beijing, China. Despite
and not because of Article 18 of the
African Charter of Human and Peoples
was

Rights, Awa Dabo of the African
Society of International and
Comparative Law asks ‘whether, as a
result of the Beijing meeting it is
accepted that African women’s rights
are human rights’. Dabo goes on to
assert the genuine concern of African
women of being caught between the
imposition of white matriarchal ideas
on the one hand and African patriarchy
on

the other. McFadden states that
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

Review Of The Month
be true to say

have

progress
whence most of the continent had been

ideological issues
underpinned the exclusion of
women from the newly established
rights terrain, which is occupied by
white males and by women in the
middle and upper classes. However
black women are disadvantaged by
traditional and European patriarchal
systems, both ideological and
structural, which aim essentially at
controlling their mobility and
productive/reproductive capacities.
It is true that all the liberation forces

ruled in 1900. Which is not to say

that
Europe has made great strides down
the road of gender equality. By the
year 2000 the European Union will
have barely begun to gender equalise
its constituent membership and this is
evident in the

area

observed

Southern Africa.

Athaliah Molokomme of Botswana
to address the SADC Council of
Ministers Meeting on the 5"’
February 1997, at a Ministerial
Workshop on Gender, on the subject

‘Why gender is a key development
issue for the Southern African
Development Community’. The
SADC Gender Strategy Workshop
held in Johannesburg in January
1997 resolved to place gender,
firmly on the SADC agenda of its
Programme of Action and
Community Building. Yet there is
no visible change in the status of
a

chauvinist

is

awareness

main

the

challenge of the next millennium in

Ending poverty and securing social security are
preconditions for promoting human rights-not the
other way around. Human rights without development are meaningless.
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From

an

urban

perspective consider

what McFadden refers to

as

‘the

demise and degradation of women like
Winnie Madikizela Mandela.’ Bookie

Kethusegile at the Gender Strategy
Workshop in Johannesburg in 1997,
observed that whereas there is

presumption of maleness as the norm.
Legal reform alone cannot achieve
social transformation. Principled law
reform with a clear analysis of class
and race patriarchy power will assist
in making social change.

public office. This evident
higher levels of
political parties which determine the

Of the three basic criteria for
in Southern Africa-race, class and

gender-gender rights have made the
least impact on the day to day lives of
the peoples of the region during the
twentieth century. In this area it would
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

was
or

guaranteed adequate land for his

her

sustenance.

own

B.

Kethusegile at the Johannesburg
Workshop stated that more and more
women were losing their rights and
control over land and made the
connection between the land issue and
the

ownership of livestock.
Throughout Southern Africa, including
Namibia men generally own more

right, in the legal sphere, in

Southern Africa, have related to
issues of inheritance, maintenance,

custody and protection against

gendered violence. These rights have
remained inaccessible to most poor
women,

especially those in the rural

areas.

McFadden’s observation

on

exclusion of poor rural women
the legal dispensation is that a

the

from
large

part of the problem lies in the ways
in which women occupy spaces in the
society, and how those spaces are
either treated by the major institutions
as being part and parcel of the public
realm or are relegated to the ‘private’

The future - The year
and beyond

recognition of women’s specificity in
law that disadvantages women, but
men’s power to define and enforce this
specificity to male advantage with the

evaluating advances in human progress

future poor harvest. Even in societies
which were stratified not only by age
and sex, but also into castes of nobles,
freeman and slaves, each individual

realm.

feminist, has noted the limited and in

notion of individual equality. Struggles
for law reform in the area of gender
have established that it is not the

surplus was a stewardship on behalf
of the group. He distributed food for
ritual occasions or stored it against

human

Canadian based

many cases negative impact of reform
framed only in terms of the classic

the

cattle than women. Such advances
as have been made in gender as a

é6

women.

Angela Miles,

a

Judiciary, Legislature and Executive in
most of the member states of Europe.
Gender

that

of the law, which

remains the tool of

for the decolonisation of the region had
Women’s Department. It has also been

despite the high
expectations during the struggle years,
these Women’s Departments were,
to a large extent, unable to translate
into effective implementation of
women’s aspirations for the post
Independence dispensation, despite
the ability of persons such as Dr.

‘

that Africa made less
than, say Europe, from

these structural and

no

law

barring women from being elected to
public office, there is considerable
discrimination against women with
access

to

in male control of the

Hopefully the year 2100 would witness
the questioning if not the disappearance
of the nation state in Southern Africa.
The issue being addressed by some
today is how to deconstruct the African
state.
The classical integrationist
model based on the European
economic integration initiative is the
state supported Southern African
Development Community (SADC).
This model is also being pilot tested in
West Africa

(ECOWAS) and other
regions. According to the Abuja Plan,

selection of candidates to contest

it

elections.
Kezenambo
Kazenambo
in
Windhoek has observed that in rural

continental

agricultural African societies in general
and in Namibia in particular, at least

between

for
to

some

cultures, land

families for

Whereas

use on

was

distributed

the basis of need.

portion of the surplus

was
rendered to the Chief, his control over
a

2100

provides the super structure for
integration however it does
not facilitate Pan African unity.
The Protocol on the relationship
the

African

Economic

Community and the regional economic
communities was opened for signature
in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia on 25"’
February 1998 and was actually signed
on

one

hand

for

the

African
49
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No doubt the way and manner I a huge paradigm shift-the challenge
Community (AEC) by the i
Secretary General of the OAU and I African unity is brought about would I of the next millennium.
determine the space which will exist
on the other hand for the Regional
within it for the progressive
Conclusion
Economic Communities (REC’s) by
advancement
of
the
core rights issues
There is a view which has been
the Executive Secretaries of
the
of race class and gender bearing in
articulated by Nana K A Busia Jnr
Inter Governmental Authority for
mind the view that human rights are
that due to the structural materialist
Development
(IGAD);
The
multifaceted and include the right to
relations at the global level the whole
Economic Community of West
subsistence
and
development as well package which constitutes and
African States (ECOWAS), The
as civil and political rights and
contains the international human
Southern African Development
economic, social and cultural rights.
rights standards cannot be enforced
Community (SADC) and the
If apartheid taught us anything it
even though they appear to present
Common Market of Eastern and
Economic

-

Southern

Africa

was as

(COMESA).

Details of this Protocol can be found
in the March 1998 issue of the

I

Dr. FA Noor has stated, ‘the

faulty and shallow logic of racial,
religious and national purity’.
Cultures and civilisations

African Journal of International and

autonomous nor

Comparative Law.

I

Civilizations do

are

neither

self-generating.
not

emerge ex
European
nihilo, but through the process of
model is inappropriate and that the
African States which emerged from I inter-civilisational contact and

There is

a

view that the

interaction.

the Berlin Conference will be unable
to withstand the reassertion of precolonial social constructs. This
thesis

is

been

witnessed

éé

supported by the
international collapses that have
and

Neither

the

regionalisation of conflicts

across
It is self evident that the

borders.
future of the state in Africa raises

I

politics nor
democracy feed the
stomach of the poor.

questions than answers. A
culturally relevant statist
entity is clearly in demand.
Kazenambo points out that the
OAU Charter specifies that
more

more
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suggests a philosophical difference
between Africa and the western
world as regards property rights,

I

which form the basis of

individualistic with market relations
at its core is essentially exploitative,

personal
The
independence is j violent and destructive.
establishment and protection of these
asserted the cultural basis of African
are
called
relationships
social life will become clear, for no
modernisation
or development and
nation can go forward without its
has historically depended on slave
culture. This is an area of national
labour, military conquest and
development in the former apartheid
control. From this perspective the
ruled states of Namibia and South
adverse effects of globalisation need
Africa which is proving difficult to
to be worked against by amongst
insert in planning documents land
other things, recognising the worth
which revolves around issues such as
profit. No doubt

as

customary law, marriage and the
Whatever

j of women’s work, the nature and
I

family in general.
form

regional
integration ultimately takes both in
Southern Africa and continent in

general, if history is to be guide to

j
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in

all

societies

For the
Southern African
countries the right to development
and political rights are closely
related and these are individual as
well as collective human rights.
There is no artificial separation
between civil and political rights on
the one hand, from economic,
social and cultural rights on the
other hand. This is also understood
in the east, if not the west. Civil
and political rights and the right to

united

are

and

guarantee each other.
Whereas the right to

development
right, we need to
go beyond that objective to create a
society, which is without race, class
and gender inequalities. In order to
guarantee the peoples subsistence
and consolidate their independence,
top priority within the region should
be given to economic and cultural
development rights which are
requisite to realise western standards
of rights and security. Ending
poverty and securing social security
are preconditions for promoting
human rights-not the other way
around.
Human rights without
development are meaningless.
is

a

basic human

and other

An international monetary system

traditional knowledge currently

imposed and controlled to the
disadvantage of third world countries
works against development for all.
Referring to the 1997-8 currency

importance of

women

i denied and devalued.
! Mtintso, Chairperson

As Thenjiwe
of the South

[ African Commission of

Gender

Equality stated at the SADC Gender
i Strategy Workshop in Johannesburg
on the African a nationalist narrative j in 1997, women’s oppression is a
of the nineteen and twentieth i product of colonisation and control
centuries, which finds voice in the J of women, workers, nature and
indigenous and colonised peoples.
of
“Pan-Africanism
text
To reverse this oppression requires
Continentalism” by B F Bankie.
modern nationalism, then a Pan
African solution is self evident based

claims

undergoing modernisation. Busia
goes on to observe that the degree to
which African concepts and the
realisation of human rights is going
to differ is explicable by the degree
of her ‘peripheralisation’ within the
global market system.

'development

As A. Miles states the existing
uni-polar world system is in crisis.
This system which is unequal,
competitive, profit based, and

discrimination based on ‘fortune’
should be abolished and that this

valid

crisis the International Movement for
a Just World had this to say -

‘perhaps

we

need to take into

account these factors and pause a

while before

we

dismiss the role the
contlnu0cl

on

pg.
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Peace & Security

The problems of

peacekeeping
in Southern Africa
Caiphas Chimhete

P

and conflict

eacekeeping

even
can

Southern Africa

partnership with the UN”.
Kapungu said this was

long as
countries do not acknowledge or
compromise their national interests in
as

so because
countries have different national
interests and therefore

i

certain countries.
Political analysts say

interests, makes it difficult to establish

regional standby peacekeeping force
and keep it intact.
“The establishment of a regional
peacekeeping force is a very good idea,
a

as

far

as

I

see

an

external

non-

partisan mediator would be needed to
forge peace. “The UN”, he said,
“would also supply troops and act as
mediator when regional countries fail

that sharp
political differences in the Southern
African Development Community
(SADC) and the varying national

but

the most powerful in the world,
maintain regional peace without

resolution cannot succeed in

;

Nguesso in 1997, raising question
about its commitment to peace in
Africa.

The UN mission was a flop in
Brazzaville and in Angola, it withdrew
most of its troops when the war
escalated.
“The Congo (Brazzaville) example
reinforces the notion that international

to agree on the modalities and

peacekeeping is in

technicalities of peacekeeping.”

terms

The

regional peacekeeping training

centre, whose construction was
financed by Denmark, will be the

nucleus of Southern Africa

it, the whole

the forces of General Denis Sassou-

as

far

as

a state of crisis in
of finances, doctrine and co-

ordination,” says Malan.
Colonel Peter Leentjes of the UN
department of peacekeeping operations
says the UN should not be blamed for
failing to act in most African conflicts.
He
said
the
world
body
organisation cannot act in any countries

in future run into
Look at the issue of
the Congo, where countries differed on

training of troops for peacekeeping is

how to intervene.

programme at the Institute for Security
Studies in South Africa, Mark Malan

before there is

says external powers have also begun
to realise the necessity of co-ordinating

determined
to
reconciliation.

programme will
serious problems.

“The

concerned.

Head

thing would happen to
peacekeeping, especially between
same

South Africa and Zimbabwe, because

bilateral

they differ on many occasions,” said a
political analyst.
Brigadier Stanford Khumalo of the
Zimbabwe Defences Forces

of the member

countries for national

or regional
strategic reasons.
“If this happens, it would be
difficult for a regional force to deploy
and remain effective. In such cases, the
UN should take over the operation
completely and use should be made of
outside forces, ” says Khumalo in a

a

firm cease-fire and

evidence that the

warring parties are
seek
political

Angolan rebel movement, UNIT A,

training initiatives.

resumed war even after signing the
Lusaka Peace Accord in 1994, showing

against each other because
differing national interests in
the country of intervention.

turn

of

The UN has
occasions been

on several
accused of

neglecting conflicts in Africa
and other poor developing

Peacekeeping Capacity.

countries.

the SADC

SAPEM AUGUST 1999

mission

of crisis. In most cases, countries

booklet titled New Partners in Peace:
Towards
a
Southern
African

Speaking at the official opening of
Regional Peacekeeping
Training Centre in Harare recently, a
representative of the UN secretary
general, Leonard Kapungu, said “It is
obvious that no regional organisation,

peace

capacity building is the failure to
establish a credible linkage
between capacity building and
capacity utilisation.
Regional military coalitions,
such as the organ for Peace,
Defence and Security, have been
formed in Africa but they lack
strong military alliance in times

concurs

a situation may develop
where conflict in the region is

one

the

However, the great flaw in African

saying that

supported by

of

For

example, while the UN
dragging feet on sending a
peacekeeping mission to Congowas

■

Brazzaville, the country fell to

Off to Somalia, Zimbabwe soldiers boarding an Air Zimbabwe
Boieng 707 at Harare international Airport for UN duties
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Peace

and

Security
Zacarias

says

South Africa’s invasion of Lesotho in

September last

year

and DRC intervention

ciples.
Peacekeeping
moldalities are likely
to be complicated in
the Congo as countries within the Afri-

because several countries in the

continent and
without are more interested in the mineral
riches than the resto-

region have been involved in many
peacekeeping operations elsewhere.
“It is fortunate that the majority

interference
promotion of
regional security printween

and the

can

beings given orders by British instructors at
Nyanga battle field in Zimbabwe
that it was not negotiating for a genuine end of conflict.
The opening of the region’s

peacekeeping training centre has come
at a

time when the Southern African

region is embroiled in political

ration of peace

in the

country.

Reports say South Africa would be
likely to be one of the countries to submit troops to the DRC, a move that
would not go well with Zimbabwe as
“South Africa would have taken the

differences that emanated, of late,
from the leadership of Organ of Peace,
Defence and Security and the 10month-old war in the DRC.
In South Africa, Zimbabwe and
South Africa are fighting a war of
words over the Organ for Peace, De-

limelight from Mugabe.”
Analysts say Zimbabwe should not
be part of peacekeeping mission in
DRC because it is an interested part that
has fought in the war. The Zimbabwean

fence and

However, Zimbabwe’s minister of
defence, Moven Mahachi, has indicated
his country’s willingness to be part of

Security that is chaired by
President Robert Mugabe.
Zimbabwean wants the Organ to remain an independent entity while
South Africa who is currently chairing
the mother-body SADC wants it under its control.

comprised of presidents: Sam Nujoma
of Namibia, Bakili Muluzi of Malawi
and Joaqium Chissano of Mozam-

bique.
“The organisation (SADC) is
divided with regard to the current
conflict in the DRC where member
states’ policies do not seem to be

guided by
common

common principles or
value systems,” says

Agostinho Zacarias, Professor of
and

International

Relations

Humanities at the

Higher Institute of

»International

Mozambique.
52

soldiers have also been accused of civilian massacres in that country.

the

peacekeeping mission in the warcountry. South Africa has also been
accused of supplying military hardware
tom

to the rebels in the vast

Disagreements on the organ led to
Zimbabwe and other Southern African
countries intervening in DRC without
the blessings of other SADC countries.
The issue remains a stalemate even
after the establishment of a committee
to look into the matter. The committee

Relations

in

Southern Afri-

country, casting doubts over its

can

DRC, Namibia and Zimbabwe
obliging the countries to support
each other militarily, whenever one
country’s security is threatened.
Zimbabwe
Integrated
Programme chairman, Heneri
Dzinotyiwei said the pact spoils the
whole idea of regional integration
that SADC is striving to achieve.
However, Kapungu is optimistic
that the idea of a regional
peacekeeping force in Southern
Africa will succeed regardless of
numerous political differences

proves that Southern
Africa needs to clearly
define the line be-

Solders

The defence pact was signed by
ministers of defence from Angola,

impartiality.

of the countries in Southern African
have assisted in one way or another
in peacekeeping operations in Africa
and beyond so it will not be difficult
for them to co-ordinate their

activities,’’ says Kapungu.
There has been considerable
progress over the past few years in
building African capabilities for the
conduct of peace support missions.
This is evidenced by developments
at the Organisation of African Unity
and sub-regional peacekeeping
exercises.
In the past,

Zimbabwe assisted in
peacekeeping operations in Angola,
Rwanda and Somalia. Botswana

provided peacekeeping troops to
Somalia and Mozambique while
Namibia sent troops to Angola and
Cambodia. Other SADC countries
also provided peacekeeping to
different African countries and

Several SADC countries in the

Heads of State and government have
been

of

a

waiting for a week for the signing

cease-fire document.
DRC conflict, has drawn in

The

eight countries, with Angola, Chad,
Namibia and Zimbabwe are supporting
the beleaguered government of Laurent
Kabila against the Tutsi rebels and.
Burundi, Uganda and Rwanda aiding
the rebels.

The signing of a defence pact early
this year by four SADC countries could
further jeopardise future conflict
resolution and peacekeeping efforts in
the region as it has enhanced suspicion

member states.
Analysts say it would compel other
nations to enter into separate bi-lateral
among

or

multi-lateral defence pacts to
regional power military.

balance

even

beyond.
region have also participated in
peacekeeping training exercise
code-named “Blue Hungwe” in 1997
in Zimbabwe and a similar one,
“Blue Crane” held in South Africa
last year.

It is

against this background that
representative (Kapungu)
remains optimistic that the region
the UN

would succeed in efforts to establish

peacekeeping brigade.
However, analysts say regardless
of experience in peacekeeping
mission and training undertaken by
the region so far, leaders of Southern
African countries should put down
their political difference and work
together for a common good
a

□
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Gender

African Women and

Political Leadership
the

we face

challenges
Patricia McFadden

In my paper 1 will try to locate what I perceive to be the political chaUenges

for us

as

African women in terms of constructing a notion of politics

which involves us and centres our praxis, as agents

of transformation.

Challenges which arise hum the social and personal realities within which
we live our lives and from our specific locations on the African continent
and in the diaspora.
would like to start by situating
of the issues I think are of

and recorded time; it seems that
African women were only erratically

particular concern within the
which gives rise to these
challenges. This I think is very
important, because often we speak
about ourselves through a recognition
of the political imperatives which we

political; at particular moments;
apparently bounded or excluded from
the political arena by the strictures of
gender, class, ethnicity, age and social
origin. However, we know that
women’s politics, and I may dare to
name it just that, occurs in both the
private and the public. The

some

context

we must meet. However, we
don’t often locate ourselves within a
herstorical narrative of politics as
Black women. Yet we have always
been political as African and as Black
women. We have always been at the

know

of our societies, wherever we live/
lived - on the continent and across the
world. We have shaped the politics of
Africa’s liberation struggles, even if we
are not visible in our multitudes in the
core

hegemonic narratives about our
struggles for freedom, or in the words
which are used to sing those songs of
freedom. And in the so-called postcolonial societies of our time, we
remain centered in the political
contestations around issues of survival,
of political and constitutional reform
and the re-construction of our deeply
scarred social existence as an African

at the

many
men,

centuries, between women and
as members of families,

households,
communities
and
nationalities; within specific class
boundaries etc, were the actual

makings of African politics - the stuff
that present day political struggles are
grounded in.
The political notion of hegemonic
masculinity which reflects the
‘political’ at the present time, does not
include

those contestations

takes

cursory glance
African narrative, and I will be
one

usmg the notion of
inclusive mechanism

a

narration as an
expression in
order to avoid the exclusionary
implications of the term history, which
in reality is about his-story over known
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

or

and

struggles. It has no space for a memory
of engagement by women for rights
and entitlements which

and

our

lands; the betrayal of our trust

by Black
moments

men; as well as in
of solidarity and

those
love

us as Africans and as women.
This is why it is important to be
aware of the tendency which treats

between

politics

as

though it is an issue which
with the public

emerges only
involvement of

women

in liberation

struggles in the middle of this century.
As women and as persons we have
shaped the African narrative in
fundamental ways. Our struggles for
dignity and the recognition of our
worth, set against the meanness and
short-sightedness of patriarchal
oppression, have constructed the maps
and routes along which the visions of
freedom for all Africans from racist
colonial oppression have traversed,

throughout this and earlier centuries.

central to

Therefore, the continuing demand for

personhood as Africans, and which
has always been political in its content,
have

rights and entitlements in the
‘independence’ period is merely a postscript to a struggle which has raged

always, and I say always because that
is how long ago it has been, engaged

between us as Black women and men
for much longer than the colonial

in discourse about who

imposition could have been imagined.
And it is that continuity of the demand
for dignity and rights which has made
it possible for all Africans to envision
ourselves as liberated beings beyond

are

our

if not in form.

people.
When

contestations and discourses which
have characterised the private over

X

African

women

we are

and

about what has happened to us as
women and as Africans : throughout
the enslavement,

the violation, the

occupation by white men of our bodies
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the

narrowness

and destructiveness of

stating our her-storical presence is in
and of itself a political statement as
well as a celebration.

white, racist supremacy and the
structures

and

personalities through

which it has touched
I would like

The stories which

us.

us to

African

we

do not often do

women.

fore-mothers

told us/left us, were political, whether
one considers this as hidden or overt.
The fact of the matter is that these were

locate ourselves

in that distant past, where we, can
reinvent ourselves politically. This is

something

our

as
We tend to allow

only reclaim this identity but
vigorously object to the
appropriation of our identity by a
must not

we must

bunch of vicious fascists who have
never

for

shown

even a

shred of respect

as

which criss-cross

our lives and the
environs
within
which
our
communities are situated. The reality

however, is that
the

we are

still located at

margins of these

very societies
find ourselves impelled to

protect and save. Even those of us who
have the time and the opportunities to

women

and

men

understand how this crisis has

about,

faced with a
reactionary move to push
back into the dark,

us

1

private

spaces

home, where

are

which spans over
numerous

called

we are

supposed to be happiest.

societies

-

run-through by patriarchal
This
need

take time to understand the crisis
it tears our societies and social

relationships apart. First of all, what
is it that we have not done yet, in
order for us to begin transforming
this situation of ‘chaos’ into

an

opportunity for transition to another
place - in economic terms; in terms
of the lives of women; with regard to
the viability and sustainability of
African communities and nations.
What is it that

we

need to do, so that

this terrible moment of
social flux, and use it as a bridge to
cross over to a place where African
women are central to the political
process in both personal and public

99

themselves. This is a
serious political challenge which must
be met as we enter a new time,

as

classed, ethnicized, and gendered

we can

a

to re-name

four centuries and

decades, is rooted in the very

existence of African societies

as

are

[

come

confounded by its depth and
complexity. This moment of crisis,

to

We

we

values of priviledge and denial.
is the challenge.
That is why I think that we

éé

people and for this
continent after which they have dared
us

we are not

contestations between

discourse and construction. That for
me is a very sacred gesture: to re-enter
the her-storical past and re-locate
ourselves into that narrative which is
AFRIKAN. Here I am posing a direct

|

that

which

within all the contexts of social
else to tell us who we were/
existence across our continent. The
are, through that enigma called culture
or through notions of the exotic and
struggle against colonial domination
ethnographic fantasies.
j was led by. numerous African women,
So, as a participatory gesture, I I from Ethiopia all the way down to
invite women readers of this article to ' Angola and across Southern Africa, but
engage in the process of re-inventing
they are not included in the political
texts about Africa. We must politicise
yourself as an African woman, coming
from a long, long tradition of political

and call themselves Afrikaaners. We

mean

trying to do something about the events

tellings which spoke of intense political

everyone

challenge to those colonising whites
located in the southern most tip of our
continent, who have appropriated the
naming of ourselves and our space

This does not

grasp

this absence

through the inclusion of
political agents and as
makers of our-story as Africans,
wherever we may have lived and

terms

center

ourselves in

women

the eye of the storm, so to
able to re-direct it.

speak, to be

ways. We can situate ourselves in herstorical terms through the stories of our

continue to be.
We also have to find

we

mothers and fore-mothers. We must

understanding who

recognise ourselves in the

context of

especially in Southern Africa.
The

process

ourselves and

African

we

of re-inventing

re-claiming

women can

our past as
be done in various

have written and which

that
sing as

poems
we

children; those political statements
about who

we are

in the backward/

forward motion of time through which
we are centered as persons and as
women;

and counter-pose that with the

apparent absence of African women in
the

experience and recording of politics
globally. Often we

in Africa and

as

a

we are

of
in the

way

crisis, which I think is the

third element in the process of situating
ourselves politically as Black/African

here now;

we were

there

as

Through such

courageous action,
will be able to move from the

margins to the centers of our societies;
we will no longer allow anyone to treat
our issues as though they were ghetto
issues, and

we

will re-define the

politics of our specific locations

as

the

participated in the resistance
against colonisation and white settler
domination; we carried the guns and
sang the songs of freedom; and, we
have begun to document that aspect of

communities. What happens to us must
be a political issue in every sense of

We

our

narrative

as

Africans, instead of

I becomes: how is it that the moment of
crisis has occurred in all its drama and

maybe only in the
private as it was constructed then, and i devastation, profoundly touching all
our lives in various ways, and yet we
still is largely through the location of
continue to wonder at what is
most African women in the privatised
rural spaces of the continent. Yet re- i happening to us and to our societies.
54

we

centers of our realities and of our

hearing/reading it through the words
by repeating it, without challenging it. j and voices of others. But, the question
we are

How do

The moment is the context.

women.

ourselves fall into that invisibilisation
We must insist that

.

its

meaning, because we bring an
societies which has
always been central to the existence of
agency to our

Africa

as a

civilisation and

a

human-

occupied

space.
And the context of crisis does, in

a peculiar sense, give meaning
politics as African women. For
example, the demand for rights, which

maybe

to our

we do all the time in our
various organisations and activities at
all levels of advocacy, reflects this

is what
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special sense of African women’s j open field, and opportunity which
politics. The manner in which we locate | comes out of the expansion of human
our demands within a conception of
energies as they are expanded in the
entitlement as African women is a key
academy, the ‘home’ the state, the
feature of what gives special meaning
economy, the political and religious
to our activism. We are entitled to
structures of our respective societies,
rights. These are not favours which and in the sites of legal and cultural
someone
might imagine they interpretation. It really depends on
generously extend to us because we are where we locate ourselves and how we
women. We have rights as members of
mobilise these energies, to participate
our societies, as citizens of geo- ; in the transformative processes which
political spaces which have been ! are the windows of our futures,
This is where I want to enter with
shaped and moulded through our very
existence and lives as Africans. That
regard to the four challenges I have
chosen to reflect upon, without
is why demanding these rights is what
I mean by being political.
necessarily precluding the existence
of
We must not, will not and cannot
many
other issues and
wait on the edges of households; of
interpretations which each is free to
political parties, of economic mull over at their own pace and time.
The first major challenge, I think,
institutions hoping that some crumbs
-

will fall into

our

outstretched hands,

occurs

within the context where

we are

will be

grateful. When we experiencing the economic and
political demand political restructuring of our societies
for our rights, the moment within which 1 through programmes which have been
we exercise this political agency
formulated and which are owned by
becomes transformed into a space for
global capitalist agencies like the IMF
and

we

assume

the stance of a

re-

and the World Bank, and which are

conceptualisation of who we are as
women, beyond our feminized and

implemented largely by African states
through the instruments of government
as well as through the collusion of
right-wing African intellectuals and
policy makers. This onslaught is
compounded by the persistence of

the

and

articulation

domesticated statuses..
This entails the leaving

behind of
long patriarchal traditions which have
insisted that

women

cannot make

we dare not demand,
because that is not feminine, it is not

demands; that

womanly; that it is not African. I will
come to the notion of authenticity in a
moment, but I would like to flash out
what I think are the key spaces within

which

we,

as

African

occupying various locations on the
diaspora, are reconstructing the meanings of politics,
at this conjuncture of the African
narrative. Whether one would like to
think of the moment in relation to the
turn of the century; whether one would
like to relate the moment to the fact that
we are worst affected by poverty as
Black people and as Women; whether
of

conceptualise the moment in terms
our silenced statuses as people, as

women,

I wonder what it is that

makes it

so

women

continent and in the

we

§6
easy for

someone to

try and

silence me through the
claim that what I have

said, and how I have said
it, is the problem, rather
than that

we

remain

oppressed and excluded
^0 many WayS US Black
women.

in the narrative of human kind;

whether the moment is understood
in relation to the tremendous bursts of

or

witnessing around the
world, reflecting also the achievements
of Black woman-kind, the change is
upon us and life will always be
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energy we are

different from here

on

in.

There are, of course, many

more

ways of interpreting the moment as I
have chosen to call it. For me, it is an
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which are raging across the
continent. At any one time over the
past three to four decades, there have
been at least four wars or military
conflicts occurring on the African
continent. More recently, these have
wars

been accompanied by military
interventions which reflect a ‘new’

exhibited by so-called
regimes within the various
regions of the continent. The stronger
tendency,

democratic

in and force the weaker
follow a course which has been
decided by the ‘bigger’ neighbour
ones move
ones

to

(current examples being those of the
DRC and Lesotho.
has to say

rise,

Unfortunately, one
that this tendency is on the

and

we

will

interventionist behaviour
of the African state.
We

are

see
on

more

the part

witnessing a situation
organisations have

where women’s
come
an

under tremendous pressure, as

expression of the backlash against

efforts to make

women’s lives

political. We are faced with a
reactionary move to push us back into
the dark, private spaces called home,
where we are supposed to be happiest.
Rising maternal mortality and infant
mortality rates across the continent are
muffled by the claim that we are living
longer as Africans and that therefore,
as a curious irony, we are becoming
over-populated as a continent even in
the face of astounding HIV/AIDS
related statistics about infection and
death rates.

Plummeting currencies
nutritional
statutes of ever-increasing numbers
of Black women, globally, and

which reflect in the poorer

which translate into an even heavier
load in terms of the responsibility
of reproducing our respective
societies are all expressions of the
crisis of survival for the continent.
We all are becoming bent-over by
the enormity of the crisis, which
often spills over into our personal

relationships with other women;
tempering our tested and tried sense
of commitment to being able to
resolve the problems facing our
communities;
and
clearly
manifesting itself in our fatigue,
and the despondency with not being
able to do something about the
issues at hand.

The first challenge which gives
meaning to politics as it affects us,
is the interrogation of our
differences. Because we don’t
know each other, we continue to
base

activity on the same
assumptions which have led us into
cul-de-sacs; into zones of pain where
so many of us get tired and just give
up; not because we have used up all
our energies; not because we have
our
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ceased to understand the vision or even
to be part of it. But simply because we

j

exhausted

by the sense of loss i
pain associated with transforming |

are so

and

| androcentic purposes. And so we

ourselves and

our

societies. Therefore,

asking the questions about who we
as

African

are
is critical to

women

understanding the ways in which
difference
provides us with
opportunities for constructive work in
terms of preventing the destruction of
what we have achieved individually
and collectively.
I would like to pose difference as a
political issue which has evaded us thus
far

as

us.

particular challenge is determined in
so many ways by location (whether one

how

of Africa who

we treat

women’s

Often

behave in the

ignorant because of age differences;
accepting the knowledge of other

ethnic

because

they carry a different
identity. So the intersections

choices.

My question therefore
is: who is the African
Who

woman.

and

promising identity: that of being the
the
for
us, therefore, is to be able to perceive
this process of ‘nationalisation’ and the
pressures which are put on us as
assume

controlled. We allow ourselves
be divided between those who are

demanding rights for African women,
and those who are counterposed as
‘good women’; women who have to
wait to be given; who have little or no

i

her

citizens of a definable space called
nation-state. The interesting issue

to

pains me when people

we are

to

deeply problematical and run-through
by features of exclusion and
marginalisation for women. Yet,
having participated in anti-colonial
struggles, or maybe having associated
with the ideals of that struggle, we

women

It really

women

the ‘true’ African

with the absence of rights; with
drudgery and poverty; desperation in
most cases for millions of poor African
women, and accept to be defined by
the very mechanisms through which

we

itself, the very idea of a nation remains

African

women.

are

ways that men have treated what we
know - dismissing each other as

women

new

urban); and often one is faced

equate authenticity with a broken back;

diaspora. Yet

a

or

with the claim that it is the rural

same

not

become candidates for

ethnicity, age
dimensions which are connected to
notions of self and space. This
race,

is rural

movements, on the continent and in the

|

our multiple
gender, class,
and social status,

identities in terms of

Of course difference also presents
itself in terms of age, and how we
access hierarchies of ageism as well as

women.

we can see how clearly
difference is constructed through
nationalism and the opportunity to
become part of the nation. In and of

confront, because it raises the many

thorny dimensions of

knowledge,
especially the knowledge of younger

activists in the African women’s

to

become herded in political directions
which are supposedly in harmony with
our roles as African women. And often
we do not understand that this becomes
a core element of difference amongst

What
we

constructs

identity and defines

what she

can

be. ?

ff

and

proclaim these national identities, even

between

remain outside the sites of power
which construct and define them.

and the issues of age,

as we

signifiers which locate us outside the
sites of power, to define us as women.
What happens to our rights when the
absence of rights for poor women is
used to exclude us from our rightful
places in our societies. Whom are we
allowing to authenticate us; what does
it mean; and where do we finally find
ourselves located when

attempts to be political

our

happens to our politics when
allow stereotypes and patriarchal

class, ethnic
and spoken

we

allow this

process to occur.
I think that all these issues

are

critical in

newly invented ‘national culture’

identity, location,
language, have serious consequences
for our political agency as African
women. Therefore, the political
consequences of difference, and the
need to interrogate those things that
often set us apart from each other and
from our common goals, are very

this ideal of the ‘real’ African woman,
we realise that in many small ways, all

which excludes those who do not

crucial.

of

We become the

border-guards,

those who do the surveillance

over

other women,
women,
a

threat

especially ‘foreign’
who are perceived as posing
to this new national identity.

We become vicious custodians of

conform to the

new

a

demands of the !

‘post-colonial’ state in terms of what
politically acceptable for women to
say and do. What happens to us when
we become the mouth-pieces of
increasingly authoritarian regimes,
which spew out a rhetoric of ‘women’s
rights’ without having the least
intention of making that a reality. We
enter into another phase in what has
always been a very difficult
relationship between ourselves as !
women, as political agents, on the one I
is

hand, and nationalism
which African

men

used for their very

56

as a

vehicle

have defined and

specific and

|
j
I

There is the need to understand and

celebrate

diversity as a political
diverse, we are
also strong. We are linked by an
empathy, a sense of feeling safe, of
being drawn to someone or something
our

strength; that

as we are

which reminds

us

of ‘home’ in the

of

being those sites of feminist
solidarity which we have so diligently
constructed at the national, regional
sense

and international levels. This is

a

wonderful part of the celebration of
ourselves as African women.
The second challenge is posed by
the issue of authenticity and
Africanness. This is a difficult issue

political and activist terms,
especially as they require that we
resume the postures of silence and
submissiveness by conforming to the
traditional mechanisms of patriarchal
control

over us.

And when

we

confront

us conform to the requirements
posed by this notion. For example, the
ideal expresses itself in the following
assumptions or givens; A real African
woman does not speak to men in a
certain way (we all know what that way

is); she does not look

men

in the eye,

especially older men within the family;
she

is

demure, submissive, and

accepting of her role

as a woman; she
last and wakes first; she is always
available for the husband and family
eats

members; she always finds a way
is

-

she

superwoman, and, she loves it. And
in situations where most of us have
a

very little else to draw our identities
from besides the traditional sexist roles
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as

African women should express
themselves which might stop the
violence which men unleash against us
in the private and the public; stop the

daughters, wives and mothers, we

internalise the altruism associated with
such roles and identities, and allow our
womanhood to be constructed by
everyone

state

else but ourselves.
these may sound like

from

appropriating
us into jail;

our resources
or deporting

supposedly the ‘authenticator’ of our
Africanness for

us

to be

African. We

possibly speak in the same
way, nor could we all say the same
thing. We have to be careful not to
homogenise the identities of the
African woman. It is so easy to do
cannot

all

or

throwing

extremes to women

who have had
education; women who are
mobile and have the possibility to

us

from African countries because we

access to

have become

decided what it is. Who decided that

insist

demand their

rights and use them to
defend their interests and their bodies.

because my skin is black and my hair
is kinky and I live on the African

African women,
especially those in the rural spaces of
the continent, can even consider the
possibility of making choices which are
about themselves and their specific

continent, that I therefore cannot
challenge the patriarchy in the ways in
which 1 want to. Who in the African
women’s movement has the license to
decide how we struggle in word and
action. When did these gate-keepers of

of each other as women, and it serves
the old patriarchal purpose of keeping
us under control. And, it confirms the
notions about us which one sometimes
meets in feminist literature from the
north ie that we are ‘safe’ feminists;
that we äre distinguished by our desire
to maintain African culture and to be
nice to men.
Those of us who do not conform to

Now,

But how

interests

many

as women,

as

individuals

community. The
exigencies of survival invariably
require that poor women subsume their
desires, needs and interests to those of
the man, the children, the family, the
community, even as they long for a
within

a

family and

‘

a

foreign? And who

patriarchally defined

I

‘feminised’

I behaviour become the spokes persons
for all African women.
I
as

I

am

often faced with these issues

speak to friends and co-activists in

we can

that what I have said, and how I have
said it, is the problem, ralher than that

they shape and influence our lives as
-

women

they want sexual rights without having

so

many ways as

to

'

African mannerism which sets us apart
women.

The

manner

in

which I speak, is it un-African? When
1 dare to reach into the dark and fearful
our lives, and draw out those
taboos which are supposedly the

places in

signifiers of whom we are supposed to
be as African women, am I being
disloyal to some intrinsically African
feature which is distinctly female?
When we challenge the African
patriarchy, which lays us bare and
makes

us

vulnerable in the face of

domestic violence and all kinds of

abuse, marital rape, eating preferences;

myself feminist through
my challenging of those issues, do I no
longer speak as an African woman. Am
I too aggressive. Am I using the wrong
format of expression and speech. Is
there a ‘correct’ format through which

when I

name
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around motherhood and wifehood;

remain

'

from other

breaking eggs. They want reproductive
rights without touching the taboos

we

oppressed and excluded in
Black women. I
suspect that it is really not about how
one says things that matters. I think it
from our daily lives, but they are so
is more about the fact that many of us
critical for the ways in which we come
have not yet taken ourselves to a place
to politics; how we understand and
of courage where we can begin to
experience politics as women and as
Black people.
! confront the pain and the loss. It is so
much easier to pretend that if we say
My question therefore is: who is the
African woman. Who constructs her
something in a certain way - not ‘too’
identity and defines what she can be. 1 any way: not too loudly, not too
harshly, not too aggressively, not too
And, who speaks amongst us. Is there
whatever, that those in power will bend
a way in which African women should
speak, should articulate political a little and allow us to be persons with
issues? Is there a special, distinct
rights and entitlements. This is sheer

whether we work with
in the North or on the
continent. They often seem so far away
women

therefore able to do the impossible:
make an omelette without

are

easy

each other when we
It is so destructive

this stereotype are dismissed by the
custodians of African culture as
‘westernised’. ‘Real’African women

for someone
to try and silence me through the claim
so

over

on sameness.

the movement in Africa. I wonder what

it is that makes it

different kind of life.
That is why I think we need to focus
on these very crucial elements, because

surveillance

raise the ‘delicate’ issue of marital

they want to inherit property and
the cultural
practices which construct them as
wives, as private property thought the
rituals of lobola and the payment of
‘bride-price’. They want to remain in
the past while they enjoy the benefits
of modernity and social newness. In my
opinion, such women are dangerous,
de-politicised missiles, waiting to be
launched against the women’s
movement and especially against

rape;

without having to challenge

feminist activists in that movement.

challenge is about
terrains of political and
activists, by defining the new
and setting them apart from the

and in fact, when understood

The

politically, reflects a dangerous, rightwing tendency in the movement which
is embedded in the old patriarchal role
of surveillance by women over other
women. Interestingly, it is these very
‘soft-spoken’ women who are the first
to occupy the ground that others have
cleared and who are quick to enjoy the
benefits which the ‘aggressive

crafting

nonsense

feminists who are un-African’ have
‘screamed’ for.
Do we need to understand that if
we do not speak for our rights; if we
do not have the courage to defend our

will
political. We will
poorest people in our

interests, to say who we are, we
remain outside the
remain the

communities and in the world. It is not
necessary
assumed

for

us to

be bounded by an

sameness

which

k

social
issues

third

new

old issues; those issues which have
become baggage for us. How can we

open new
so as

ground and go to new places,

to be

able to celebrate and

new energies. What are the
skills and resources we need, and

experience
new

maybe already have, which will enable
challenge the taboos and release
new energies, create new spaces of

us to

activism and fulfillment; where we can
women with identities which we
have-crafted and which we like and
own. We can only do this by insisting
that women’s issues are political in the

be

public and in the private. This maybe
de passe for certain groups of women,
and it may even be considered old57
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personal be political. But for

rhetoric and is voluble about ‘women’s
issues’. But when we do make an

us as

Black women, the fundamental
issues remain unresolved. And the

analysis of each of us is in relation to
the state, property, to men, we realise

struggle for personhood and personal
integrity must continue.
Being political is not about being
nice or treating the women’s
movement as though it were a teaparty. It is about accessing power to
secure rights and resources, and
defending all our hard won gains and

just how varied and different women
are in reality. We often assume that
when women occupy sites of male
power that they will defend our

fashioned western feminism to demand

that the

achievements.. What

we

use

that

collective interests as women. And we
are so often proved wrong, mainly
because we have not defined a politics
own. A politics which will form
platform for our activism; a platform

vehicle for the
be accountable for
do in the name of women; a
serve as a

demand that
we

we

platform upon which we can celebrate
our strengths and interrogate our

Do

pleasure

we

ourselves at all - take
time to nurture
ourselves

physically,
emotionally and
spiritually.
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Linked with this need to construct

feminist politics which we all respect
and acknowledge, is the importance of
a

inform its content and make it viable

becoming more courageous. Courage:
that ability to say and do what others
have been taught not to say or do.
Courage to stand up and demand what

and sustainable. I know that sisterhood

we

is

decided to be. Not to run away and
stick our heads in the sand while we
wait for the dust to settle, because we

down and craft

a set

of fundamental

principles which will bind us together
as political activists, as political
women; principles by which every one
of us must abide. One of the most
serious weaknesses of the African
women’s movement is that often we
do politics from instinct. We feel nice
about someone, and we think we can
do political work with
because she spews out
58

that person
the correct

have

a

within the

so

Can

stand and

want, and to

defend whom we have

our husbands, our jobs in the
of struggle; we may become
unpopular and associated with those
radical feminists who are ‘anti-family’
may

lose

process

and ‘anti-culture’ We all know that

price tagged onto every right
have been denied as women,
and someone has to pay that price.
However when we all stand up and
there is
that

a

we

challenge the patriarchy; when we
bring our collective courage to the
demand for what is rightfully ours dignity, safety, power, security,
personhood and integrity - then we lay
down a sustainable and long-term basis
for these precious values and statuses
to

be viable. But if we expect one or
of us to be the warriors, and the

two

us

many

with.

are

we

particular politics.

a

have

a separate or different
within the process of
globalisation and do we understand
what the implications of such stances
we

politics

are.

In envisioning
need to

this future, I think we
to terms

come

with the

limitations of being women with limited

faced

resources,

with

challenges. When do

colour

levels, we have
simply remained at the level of a
‘common’ physicality upon which we
make political assumptions about each
other. It is way past time that we sit

we

distinguished by

a

movement, on many

as

behalf. Where are the African women
in the decision making which
determines who gets what in terms of

Do

Do I have to like her because she is

forged in battle and that my true
sisters are those who have the courage
and the strength to stand up for what
we share politically, at all times.
I think that in the African women’s

well

as

northern activists associated

even more

female body; because she is
as me; or maybe she
was
born in the same village/
community, etc. Is it not more
important that we share common
fundamental political principles which
underpin our sisterhood and which will

individuals,

the exotic status which

painfully how notions of patriarchal
femininity can often get in the way as
we strive to be political.
That is why I think that a critical
part of crafting new terrains of struggle
and celebration is through a revisiting
of the notion and practice of sisterhood.
What does it mean? Who is my sister.

same

political.
Finally, the fourth challenge is about
envisioning the future, and what we
understand as power in relation to
development, in relation to ourselves

global resources. Have we moved from

differences.

tragically but eloquently to the urgency
for women to be angry and bold, all

the

give of ourselves), then we
fooling ourselves. We are not being
we

as

what

wearing

are

handfull of us, no matter how

a

much

global context of the women’s
movement. Who are we in this global
movement which often speaks on our

power. But we cannot be ‘nice’ and still
be political. The recent confrontation
between the Zimbabwe women’s
movement and a right-wing inspired
court decision which basically annulled
the personhood and property rights of
Black women in that country, speaks

know

than

a

which will

we

the work is done ( and it will not get
done because the problem is greater

of our

power for will distinguish us from
those who manipulate and abuse

the time. Now

the side-lines until

rest of us wait on

immense

realise that
burn-out has set in and are we doing
something about it. Do we pleasure
ourselves at all

-

we

take time to nurture

ourselves

physically, emotionally and
spiritually. Can we begin to savour the
possiblities that life will be different for
women during our lifetimes, even as we
invest into the futures of those who will
come

after

Let

us.

conclude

by reiterating the
importance of making the linkages with
me

younger women; of understanding the
commonalities that bring us together,
and of taking ourselves most seriously,

enjoy being in African
friendly spaces. It’s difficult
always being on the cutting edge demanding, resisting, insisting - its hard
work. It is a challenge in and of itself.
But by understanding the connections

even as we
women

between individual

political issues and
objectives; recognising the
tensions, the compromises, the costs
and the benefits of working at both
levels, and striving to do both at the

collective

same

time,

we

will be able to build the

platforms that we need to be able to be
political in the most profound and selfrewarding ways. I know, as we all do,
that we are up to the challenge. We are
after all, African Women with a future.
SAPEM AUGUST 1999
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disadvantage of exporters of agricultural
products in developing countries. To
improve market access for these countries,
the author is proposing that developed

SonneSuggestionsfor
Improvements in theWTO
/^geamals
Written

countries should eliminate all domestic

support and export subsidy immediately, at
by 2005. He is also proposing that

the latest

they should reduce tariffs significantly by
2005. This proposal is not specific enough.
The rate of tariff reduction should be

by Bhagirath Lai Das (Penang. Malaysia: Third World Network,
February, 1999) and Reviewed by Chinyamata Chipeta

As stated in the first

to remove a measure which is

this

developing country, the author is proposing

chapter, the purpose of
monograph is to suggest specific
proposals for improving those aspects of the
World

Trade

Organisation (WTO)
Agreements that are of interest to developing
countries.

In their own interest, major
developed countries are formulating
proposals in readiness for the WTO
Ministerial Meeting of 1999.
Unless
developing countries can do the same, they
will only be reacting to the proposals of these
countries as it happened previously in
Geneva and Singapore. The 1999 Ministerial
Meeting may launch a new round of
multilateral

negotiations or decide to take up
only specific issues for negotiations. In the
opinion of the author, proposals for
improving existing agreements should have
absolute priority over working out new
agreements.
The second

chapter of the- monograph
procedures for settling
disputes. The author points out that the cost
of launching a case and seeing it through or
of defending a case is heavy. This works to
the disadvantage of developing countries
deals with the cost and

which cannot afford it. In this connection,
the author is putting forward two proposals.
The first

proposal is that the Dispute
Settlement Body (DSB) or the General
Council should work out specific means to
reduce the cost to developing countries of
effective participation in the dispute
settlement process, either as complainant or
as defendant. These means should
go beyond
technical assistance. In principle, this
proposal is worth considering, but, in order
to enhance its chances of acceptability, it
should apply to both developing and
developed countries.
The second proposal is that when one
party to a dispute involving a developing
country is a developed country, if the finding
is in favour of the developing country, the
developed country should pay adequate
financial compensation towards the cost
incurred hy the developing country with the
assessment of the cost to be paid being
assessed by the panel. In my view, if the

Dispute Settlement Body or the General
Council succeeds in reducing the cost to
developing countries, this recommendation
is not necessary.
With respect to

the rather long period (30
months) which a developed country may take
SAPEM AUGUST 1999

offending

to a

that in addition to

removing the offending
developed country should
provide adequate compensation for the
period from the start of the case up to the
time of complete implementation of the
recommendation. In my opinion, this
measure,

the

measure

would

act

as

a

deterrent to

developed countries. But, as proposed, it is
not specific enough.
Instead of relating
compensation to a time period, it would be
better to relate it to the estimated loss in
trade. I find a related proposal of the author
that the

developed country should take full

corrective action within

a

maximum

period

of three months

indisputable.
Where the complaint of a country has
been upheld and the defending country has
not taken corrective measures, normally the
complaining country is authorised to take
retaliatory action against the defending
country. The author points out that where
the former is a developing country it finds it
very difficult to act against the latter if it is a
developed country. For this reason, he is
recommending collective action by members
of the WTO rather than individual action.
Whether this will be feasible is another
matter.

In my

retaliation

by

view, the crucial point is that
developing country may not

a

be effective.

Hence, other

means

of

punishing the offending developed country
must be

specified numerically.
The rest of Chapter 3 addresses various
inequities between developed and developing
countries. These include the debarring of
some
developing countries from applying
domestic support and export measures if they
did not apply them earlier, restrictions on the
use of import control and domestic
support
that discourage food production in
developing countries, lack of immunity of
subsidies prevalent in developing countries
from counter measures and countervailing
duty action, lack of protection for subsistence
and smallholder farmers from international

competition, unpredictability about the
introduction of domestic subsidy and lack
of relief to net food-importing countries. The
author is proposing that all these restrictions
and handicaps should be removed.
The General Agreement on Trade in
Services is covered in Chapter 4. The author

points out that developed countries are the
main exporters of services. As such, the
distribution of the positive effects on export
earnings of the liberalisation of imports of
services are very much in favour of these
countries and not the importing, developing
countries.
This is not offset by the
downstream effects on production and other
economic activities in the
countries.
Towards

removing this imbalance, the
proposing that the agreement should
have provisions for specific commitments by
developed countries to import services from
developing countries whenever the latter are
in a position to supply such services and for
specific measures to enhance the supply
capacity of developing countries through;
author is

found.

Procedurally, developing countries are
handicapped by lengthy reports and complex
legal examinations of texts of agreements by
panels, as well as the heavy burden of
participating in complex legal exercises. To
facilitate participation by developing
countries, the author is recommending that
the rejxirts and findings of panels should be
brief, emphasizing common and direct
meaning and interpretation of the texts.
Chapter 3 is devoted to issues related to
the Agreement on Agriculture. By the terms
of this agreement, developed countries

Exemption of developing countries from
the application of the limitations,
conditions and qualifications mentioned
by developed countries in their schedules
for Article XVI and XVII of GATS.
Enhanced degree of access and entry

facilities for the service providers of

developing countries in developed
countries.
Positive structural
service sectors in
as to

undertook commitments to reduce their

supply.
Reservation of

1995-2000. Thus the bulk of their domestic

support, export

subsidy and tariff protection
beyond 2000 to the

continue

adjustment in the

developed countries

encourage the use
services which developing

export support, budgetary outlay for export
subsidy, the quantity of export covered by
export subsidy and tariffs by 20, 36, 21 and
36 per cent, respectively, over the period

will

developing

so

of particular
countries can

a predetermined
portion
specified services used by
governments in developed countries for
suppliers from developing countries.
Provision of incentives to private and
public entities for import of services
from developing countries.

of
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The author then turns to the imbalance

between capital whose movement has been
liberalised and labour whose movement has
been covered

not

reduce

by this agreement.

this imbalance, the

To

author is

proposing that there should be a provision
in the agreement that there must not be any
the movement of labour which
is inconsistent with the specific sectoral
commitments and where cross-border
movement of labour is an essential part of

restriction

on

treatment.

issues:

have been made in Article XVI, as is the case

with

capital.
regards subsidies, the author notes
that in the area of goods subsidy to domestic
industry is exempted from the obligation of
As

national treatment. In GATS, however, there
is no such provision, with the result that
subsidies provided to domestic services will
also have to be provided to services of foreign

origin. For this

reason,

The author proposes
that there should be a decision that a

country must impose such a condition on
the patent holder.
For the sake of enhancing knowledge and

supporting development, it may be
for the patent-granting country
to allow free use of the subject matter
for scientific experiments and breeding.
A decision to this effect is required.
Regarding the term “effective sui generis
system” there are two issues. What
would be a sui generis system and how

necessary

Article 27.3(b)

he is proposing that
there should be a provision in Article XVII
or Article XV of GATS stating that subsidies
to domestic services or service providers will
be exempted from the obligations of national

supply of service for which commitments

animals and Article 64

will its effectiveness be determined? The
author proposes

provides for recognition by a Member of the
education, experience, licences, certificates,
etc., obtained in another country. This should

that there should be an

understanding that a country has the right
to

formulate and

adopt

a

system to protect its plant

sui generis

varieties.

Chapter 6 addresses a number of other issues.
On dispute settlement, the author points out
that a country can take recourse to the dispute
settlement process if it has suffered
nullification or impairment of benefits or if

objectives of a particular agreement have
impeded. The author is in favour of
the current provision, retaining failure of

the

been

Concerning education and experience,
the author notes that Article VII of GATS

community that nurtured

the bio-resources.

agreement.

relating to plants and
relating to dispute
settlement of the Agreement on TradeRelated Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS) will be reviewed in 1999.
Article 27.3(b) states that (i) a country may
exclude plants, animals and essentially
biological processes for the production of
plants and animals from patentability; (ii) a
country must allow patents for microorganisms and non-biological and microbiological processes; and that (iii) a country
must provide for the protection of plant
varieties through either patents or an
effective sui generis system. In Chapter 6
the author has drawn our attention to eight

the

and the local

limiting importation of
inputs, either as a percentage of the exports
or otherwise.
Hence, developing countries
are denied a means of saving on foreign
exchange. Accordingly, the author is
proposing that developing countries should
be exempted from the requirement of not
limiting the import of inputs through an
enabling provision in Article 2 or 4 of the

restrained from

another country to carry out its obligations
as a reason for impediment, but not the

“may” in item (i) creates the
impression that a country could allow the
patenting of plants and animals. To the
extent that patenting of naturally
occurring plants and animals, including

The word

application by another country of any
measure

and the existence of any

other

of the

Council for Trade in Services to attend to

The terms

“micro-organisms” and “non-

impediment.
On compulsory licensing, the procedure
stipulated in Article 31 for the use of patents
without authorisation is highly restrictive,
according to the author, because it limits the
authorisation to the supply to domestic
markets and provides for termination of

problems faced by members, especially
developing countries, and to resolve them to

biological” and “microbiological
processes” have not been specifically
defined. These should be interpreted and

authorisation if circumstances which led to
it no longer exist. The author recommends
that these two restrictions on compulsory

micro-organisms
naturally occurring

licensing should be removed. With specific
reference to essential drugs, there should be
a provision authorising countries to use
automatic compulsory licensing for them in
the interest of their supply at reasonable
prices in their countries.
Concerning unilateral action, the author
points out that Article 301 of the US Trade
Act provides for retaliation against a country
for the protection of intellectual property
rights (IPRs), even where the country has
complied with the obligations of the
Agreement on TRIPS. The author favours a

facilitate

market

access

of services.

is a likelihood of
against developing countries
in this matter. To safeguard against unjust
denial of recognition, the author is proposing
there

However,

discrimination

that GATS should have a

fairness.
The author ends

provision for the

ensure

Chapter 4 with an appeal
specific provision

their parts, must not be allowed, there
should be formal clarification that these
and

essentially biological processes for
production must not be granted

their

patents.

clarified.

The term

that GATS should have a

does not refer to

for monitoring the implementation of the
commitments stated in Articles IV and XIX.2

micro-organisms.
past firms from developed
countries have obtained patents for
naturally occurring plants in developing
countries even though local people have
used these plants for a long time. This
is totally wrong. The author proposes

affecting the developing countries. The
Council for Trade, for example, may have
periodic consultations with developed
countries on the implementation of these
provisions. And a developing country may
bring before the council cases of nonimplementation for its attention.
Entitled “Agreement on TRIMs”,
Chapter 5 addresses two issues related to
trade-related investment measures (TRIMs).
The first issue is the prohibition of the
domestic content requirement which is a
major handicap for developing countries. It
is important for developing countries to have
flexibility to apply domestic content
requirement because they no longer have the
flexibility to apply direct restraint on import
of similar products to encourage the use of
.

domestic products. To this end, the author
is proposing that developing countries should
be exempted from the requirement on the

application of domestic content through an
enabling provision in Article 2 or 4 of the
agreement.
The second issue is the limitation on

import of inputs.
60

Member countries are

situation

In the

that there should be
matter

The

a

should not be

decision that such

patented.

patenting of plant materials obtained

from collections held in

international

as causes

germplasm banks and other deposit

decision that would

institutions where such materials are

prohibit the

publicly available is also wrong. A
decision that no patents should be granted
for such materials should be made.

already granted,

If

they should be

cancelled.

subject matter of a patent
application is derived from the plant
material of a country, its consent must
be sought. An appropriate decision to
this effect should be incorporated in the
Where the

explicitly and clearly

use of such unilateral measures.
And with respect to the reference date

i

for

priority, some countries use the criterion

of first to invent, rather than first to

file. To

determine first to invest is difficult and

problematic. For this reason, the author
prefers the application of first to file.
Chapter 7 on “Agreement on Textiles and
Clothing” addresses four factors constraining

access of textiles and clothing from
developing countries; namely, the slow
adjustment in developed countries of the
agreement.
Where the subject matter of a patent is
special regime in this sector to the normal
WTO regime, the slow pace of liberalisation
derived from the bio-resources of a
in developed countries as regards products
country, it is fair that the patent holder
should share its benefits with that country I covered by import restraints, sponsorship of

market
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anti-dumping action against imports from
developing countries and the introduction by
some major developed countries of rules of
origin which has resulted in incorrect
assignment of sources of imports.
In the light of these problems, the author
is proposing (i) a provision in the
agreement
for positive structural adjustment efforts
by
governments in developed countries
according to which they should prepare
appropriate programmes, the implementation
of which should be kept under review
by the
WTO, (ii) that developed countries should
cover 33
per cent of their imports of
restrained products by the end of 1999, (iii)
a
provision for a moratorium in developed
countries on anti-dumping action against
imports from developing countries until the
entire textile sector is brought within normal
WTO

rules, and (iv) the immediate
modification of the rules of origin so that on
the basis of rational criteria of the
manufacture of

products, countries of origin
correctly assigned.
Covering 33 per cent of developed
countries imports of restrained products by
can

be

the end of 1999 may not be feasible in view
of the fact that the WTO Ministerial

meeting
take place until December of this
year. A deadline of mid 2000 may be more
appropriate. The timing of the modification
of the rules of origin should be made
specific.
Merely to say “immediately” is not specific.
“Understanding on BOP (balance of
payments) Provisions” is the subject matter
of Chapter 8. Three issues are addressed.
First, the inadequacy of foreign exchange
reserves and net
foreign exchange inflow in
determining whether a country has a BOP
problem since their composition and nature
are not taken into account. The author
points
out that foreign
exchange reserves may have
may not

unstable elements which cannot be

depended
planning foreign exchange
expenditure. Hence, it is essential to
upon

in

understand the factors that should be taken
into account when considering the existence
of

BOP

problem. More specifically, the
author is proposing that the composition of
reserves and inflow of
foreign exchange
should be an important criterion and that the
a

elements which are uncertain, unstable and
short-term in nature should be excluded. As
I see it, the problem will be how to
identify
uncertain and unstable elements in the inflow
and stock of foreign reserves.

Secondly, the inadequate and faulty
determination of the need for foreign
exchange on the basis of expenditure in the
past few years. The author points out that
sometimes developing countries may need
foreign exchange in excess of the historical
trend of expenditure for development
purposes.

Hence there is

a

need for

improving the method of assessing the need
for foreign exchange which should be
guided
by future programmes rather than the
historical trend of expenditure.
Thirdly, the inflexibility of the measures
which developing countries can take to ease
their BOP problems. The
understanding on
BOP Provisions favours price measures
(e.g.
raising customs duty) over non-price

measures (e.g., direct
import control) even
though the former are less effective and
slower than the latter. According to the

author, the restriction

on

should be removed

the type

For this reason, I agree with the author that
a need to
discourage and

there is

stop this
tendency. His proposal that there should be
a provision in the
agreement that provides
for punishment of an industry which has been
complaining repeatedly will be difficult to
implement because whether the complaints
are not suitable for
imposition of antidumping duty can be subjective. So too the
suggested provision of payment of financial
compensation to a developing country if the
complaint is found to be frivolous or non-

of measures

completely, giving

developing countries freedom of choice.
Chapter 9 covers issues related to
“Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing
Measures”. On subsidies, the author abhors
the fact that those which are
normally used
in

developed countries; viz.: those for
and development, regional
development
and
adaptation
of
research

substantiated.
The third issue is the

environmental standards are non-actionable
in the sense that counter-action cannot be

high cost borne by
developing countries of defence against antidumping investigations. To provide these

taken

against them, while those that are
normally used by developing countries for
development, diversification and upgradation
of their industry and agriculture are
actionable. The author argues that the latter
should also be non-actionable and that
action should be taken against them.
Article 27.3 of the agreement

countries with

ones.
raised about the

no

permits

country.

However, doubts have been
application of this provision

in view of the restriction in the
on

And the fourth issue is the
presumption
dumping in the case of developed
countries. As developing countries are
liberalising their imports, the incidence of
dumping into these countries may rise. To
take anti-dumping action
against imports
from developed countries may be very
costly
of

Agreement

Trade-Related Investment Measures

(TRIMs)

on

domestic

content

requirements.

The author is

proposing that there should be
clarification that the provision in Article 27.3
is applicable notwithstanding the
provisions

of any

and difficult.

Hence, there is a need to
provide them with protection. In the case of
imports from developed countries, the
problem can be relieved if there is a provision
of presumption of dumping when certain

other agreement.

Concerning

competitiveness.
requires a
developing country to phase out its export
subsidy when it reaches export
competitiveness. The term export
competitiveness itself is not elaborated. Also
not elaborated is what will
happen if it loses
export corripetitiveness. Otherwise, I agree
export

Article 27.5 of the agreement

conditions are fulfilled. The Council for
Trade in Goods could work out the elements
of these conditions.

Chapter 11

with the author that in these circumstances

developing

country must have

a per capita Gross
(GNP) of less than
US$1,000 per, annum. The implication of
this is that once the level of
per capita GNP
rises above this level, a country is
likely to
be excluded from the list of
eligible countries
(Annex VII). The author is arguing that it is
proper to wait for a continuous period of two
years to see whether the higher per capita
GNP is stable and that a
country will be
automatically included if its GNP per capita

National Product

17.6 from the agreement

because it excludes
from the normal dispute
settlement process by restricting the role of
dispute settlement panels.
The second issue is protection
against
harassment of developing countries which
are
often the victims of repeated
investigations in respect of the same or
similar products. Industry in
developed
countries uses this for protectionist
purposes.

anti-dumping

cases

“Agreement

the

Technical

product of

a

country will be allowed to

imported into different markets. The
author warns developing countries to watch
out to ensure that standards are not
being set
too high in relation to
safety and other
requirements and that special attributes of
developing countries in respect of products,
production process and materials are not
ignored by the international standard-setting
■body. In order to safeguard their interests,
developing countries should take part in
working out international standards.
To facilitate their
participation, the
international community should

provide

them not

only with technical assistance, as
suggested by the author, but also with
financial assistance, wherever
necessary.
The author’s proposal is that the Council
for Trade in Goods should deliberate

seriously

on

this matter and adopt specific

for

safeguarding the interests of
developing countries in formulating
means

international standards and that this should
be

incorporated in the Agreement

on

Technical Barriers to Trade.

Chapter 12 on “Agreement on Rules of
Origin” states that work on finalising the
rules of origin is in progress
using guidelines
given by the Agreement on Rules of Origin.
-

-

-
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on

be

falls below the critical level.

Chapter 10 on “Agreement on AntiDumping” deals with four issues. The first
is the restoration of
anti-dumping to the
normal dispute settlement
process. The
author is appealing for the removal of Article

on

Barriers to Trade” is concerned with
international standards which define the
technical quality of a product and whether

the

subsidy should be restored and that
Article 27.5 should be amended
accordingly.
To be eligible for subsidies, a

protection, there should

special de minimis provision that a
developing country will not be subjected to
anti-dumping investigation or duty if the
margin of dumping is less than 15 per cent,
or if the volume of the
alleged dumped
import is less than 5 per cent of the total
import of the product in the importing

developing countries to grant subsidy for the
use of domestic
products in preference to
imported

some

be

*■
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It is unfortunate, however, that developing
countries are not able to participate

effectively in this process because of
inadequate numbers of trained personnel and
inadequate financial resources. Unless their
interests are fully taken into account, they
may not gain on market access where the
rules of origin are critical.
The author is proposing that the Council
for Trade in Goods should consider this issue

seriously and find ways of facilitating the
participation of developing countries in the
process of formulating the rules of origin. I

continued from pg. 50

agree with him that this should go beyond
providing technical assistance and adopt a
balanced set of rules keeping the interests of
developing countries fully in review. But.
in my view, the UNCTADAJNDP should also
provide financial assistance, wherever
necessary.
This monograph

is of particular interest
developing
countries who are involved in negotiating
WTO Agreements, it is also of interest to:
economic policy makers; officials of UN
agencies and other multilateral institutions

to

ministers and civil servants in

but inclusive and international, that the

viewpoints have played in framing
the crisis we see around us today’.

SO"" anniversary of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights provides

For Namibia, which

suffered

a

vicious and

oppressive form
of apartheid than South Africa,
despite the attainment of
Independence and economic,
cultural and educational rights
and, despite liberal constitutional
guarantees, these rights remain
objective rights, subject to a
hierarchy of priorities, around
which there is no present national
consensus,
People remain
threatened by poverty, hunger,
disease and death.
has

Kazenambo

pointed out that the freedom

of the market is the freedom of
money

the correct juncture

for a rights review,

given that the majority of the members
of the United Nations today did not exist
in 1948. The main thrust of this review

is the need to balance individual and
collective rights as well as balancing

engaged in teaching and research;
community.
Before the WTO Ministerial Meeting in
December, 1999, regional and interregional
meetings will be held in Africa, Asia and
Latin America to assist developing countries
to elaborate a positive agenda. The proposals
staff

NGOs and the donor

put forward in
as an

this monograph should serve

important input into these preparatory

meetings.

function of property

rather than
personality, only those with
property have rights. Neither
politics nor democracy feed the
stomach of the poor. The market
ethos ignores the reality that
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Cutting the Gordian Knot:
The

Benefits of Girls ’ Education in
Sub-Saharan Africa
Edited

by Ann Cotton and Richards Synge (eds) Cambridge:
Cambridge Female education (1998) Reviewed by Fred G. W. Msiska
“Cutting the Gordian Knot: The Benefits of
Girls’ Education in Sub-Saharan Africa” is
a reader
comprising of twenty-one chapters,

including the editors’ introduction. This
book is a product of a broadly-based
dialogue on girls’ education in Africa, a
dialogue promoted by Cambridge Female
Education (CamFed) and. the African
Studies Centre (A S C) at the University of

Cambridge, at the international seminars
held in Cambridge in 1995, Harare and
Accra in 1996. The book explores the
economic, social, cultural

or

religious

pressures which combine to create an
obstinate tangle of resistance to achieving
the aims of educators and governments alike
in improving the educational status of girls

(Cotton and Synge, 1998 :1). In this regard,
the book makes

a

valuable contribution to

understanding of the complex interplay
between macro-level policy and micro-level
practices, beliefs and attitudes explaining
girls low rate of participation in basic
(primary) education and subsequent tiers of
our

smaller families and women’s

improved
Equally, the process of family
and community decision-making about
girls’ education can become part and parcel
of the removal of the family’s and
community’s own social, economic, and
even political barriers to progress. Chiurayi
social status.

(1998

: 15) underscores this point when
arguing that by providing education to girls
and women, developing countries will be
providing long-term solutions to their
problems because education enables girls
and women to acquire knowledge and skills
required for making meaningful

contributions towards socio-economic

development. On this point, authors are
agreed that affording all individuals, girls
and boys, access to adequate basic education
is not an optional matter but rather a
fundamental human right.
Among the many challenges, authors
highlight parents’ inability to pay the costs
involved in sending girls to school, the

thematically organized into
challenges, country
policies and experiences, and projects
which, combined, testify to the increasing
degree of clarity and understanding of the
constraints on girls to access, remain in the
education system and achieve in accordance
with their intellectual ability. The chapters

shortage of schools and teachers in rural
the long distances that children may
have to travel to school, a gender bias in
favour of boys within the school system
itself, a prevailing perception that boys will
have better job opportunities than girls, the
family pressure on girls to stay at home to
undertake domestic responsibilities, the
pressure for early marriages, the risk of
sexual harassment and pregnancy, seasonal

show that what is needed is

farm labour demands, and

education.

areas,

The book is

three parts to present

an

action-

oriented

approach to solving problems that
are becoming better understood with each
day that passes. A common conclusion of
the book is that the active participation of
key members of the community, working
with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and governments, is indeed in the
solution of problems at the local level (p.
2).
Part One of the book

(pp. 15-66) is
devoted to explaining aspects of the
challenge and argues that finding and
implementing solutions to the problems that
might limit girls’ access to education has
ramifications well beyond the benefits to
individual girls. In this connection, authors
argue that the education of girls provides a
way of slicing through the Gordian Knot of
social and economic problems that beset
Africa. It is an investment in better standards
of living in the future, with multiplier effects
in terms of health, nutrition,
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hygiene.

persistent

poverty. The authors, in my view correctly,
argue that while parents are generally ready
and willing to send both boys and girls to
school, persistence of poverty forces them
to prefer boys to girls, hence, reinforcing
the traditional

society. This point is very
important and central to our search for
realistic solutions to the problem of girls
low rate of participation in education. With
this observation, the book has for the first
time taken the debate on girls education

from fashionable arguments to
focusing on some specific and indeed
genuine area requiring special attention.
Accepting that the problem of persistent
poverty is beyond the abilities of individuals
and governments in Africa, Chung (1998)
in chapter seven, part one of the book,
argues that African governments need to be
assisted in developing capacities to provide
good quality basic education for all. On this
point, authors propose that economic
away

strategies be designed to overcome
altitudinal and financial hardships which
force parents to choose which children will
attend school. Emphasizing the point,
Chung (1998 : 59) contends:
However the decisive factor is often not
that of values and culture, as parents
in Africa can usually see the advantages of

educating girls in terms of the possibility
of increased income from better educated

offsprings. The real decisive issue is the
sheer inability of parents living on the
borderlines of poverty to invest in the
education of all their children.
I feel that Chung’s observation is a very
pertinent point worth serious consideration
in our efforts to ensure that both girls and
boys have equal access to good education.

Otherwise,

we

will continue impressing

upon poor parents of the advantages of girls
education without much success if they
afford to pay tuition and user fees
for all children. The other implicit but very

cannot

important point raised by Chung is that we
concluding fashionably

should be careful in

that it is

always gender bias which drives

parents to preferring boy to girl child. In
the face of persistent poverty parents will

always choose which child will attend
school whether they have boys or girls only.
The point is that altitudinal changes which
are not backed
up by the means for
translating them into practical reality are
at best “paper tigers”.
All the same, I would want to agree with
the authors that in a family of boys and
girls, it seems that the realisation that
investment in girls education benefits
marital partners and their relatives,
enhances the propensity to discriminate
against girls in situations where parents do
not have adequate financial resources to
send every child to school. As such, the
novelty of Chung’s argument lies in its
realistic diagnosis of the propelling factor
in parents’ choice of which child should go
to school when resources are

limited.

Inevitably, in such situations, parents begin
to behave like rational economic beings
taking into consideration long-term returns
to the

investment in their children’s

education, and they should not be blamed
for that. Otherwise,

everything else being
equal, parents will not mind which child
goes to school. After all, they are all their
children.
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Taking the argument further as it relates
to

parents and

national societies, Chung

(19998 : 61) argues that limited accessibility
of girls to basic and secondary education
arising from poverty cannot be tackled by
African governments

alone. Instead, Chung

(1998) maintains, the international donor
community should come to the rescue of
African governments because the poverty
in these countries prevents them from

meaningfully engaging with all proposed
strategies. Specifically, Chung (1998)
proposes removal of present donor

development aid and
judicious use of Official Development
Assistance (ODA) to ensure that every child
receives good quality primary education as
a basic human right and that at least 20% of
children receive secondary education would
be a reasonable starting point. It is estimated
conditionalities

that

a

on

minimum of additional resources of

between US$1.25 and 1.5 billion

annually

required to enable Sub-Saharan Africa to
achieve primary education for all. Given that
official development assistance to SubSaharan Africa is ten times higher than this,
is

that a mere change of
conditionalities could effect the desired
it would appear

change even if further funds were not
available, Chung contends.

Unfortunately, part one of this book gives
the impression that nothing worthwhile has
been achieved. The editorial introduction
even a better job if it
highlighted positive changes as captured in
part two of the book so that readers,
especially the ones for whom the message
is intended, realizes that while the problem
remains, commendable progress is being
achieved. Let us face it, you cannot make a
fire if every time a spark is produced, you
follow it with a cup of cold water.

could have done

This takes

me to

discussion of parts two

and three of the book. Part Two

for

a

must

a

education. Countries covered

and

Botswana,

Ghana, Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
While the information provided is rich and
indeed reassuring vis-a-vis the endeavour
to

improve girls access to education, this

of the book could have been
strengthened with some reference to sources

part

of information. As it stands, all the seven

offer

and this book does

And

a

are

other public use.

any

an optional
opportunity to rebind the book in hard
covers as would be necessary if purchased
for a public library.
The language is simple and straight
forward, making it suitable for and
accessible to a wide range of readers, apart
from ensuring that they follow and
understand the issues being discussed. For
a book targeted at policy makers, teachers
at various levels of education, parents and
pupils, use of simple language is definitely

(pp. 67 presentation of country
experiences, policies and programmes for
ensuring improved girls access to basic
is

104)

public library or
wide margins

The

just that.
finally, I would like to recommend

this book for all

people concerned and

involved with the education of the

youth,

particularly for activists of girls’
education. The way it is structured and
written offers the reader an opportunity to
have an understanding of challenges for girls
education, policy positions on girls
education in the featured countries, and
programmes that are currently
addressing the issue of girls low rate of
some

to education.

With this book in your

chapters have no references within text and
at the end of each chapter. This tends to
water down the force of arguments and
authenticity of the entire narration. If used

access

in academic institutions as a reference book,

problem in view of special circumstances

promote the undesirable tendency
students to write without

in your country.
All the same, I should caution that for

acknowledging other people’s works.
Part Three of the book (pp. 103 - 135)

purposes of serious academic studies, the
book is inadequate because it lacks a great
deal on the theoretical framework. What I

custody, you do not have to repeat the
obvious challenges, but go straight into seek
alternative and

better solutions to the

This is definitely new and good a
thinking which has to be pursued further by
both governments and scholars in the fight
against girls low rate of participation in

it would

education. All the same, such an ambitious

is

proposal, apart from requiring good wilt
from the donor community, also requires
fiscal prudence, discipline and commitment
on the part of the beneficiary governments.
Given the present tendency of budgetary
deficits in most Africa governments. South
of the Sahara in particular, such a gesture
risks being abused at the expense of the
intended purpose. In view of this threat, one
would want to believe that what Chung is
proposing is mean time more of an academic
agenda to be carefully studied by both donor
community and beneficiary governments
than an immediate solution to the problem
of girls low rate of participation in

strategies at grassroots level to facilitate
improved participation of girls in education.
Covered are the CamFed Programme in

want to say here is that the challenges are
presented more like acceptable narrations
than complex aspects which require

Ghana and Zimbabwe; The Forum for
African Women Educationalists (FAWE) in

purposes

education.

By way of closing discussion on part one
of the book, I want to highlight one
weakness of this part of the book. Published

series of
international seminars held in Cambridge,
in

1998 and arising

Accra and Harare, the

from

a

book should have

acknowledged the shift in perception of
girls’ education and attitudinal preference
for boys. Country experiences presented in
part two of the book show clearly that

among

a

presentation of case projects and

Ghana; The Science,
Technology and Mathematics (STME)
Ghana; Childscope in

Clinic for Girls in Ghana; and United

Kingdom assistance to girls education in
Ghana and Zimbabwe. All these are an

description of the aims,
objectives and strategies of programmes in
place to facilitate girls improved access to
education and girls participation in science
and technical subjects. Because these are
descriptions of projects in progress, one
does not expect scholarly presentation, and
indeed they are presented as such. My only
complaint to the editors is that since these
were specially commissioned contributions
and bearing in mind that they are as brief as
illustrative
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